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THE HURRICANE SKIPPED US

Fighting In Italy

A Masonic Drive

WHAT IT’S LIKE IN FRANCE

Fraternity Wants To Raise
Two Knox County Boys In
$50,000 For Expansion
But It Was a Tolerably Good-Sized Storm— Regiment Which Has Been Thomaston High School Graduate Writes Fine
Of Service Centers
Nightmares To Germans
Descriptive
Letter
To
Lavender
City Waits In Darkness
i
The Masonic fraternity in Maine
Pfc. Clyde G. Cochran of 56 Cedar
- -------------The great hurricane against which
^euch elaborate warnings had been
jlssued, and such extensive prepar
ations made, reached the New Eng
land coast late fast night, struck
‘.tiie Rhode Lsland shores and
/bc/unced off to sea.
An act of
^Providence it might be said.
When it reached Rockland, Maine
«lt was just another big gale, accom
panied by a torrential downpour,
-,and the ground this morning was
littered with twigs and leaves. On
'Camden street, opposite the head of
•Washington, a large tree fell across
/the highway and traffic over Route
?3 was obliged to detour,
f A section of Main street opposite
■ the BaptLst Church had been roped
'off to guard against the possibility
. that the slanting spire of that
edifice might topple.
The street lights went out of com
mission during the night, adding
'darkness to the storm hazard.
The Coast Ouard. well prepared
against emergencies, received no
call for assistance.
j
; The Fire Department was out

I

'.

only for removing trees from streets
and for leaks at home of Mrs. Olive
Malberg, McCloud treet, where sal
vage blankets were used.
The telephone and Central Maine
Power companies expected trouble,
and the storm brought it. Section
crews for both of the utilities are
working briskly this
morning,
bringing order out of chaos.
Division Manager Thomas Stone
says toll circuits to Bath, Portland
and Boston are out of order, also
lines to Tenant’ Harbor and-Vinal
haven. Estimates that In BelfastRockland section 300 phones out of
order; in Rcckland about 150 phones
out of order.
One of the merning newspapers
promised a hurricane for today,
but when
this
paper
went
to press there was nothing more
serious that a high wind which
kept folks hanging onto their hats—
or their hair, in case they didn't
wear hats.
Fair and cooler tonight was the
Weather Bureau’s promise.
And
less water ln the basement of
brookslde residences.

lien, D„ 2.

Returns Complete

Hildreth Polls Huge Vote—
The Isle au Haut Figures
The virtually complete unofficial
vote in Monday’s election was:
' Hildreth, IR., 130.200; Paul J. Jul
lien. D., 54,422.
f» Ror U. S. Representatives:
First district—-Rep. Robert Hale,
’R, 47,635; Andrew A. Pettis, D.,
*21,569.
Second district—Rep. Margaret
C Smith. R., 45,492; David H. Sta
ples, D., 20,822.
Third district—Rep. Frank Fel
lows, R., 35,141; Ralph E. Graham,
D, 10.095
Pettis, president of the Portland
Shipyard Workers' Union, and Sta
ples, a retired railroad man, had the
endorsement of the Maine United
Labor Committee, affiliate of the
CIO Political Action Committee.

Congres;
Smith, R,, 16; Staples,
D„ 2.
State Senator—Smith, iR , 14.
Judge of Probate—Wilbur, R., 13.
Clerk of Courts—Griffin, R„ 16
Reg ster of Deeds—Coltart, R, 15.
Sheriff—'Ludwick, R., 15.
County Attorney—Burgess, ,R., 13
Commissioner—Boynton, R., 13.
Legislature—Emerson, R., 15.
Questions
No 10
Yes 1
No 9
No
No

Amendment
Yes 17

Dr. Ronald! Bridges of Sanford
and Tempe. Ari, was honor guest
at a meeting of the Lincoln Acso•iation held) at a luncheon meeting
at the. Copper Kettle Wednesday
noon. Dr. Bridges is the newly
elected1 moderator of the National
Council of Congregaticnal-Christian Churches. Several question
ISLE AU HAUT
Governor—Hildreth, R„ 16; Jul- new before the churches were dis
cussed
Rev. Roy A. Wellker of
Rockland was moderator and Rev
Winfield L. Witham of Camden
was scribe Those present were
Supper and Auction Rev. H. F. Leach of Thomaston;
Rev. Mr. Witham of Camden; Rev
Cecil Witham of Newcastle; Rev.
Sale
Frederick D. Hayes of Belfast; Rev
Lvnn Farnsworth cf Warren; Rev.
ST. GEORGE GRANGE
William L. Frye of Sheepscot; Rev.
Heisrhm of Wiscasset; Rev. Dee of
Wednesday, Sept. 20
Bath and Rev. Hastings of Booth74-75
bay Harbor.

THE MASONIC CINEMA

u

~

YOUR SON IS MY BROTHER

99

At Masonic Temple, Rockland
THURSDAY, SEPT. 21—8.00 P. M.
All Masons and their Guests, including Members of the O. E. S.
invited

SUPPER AT 6.30—75 CENTS

74-75

WE NEED 1,000 MEN AT ONCE
To Help Build Fighting Ships

at the

BATH IRON WORKS CORPORATION
Bath, Maine

has opened a campaign among Its
street, Rockland and Pvt. Harvey L.
j
,
x
v.
■
membership—36,OCO strong—to raise
Jones, Route 2, Warren are fighting
Stephen A. Lavender of Thomas- night. He had lost hls outfit and
t0 provide fOr the expansion
along the Amo River in 'Italy with ; tQn has received an interesting let- was trying to find it. He spoke of its Masonic Service Centers,
the 133d Infantry 'Reg.ment which ter from p{<, w ouver collamore, French but was a Moslem. At sun dedicated to the men in the service,
has been a nightmare to battered son of Mrs Qrace Collamore of down he went outside, faced Mecca and to make possible continuation
and salaamed or whatever they call of Masonic service into the post
German troops throughout the FiLn Thomaston. Pfc. Collamore, who it.
war period.
Army’s Italian campaign. Overseas graduated from Thomaston High
The German prisoners I have seen
Charles 3 Crossland. Grand Mas
nearly three years, the !33d Infan- ; School in 1928 with Mr Lavender, certainly don’t look as if they be
ter
of the Grand Lodge of Maine,
try Regiment of the 34th ‘‘Red Bull” is connected with the 100th Evacua longed to a master race They are in announcing
the campaign, said
Division has plied' up more hours in tion Hospital
a pretty scrubby looking crew. They
His letter, dated Aug 13, written don’t seem to have any distinct ra Gov Sumner Sewall, 32d deg. had
actual combat than many American
from "somewhere in France," reads: cial physical characteristics and in accepted the honorary chairman
divisions have time overseas
We had an uneventual trip across American clothes would pass as ship, while Henry R Gillis of Port
The veteran Fifth Army Regi
land,
be general campaign
ment first blazed, its guns at a the channel with no trouble except
Thpv
„eek as
t 7' will
They arp
are as meek
as . chairma
n.
eockv enemy In the boney mountain : that
that these trnnn
troop trnnsnortc
transports are
are far
far , Americans.
Moses around here and are goed I
flrst blg event in connection
ranges of Tunisia and defeated the I from being yachts so far as the en- workers although of course they | with lt wm be a Masonic mass
Krauts in the famous battle for listed men’s quarters go.
afford to be anything else. meeting in Portland City Hall, Sept
Hill 609 Backed' from Tunisia to
We have passed through a num couldn't
Most of them seem to be glad to 18. at which time Carl H. Claudy,
the Arno, the defeat-written faces ber of towns that have been in the be prisoners. Some of the SS men
of retreating German treops are news. Most of them are nothing but and officers are pretty cocky though. Past Grand Master of the District
still haunted by the Red Bulls who shambles now. Some towns appar Most of them agree that Germany of Columbia and famous writer on
Masonic subjects, will be the prin
have gored the enemy at Cassino, ently had been skipped through
is losing the War and admit that cipal speaker.
Anzio and in crushing drives above
Most of France that I have seen Germany is awfully short on sup
Another feature of that meeting
Rome.
is very beautiful and reminds me of plies and equipment.
will be the showing of the film,
With a record of having taken Maine except for the hedgerows.
I am having quite a time speaking “Your Son Is My Brother” which is
every objective assigned to it, the They take the place of fences. All
133rd Iras become one of the most buildings are stone and look 1000 my pigeon High School French If to be shown in some 40 communities
decorated units in the Mediterran years old. The country is hilly and I get one Frenchman alone and in throughout the State during the
sist that he speak slowly I can drive, which ends Nov. 15.
ean Theatre Scattered among the quite heavily wooded.
carry
on a rough conversation with
Maine has 206 lodges and some
fighting infantrymen of the unit
Most of the people ln this part of
are two Congressional Medals of France are either blonde or medium what French I know and panto showings of the film "Your Son Is
mime. However, in a group I find My Brother” are currently being ar
Honor, 19 Distinguished Service complexioned.
Thev look very
Crosses, 117 Silver Stars for gallan quaint in their wcoden shoes and it is best not to let on thatl know ranged so that all of them will have
try In action and more than 1600 typically French clothes—berets, any French at all because if you as an opportunity to see the film
much as say “Oui” they will assume which was especially made for the
Purple Heart awards
etc.
yc-u understand French per purpose by Masonic members of the
First elements of the 133rd sailed
The people are very friendly. that
for Ireland in January, 1942. one of Even though we have destroyed a fectly and let fly with volleys of Hollywood film capitol
the first Infantry units 'to go over lot of their homes and cities they French. I now have a French friend
aged 19 who corresponded with
seas in this war.
seem to consider that it was worth some kid in Ohio through school, as partisans put the bust in place
A veteran then laid some wreaths
it to get rid of the Boche. They
used to, and he knows about as at the base of the mounment while
are quite a contrast to the English ' we
English as I know French, someone fired some shotguns out a
Four Are After It
in regard to their hospitality. In ' much
we sort of tutor each other and nearby window in salute. After that
England we were looked over pretty I so
find I am improving.
my tutor friend read a short speech
carefully before being invited into I The
people in this part of France in English for we Americans and
Former Union Man, R. W. a home but here they come put into don
’t drink much wine as I had a longer one in French for the
street and practically drag you supposed
but because this is the townspeople. Then my Captain
Farris, Among Those Who the
into their houses.
apple
growing
part of France they read a speech in French which
We have been working pretty hard drink hard cider
Would Be Attorney
and a liquor wound up with • vlve la France" and
and have been too busy to do much known as calvados. This
is everybody roared. Next the Mar
General
sight seeing. Have certainly had a made from distilled hardcalvados
cider
and
seillaise was sung with much gusto
chance to see what a horrible thing
State Senator Oscar H. Dunbar war is. It’s amazing how brave our is dynamite.
although it petered out on the third
The only chance I have had to verse as no one seemed to remember
OR-Machias), lawyer, has an wounded soldiers are. They are
nounced hls candidacy for attorney brought to us with all kinds of ter visit a town was yesterday and it the words
(Incidentally these
general of Maine, bringing to four rible injuries and we almost never was quite an experience. It seemed French partisans have been raising
that in a neighboring village there hell with the Germans, wrecking
the number of aspirants so far for hear a whimper out of them.
that post A successor to Attorney
Of course we are never in the had been a monument in the vil trains, sniping, waylaying ammuni
General Frank I. Cowan (R-Port- front line but move along behind it lage square with a bust of the God tion trucks, etc.)
land) will be elected1 by the Legis as the fighting progresses. A couple dess of Liberty mounted on it in
These French houses that I have
lature early in January. Cowan is of times it has been close enough commemoration of the French Rev been in are very quaint. They have
not a candidate
olution. When the Germans had tremendous fireplaces where all
to be pretty real though.
Also seeking the attorney gen
Along with our own wounded we moved into the town they had cooking is dene Sometimes the
eral office were State Senators get a lot of German prisoners also dragged off this bust with a truck. beds are also in the kitchen. The
Joseph E. Harvey, Saco, and Ralph wounded. We also have a bunch of The local underground movement beds are high and have canopies
W. Farris, Augusta, and Kennebec prisoners who aren't wounded who comprised of about 50, 18-20 year hanging over them. The floors are
County Attorney William H Nie- do
the bull work around the camp. o'ld youths decided that they would dirt or cement.
hoff, Waterville, all Republicans
Offhand
I would estimate that replace the bust and have a little
To get back to the natives here—
Dunbar, a former member of the
ceremony in honor of their move They
about
half
of
the
so-called
Germans
have made out relatively well
Maine House, formerly served as
ment. An invitation was extended
assistant attorney general. For 13 in France are not Germans but to Americans so my Company Com in the country compared to condi
years he has been on the State Polish, Russian or Slavs of one mander, who is of French descent, tions as I suppose exist in the cities.
kind or another who have been supboard of bar examiners
and speaks French took the 1st They at least have their dairy pro
Dunbar, re-elected in Monday’s supposedly forced into the German Sergeant, myself and a 'couple of ducts to eat, plus vegetables. Now
State election as senator from Army. One night we had a bunch other fellows along as sort of a del with the fighting they have no
market for them and will give us
Washington
county,
commented of wounded prisoners and we had egation.
all
we can use. They don’t want
that "to choose an attorney general a hell of a time to find out what
Before the ceremony we were
from the legislative membership is language they spoke. We have a dragged Into a couple of houes money in return as they live by bar
no new departure.” "The present polyglot crew and all tongues were where drinks were pressed (?) on us. tering. Soap, cigarets, coffee and
attorney general, Mr. Cowan,” tried on them with no success but Then we lined up while a couple of sugar are what they want most.
When the Germans were here they
Dunbar said, "was so chosen in 1941 we finally found out that they were
would force the peasants to sell
after he had been elected a State Gorgians. who although Russians
in a sense, speak a distinct lan
them livestock etc., and pay them
representative from Portland.”
guage. We also had some Russion
in worthless German money. They
mongols who I think are known as
wouldn’t allow them to have radios,
Kerghiz. I believe this accounts for
guns, etc., but if the French com
the rumors that the Germans had
plied with these restrictions they
Japs in their army. We also get
didn't bother them too much They
JANUARY
French civilians who get caught
did conscript labor battalions to
between the two armies and get
work in Germany from some parts
Sa
shot up.
of France, however. These parti
n FT r2l 3j 4 5 6S
Yesterday a Senegalese negro blew
sans were able to conceal their iden
in and wanted to be put up fcr the
7* 8 9 10 11 12 13
tity and never were caught..
These French Underground kids
1415 1617 1819 20
are for DeGaulle When I expressed
2122 23 24 25 26 27
some doubt as to whether DeGaulle
had some facist tendencies they
30®
28
29
CARD OF THANKS
disagreed and said that Giroux was
the facist. I didn’t learn much
Paper is scarce! Rut we can
about
the political phase of the un
I desire to thank the voters of Knox County for
still supply all customers with
derground movement that it was
CALENDARS. But don’t wait;
their generous support on my first appearance be definitely anti-German
but send your orders in NOW!
This business of being in action
fore them as a candidate. It was greatly appreci
PENCILS
is no deluxe camping trip but we
ated.
We stamp your name in gold
are so much better off than the boys
or silver and pack One Dozen
in the infantry etc., that we have
HELENA H. COLTART,
Pencils in an attractive box, ali
nc grounds for complaint. We are
tor 75 CENTS the box. It makes
all getting awfully sick of the war
Register of Deeds.
a splendid gift for boy, girl or
but by the way things are going we
74*lt
older person.
hope that it won't last much longer.
Since we have been in action we
Don't delay; send in your or
don't have to buy our cigaretts, etc.,
ders Now!
but they are given to us outright by
the Government although the Red
THE BALD MOUNTAIN
Cross acts as agent for the Govern
“YOU’RE TELLING
CO.
ment in handing it cut. We get a
414 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
carton of cigs a week, four candy
ME, HUH?”
bars, two razor blades a couple of
74F1
rolls
of Life Savers etc.
Sure she’s telling him—the
place to go for Fountain Drinks,
Smokes, Pipes, Novelties and
anything else you want, is—

*****»»*»
Those Boys Need

**

CALENDARS

CARD OF THANKS

Our message to the men of Maine:
The Bath Iron Works has been recognized for

more than half a century as one of the world's
outstanding shipbuilding firms.

The Bath Iron Works has contracts extending
through the year of 1945.

OXTON’S

I wish to extend to the voters of North Haven,

MAIN ST., COR. PARK, ROCKLAND
If we haven't it, we’ll get it pronto.
Try us and see
74

Vinalhaven, St. Oeorge, Isle au Haut, Matinicus and

Criehaven my sincere thanks for the loyal support
they gave at the polls on election day.

ARTHUR E. EMERSON.
74-It

The Bath Iron Works offers exceptionally fine
prospects for welders (or we will train you for
one of these jobs) and we have openings for some

skilled, and many unskilled, men in virtually all

HELP WANTED
MY THANKS!

LAFAYETTE PACKING CO.

For the splendid vote given me in Monday’s

schedule and, if you are eligible for employment

ROCKLAND, ME.

Election

States Employment Service office in Maine.
71-74

(By The Roving Reporter)

There has been handed to me a
program of the exercises held by
the City of Boston tin honor of Coi.
Charles A. Lindlberg July 27, 1927,
two months after his dramatic
flight from New York to Paris. The
"Viking of the iAir,” as he was then
called left Roosevelt Field. Long
Island at 6.51 Vs a m. May 20 aixl
arrived at Le Bourget Airdrome
Paris at 421 p. m. May 21. The time
of his Hight was 33 hours, 29 Vi
minutes and the distance flown was
3610 statute miles. "The Spirit of
St. iLouis” In which ithe epochal
flight was made carried 451 gallons
of gasoline at the start and' 17 gal
lons at the (finish. “The Spirit of
St iLouis” was a Ryan monoplane,
powered by a Wright whirlwind
engine of 200 h. p.

the child to walk while the beer was
given the place of( honor in the
stroller.

•Stonington offers this juvenile
comment: "’La.oe;- top on bread,
what could be guoder.”--Lewiston
Journal
Mo’lasses of course—'The Black
Cat.
Then there Was “The Little Boy
Who Ran Away," but got only “One
block from home,” when thoughts
cf tread and lasses put an and to
his adventure.
"Quick through ihe alley-way he sped
And crawled ln through the old wood
shed.
Tin* big ehipbasket he did fill.
He blacked hls shoes up with a will.
He washed hls laee anc. combed Ins
hair,
|

He went up to hls mother's chair
And kissed her twice, and then he said,
'I'd like some 'lasses top of bread’.’’

Moral: Feed bread and ’lasses to
children—it makes them stiek-y.
—A L. S.

Knox County motorists have no
comer on automobile troubles Here
is what happened to a man out in
Sedalia, Mo.,:
Emmett Sullivan found a sum
mons on his automobile requesting
him to report to the Internal Rev
enue Office to explain why there was
no use stamp on hls car. He took
the remains of the stamp and ex
plained it had been washed off the
windshield. While he was upstairs
another agent placed a second sum
mons on his car. Sullivan went
back to straighten that one up.
When he got back he found a sum
mons to report to police headquar
ters to pay a fine for parking over
time.

What became of thc old schooner
Polly, which celebrated Its hun
dredth anniversary a long time ago.
Did she join thc ghost fleet, or are
her bones rotting at some remote
dock?

Gallantry In Action

Old Age Insurance

Every baseball fan in the world
is watching that snug pennant race
in the American League. But we
will not know what the “I told you
sos” think until after it is settled.
«*►

“A Puzzled Schoolboy writes that
I have aroused hls curiosity by my
mention cf “Congress Mountain.”
I asked for its location at the be
hest of A. Jay See, but nobody has
volunteered the desired in'ormation, and I can find nobody who
You often hear that homely old seems to know I am afraid A Jay
phrase: "I can’t stomach him. See and "A Puzzled Schoolboy" will
But Gov.-Elect Hildreth’s 6-year- have to ask an easier one.
old niece did the next best (or worst)
One year ago: The Strand The
thing. She swallowed one of her
uncle’s campaign buttons, and has atre war loan drive netted $170,000—
Among the deaths: Rockland, My
thus far suffered no ill effects.
ron Rollins, 66; Rockland, James LBaby played second fiddle the B McManus, formerly of Warren,
other day when its mother bought 63; Rcckland, Frank B. Jones, 76;
a package of beer and compelled Camden, John R. McDonald, 86

Brings Award Of Silver Star If You Would Know More
To a Thomaston Soldier
About It Write to Augusta
Field Office
Word has been received by Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Burkett of Thom
aston that their son Private Stacy
Burkett has been awarded the Sil
ver Star for gallantry in action
against the enemy July 13, 1944 in
France.
While serving as a litter bearer,
Private Burkett went
forward
across an open field, directly into
an exceptionally intense concentra
tion of enemy motor and artillery
fire to assist in the evacuation of
the wounded. The courageous ac
tions and disregard for his own per
sonal safety in the execution of his
duties reflect highest credit on him
self and the military forces of the
United States.
Private Burkett was inducted in
to the Army, July 7, 1943, and re
ceived his basic training in England
and Ireland, going to France in the
Normandy invasion.

Individuals interested ln obtain
ing information of any kind about
Old-Age and Survivors Insurance,
which is administered by the Social
Security Board, should write or call
at the Augusta Field office, located
at 313 Water Street, according to
the field office manager.
Personal attention will be gladly
and freely given by the field office
staff and a clearer understanding
of the status of a wage-earner or
hts family can be had by this
friendly, neighborly discussion than
if the individual attempted to ob
tain the information from Social
Security Board at Baltimore or
Washington.
The local field office ls the local
clearing house for Old-Age and Sur
vivors Insurance information and
is the office for filing claims and ob
taining account number cards The
pianager assures the public that he
and his staff are eager to know and
discuss their problems and he urges
that anyone interested in any phase
of this great family insurance sys
Data from the National Nursing tem to communicate with hls office.
Council for War Service, Inc., states
Buy Wax Bonds and Stamp*
that since July, 1941, a total of 145 000 nurse’s aides have been trained
and the total number of hours
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
served reaches the staggering total
of 21,814,210. About 100,000 are now
u i h,d mr l»« to “»«
‘
in active service and 10,000 in
have made a rule to read *°*“*
training. Reports from hospitals would
poetry and listen to «,me music_ at
are unanimous and emphatic about least once a week The loss of these
the Importance of their work in tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
supplementing dimnishing staffs.
Nurse's Aides working in Knox
MARRIAGE SONNET
County General Hospital and Cam "Till death do us part" is such a gal
den Community Hospital, have
lant Une.
given a total of 4647% hours since But so decisive, too, and 90 austere
That. oh. lf we would keep our vows,
July, 1941.

The Nurse’s Aides

Telephone 1271

Read The Courier-Gazette

FRUIT

BASKETS

Made up to order
All Kinds of Fruits

and Beverages

WILLIAM T. SMITH
74-75

Then we must strive, upon your trust
and mine.
To make of marriage something really
fine!
With patience let us build tt. year on
year.

To My Friends in Knox County:

The War Manpower Commission recognizes the
urgency of these fighting ships being completed on
here, suoh can be arranged through any United

The Black Cat

my dear.

MEN, WOMEN AND GIRLS

departments.

Volume 99.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 74.

FOUR CENTS A COPY

Rockland, Maine, Friday, September 15, 1944

Entered sts Second Class Mall Matter
By The Courter-Oarette, 465 Main St.

Established January, 1846.

74-lt

NAUM & ADAMS

MFtl

Too much tn sun for secret thoughts
or fear.—
And fashion lt of such a firm design
It cannot yield before the winds ot
doubt
Or Jealousy, or any selfish end.
The winds otf argument, however stout,
Or Tains of loneliness, should they de
scend.
And let us finally shut perfidy out
By being, each to each, a faithful
friend.

—By Elaine V. Emans

I

Pa«KJ "v n

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday September 15,1944

The Courier-Gazette

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

About Mrs. Smith

TWICE-A-WEEK

Representative From Second
District Is Pictured By the
Associated Press

WORKING FOR VICTORY

TWICE-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER

✓X

The Rockland Gazette was established ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
After the election of last Monday
the
Associated
Press
published
hu

Subscriptions
$3.00 per year, payable in advance; single copies four cents.
K. S. F.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
man interest stories of the State’s
three Representatives to Congress
The Gab They Left Behind, by Here is what it said about the
[EDITORIAL]
Margaret Shea. With illustrations Second District’s able Representa
It is impossoble to analyze the results
by Bek Files. Publisher, Ives Wash- tive :
REVIEWING of Monday's election without reading into
bum, Inc., New York.
Margaret Chase Smith has been
them a splendid Republican victory. It
MONDAY’S
If you wish a good laugh and breaking precedents since she sucmay
be true that Horace Hildreth’s 75 000
VICTORY
cheering, meet "The Gals.
Left ■ ceeded her late husband Clyde H.
majority
may have been due in part to the
with brand new husbands alone, and Smith, in '1940 to become Maine’s
with little cash and only the legacy I
_
half-hearted fight made by the Democrats in these counties
of a farm in Maine as a refuge. You First Congresswoman,
which had only partial Democratic tickets to support Jullien,
will follow these Southern born girls, | “The vivacious and charming Mrs.
but any assumption like that would be an arraignment of
K. Wm. Nuppula, EIFlc cf Owl’s
city bred, through the hardships j Smith, who is 45. defeated David H.
that
party
as
not
having
sufficient
interest
or
enthusiasm
to
Head
is enjoying a 25 days’ leave
and tribulations cf days and months staples to win a third full term.
support the standard-bearer in the heat of a presidential
of struggle. With their four active
having
seen action in the South Pa
second woman ever to sit on
children taken to board, the farm the"The
campaign. Neither would it explain the tremendous victory
cific and participated in the inva
House Naval Affairs Committee,
life needs the creative work and re she was the first of her sex to pre
sion cf the Marianas Islands. Upon
achieved by Congressman Hale in face of the intensive oppo
quired more skill than they possesed side over a hearing by that commit
expiration of his leave he wiil re
sition shown by the CI.O. Throughout the country politi
Add to their other troubles a Maine tee and the hearing was on one of
port to San Francisco, Calif, to be
cians hadi their eyes fastened on the First District, and the
Winter and care of livestock on her own bills. Clad in overalls, she
assigned to a new ship.
• * • •
Democrats were ful 1 of confidence that it would “swing
their farm, inherited from Aunt rode a new destroyer from Bath to
Het.
,'over
’
and
that
the
Republican
claim
of
controlling
the
next
Vinalhaven people will be inter
Boston, the first woman ever to go
The book is made up of letters to to sea in such a craft, and later was
Congress would be dealt a severe blow in the opening engage
ested to learn that T 5 Donald
the husbands Bill and Hank, telling in the first party of women ever at
Amiro has arrived in England.
ment. How miserably the combined efforts failed to budge
their troubles with a delightful hu sea aboard a battleship—the new U
Friends may obtain his address by
Congressman
Hale
is
shown
by
Monday
’
s
election.
mor, and giving advice to the hus S. S. Missouri.
communicating with Olive Amrio,
The Democrats are somewhat heartened in their theory
bands to watch their step in lan
1C63 Belmont street, Waverly, 79,
"She was Congress’ sole represent
guage and messages they send and ative at the International Labor Or
that Maine may still go Democratic in the presidential
Mass.
are censored by and large. This ganization convention at Phila
• • ••
election by the fact that Willkie had less than 8000 majority
book is full up with fun and many delphia this year.
Members
of
the WAC. who have
four years ago. but is is hard to visualize a shrinkage from
wise cracks. The gayest story yet.
just gone to Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.
"Mrs. Smith was long and well
75.000 to anything like the vote of four years ago. Maine is
Kathleen S. Fuller
for basic training are:
schooled for her job in Congress,
going
to live up to tradition unless there is the most tremen
Mildred Robertson, 32, daughter
She was secretary and campaign
Keesler Field, Biloxi, Miss Pvt. manager for her husband for 10
dous upset the Pine Tree State has ever known.
cf Mrs Hildted B French of Wal
Harlan Kenyeth Rollins, son of Mr. years. Previously she 'had been a
doboro, enlisted in the Women’s
State Chairman Lloyd B Morten was profoundly pleased
and Mrs. Milton V. Rollins. 17 James rural school teacher, a telephone op
Army Corps recently. Mrs. Rob
with
Monday's
results.
He
writes:
street, Rockland, has reported to erator. a textile mill executive and
ertson graduated from Waldoboro
“Horace Hildreth's elestion by an unprecedented ma
Keesler Field to take the Army Air a newspaper business manage^.’’
High School and attended1 Shaw’s
jority as well as a smashing victory for the Congressmen in
Forces Training Command exami
Business College prior to her en
Aside from her work, which con
each district is as it should be and establishes a beachhead
nations to determine his qualifica sumes most of her time and ener
listment in the WACS. At present
for a complete Republican victory for Dewey and Bricker in
tions as a pre-aviation cadet.
she is employed by the U. S Mari
gies, her chief interests are her 30November,” he wrote.
time Commission as a chauffeur.
As an applicant for training that room house at Skowhegan and its
"This September victory and the one, I believe, is to fol
Mrs. Robertson’s husband is serv
Will make him a flying officer, he spacious gardens.”
low in November, is a result of teamwork which starts at the
ing with the armed forces overseas.
will be given a series of medical and
• • • •
national headquarters in New’ York and which we try to ex
psychological tests at Keesler Field
er
his
own
family
had
so
long
rep

tend
through
our
State
headuarters
to
the
State
committee,
Elizabeth
A.
Crawford, 46. of Lib
which will Indicate the type of air
county committees, district committees, town committees
erty. was enlisted in the Women's
'
crew training for which he is best resented.
The leaders seemed to find no
dowm to every last read and precinct in the State of Maine.
Army Corps recently. Miss Craw
suited by aptitude and personal
"It is the teamwork on the part of all the n ndidatee from
ford is a graduate of Wellesley Col
characteristics. He will also take evil or wrong in their system, so
lege and Columbia University
Mr. Hildreth down. It is teamwoik which we feel has been
other classification tests to measure long as it worked. The story holds
School of Library' Service. Prior to
responded to by the voters in a most convincing manner.
his technical skills and aptitudes, the reader breatless at times with
he renllstment she was employed
This victory places the responsibility for good and efficient
and he will receive a number of the wonder of scheming. A smile
by tjie Wheatone College Library.
on
every
page,
a
sigh
on
top
of
the
Republican
government
in
the
Republican
candidates
who
phases of military training here.
Miss Crawford, an active member
have been elected and the Reepublican party. They accept
Upon successful completion of this smile because these things could
of the Liberty Community Associa
this responsibility. Though the road will be tough and
processing, he will be sent to the happen.
—
Kathleen
S.
Fuller
tion and the AWJS. Recognition
there
are
many
things
which
will
be
hard
with
which
to
con

proper Army Air Forces Training
Offlee,
has a sister now engaged in
tend,
with
the
help
cf
each
citizen
of
Maine
the
Republicans
Command station to begin his train
Red
Cross
work overseas.
“
So
Thick
The
Fog.
”
Author
under
Horace
Hildreth
will
give
a
constructive
administration
ing as pilot, bombardier or navigator
• ♦ • •
Catherine
Pomeroy
Stewart.
in
Maine.
”
depending upon the position for
The
address
of Alton E Drink
I have seldom read a book more
which he has been found best quali
water,
A
S.
son
of Mrs. Doris Lunt
gripping
in
its
intelligent
sympathy,
fied.
In considering whether Russia will re
of Park street, Rockland, is: Unit G,
its h< art struggles for mastery
a
main neutral in the Par East, one of the
RUSSIA
12-V., Co 567, U.S.N.T.C., Sampson,
dignified stance, under more com
Politics. Author. Earl Schenck pelling
MAY
FIGHT
essential points to recall is that Russia's sea
N. Y.
cruelty than t?is\publica
Miers. Published by the Westmin tion, just off the press of Charles
• * * *
JAPAN
frontier on the Pacific constantly grows In
ster Press, Philadelphia.
importance as the rapid development of SiRodney E. Bucklin of Thomaston
Scribner
s
Sons.
New
York.
This author brings clearly to
beria proceeds. Moscow undaubtedly has an intense con
has been commissioned in the U. S
This novel is written of a French
one’s mind the vivid politics which family
cern over security from attack in the Pacific area in the
Maritime Service. Buckln, com
during
the
Nazi
reign
of
flourished preceding World War I, terror, picturing the brutal crumb
future just as America and Britain have, which means that
missioned a lieutenant, has worked
and still hold sway in the minds and ling of the higher things of life. All
the Soviet government will have a major interest in the post
with the Army Transport Service
subtle ideals of many political this harshness was tumbled into
war Pacific settlement. If the Russians take part in the final
and the War Shipping Board in
heads.
assault on Japan they will have a stronger hand in seeking
Boston.
Connected some years
massed
murder
and despair. This
Machine built’’ is the sure way is a well paanted anti true picture
what they want in the Far East after the war. For that rea
with
the
Vinalhaven Steamship
With plenty of oil on ail the wheels, of what the Nazi machine has uone
son it seems probable that Russia will join her European allies
Company, he was a one-time Port
thought the great Michael Moriarty; to the world it touched. The novel
in the fighting in Asia following the complete defeat of Ger
land fireman and operator of a pas
but the plans of this political boss treats of a gejitleborn lady, witli her
many.
senger
ferry between Portland and
and flourishing dynasty builder got five children, deprived of her hus
The Russians have gone to the length of avoiding confer
South
Portland.
Lieut. Bucklin
side-tracked in tho generation of band by war conditions, and en
ences known to the public at which Pacific strategy
moved
to
Thomaston
12 years ago.
his grandson. Peter, and controlled counters cruelty beyond thought.
• • • •
has been discussed;, but the reason has been clear—
politics did not move so smoothly.
the Soviet government had every excuse for avoiding
With perfect and sympathetic
A Ninth Air Force Service Com
Stuffed ballot boxes and political understanding
an attack on Siberia's back door at a tithe when Russian arm
of
.the
people
ot
mand
Unit, ETO—Sgt. James G.
bribes were rampant until youth saw ^nee Th^ stor? atold will open
ies were fully occupied with the German menace.
Barnes, Jr., of Damariscotta, a sur
the evil and began to fight the pow- rTance mis story’ as told- wlU °Pen
eyes to the desperate struggles
There are, of course, various indications contrary to the
gical technician, is assigned to an air
America knows nothing of The
theory that Russia and Japan soon will be at war, among
evecuation squadron of this Ninth
faith of French women, high and
them being the transfer of excellent Japanese troeps from
Air Force Service Command Trans
beautiful, is pictured here with
Manchuria to the present battlefields in China, which Chinese
port Group. Since the invasion be
WE WILL PAY
vivid skill and steadfast endurance.
observers have taken as a hint that their Asiatic enemies
gan, Sergeant Barnes has been mak
0. P. A. CEILING PRICES This true picture cf the heart of a
had an assurance of some sort from the Russians These con
ing daily cross-channel flights to
nation's people will hold the reader
trary indications are weak compared to the essentials of the
France, picking up wounded Ameri
FOR GOOD CLEAN
j almost breathless. — Kathleen' S.
can and Allied soldiers and return
picture. The best evidence, including hints from Moscow,
! Fuller.
ing them to base hospitals in Eng
appears to indicate that the Japanese must prepare to face
land. On the return flight each
attack from the power which is closest to the nerve centers
Douglas C-47 is loaded with 24 pa
of the Japanese islands and nearest to the war industries in
tients on litters. Son of Mr. and
Japan, Manchuria and North China.
Mrs. James Barnes of Damariscot
If the Russians do enter the war the Japanese will not last
ta, Sergeant Barnes was employed
long, which would mean relief for millions of oppressed'people.
I USED CARS
as a first-aid attendant by the Bath
In addition, Russian participation in the Pacific war and in
*
ROCKLAND
Iron Works prior to entering the
the post-war settlement might aid in devising plans for a
service in October, 1942. A brother
peaceful and prosperous Asia in the future—provide<4 that
BUV UlflK BOIIOS
70-tf
Manuel Barnes, is in the Navy.
all the parties concerned could bring sanity and justice to
• • • •
the conferences which will follw the armistice
Writing from INorth Ireland to
the Bangor Daily News, of which
"Splendid progress" is reported from
he ls managing Editcr, John M
the Roosevelt-Churchill conference in Que
PROGRESS
O’Connell, Jr., says:
SUMMER SCHEDULE
bec That’s fine but th$ splendid progress
“We rode and rode—it seemed
HERE AND
that we would never find him—ln a
being made by the actual fighters tn the
OVERSEAS
Jeep to find Pfc. John J. Duff of
Eurapean war is really something to
Rockland. There was a good rea
write home about, and we wonder if the public iy ready to
Leave Vinalhaven JIM......................Arrive Rockland 8.20 A. M.
son for us not finding him. He was
Rockland 9.30 A. M. ............................. . ...... Vinalhaven 10 50 A. M.
give credit where it is so richly deserved.
off on a side road, many miles from
Vinalhaven 1 P. M...................... ........................ Rockland 2.20 P. M.
the main base, doing special signal
Rockland 3.30 P. M. ........................... _.......... Vinalhaven 4.50 P. M.
work
in an outside station. Duff is
One of the happiest men in the country
the
son
of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAYS
IT MADE
upon learning of the Maine election result
C. Duff of Rockland. He was grad
BREWSTER was Senator Owen Brewster whose predicuated from Rockland High School
Starting Sunday, June 18 WiU Run Sundays
and has a brother Charles R. Duff
HAPPY
tion that the State would go Republican
Vinalhaven Port District
47-tf
in the U. S. Navy in the Atlant'c.
by better than 70,000 was regarded’ as
The Duff brothers have met over
“bunk" in some quarters. But the astute Senator was right
here four times already. Pfc. Duff
—as usual. And it is also conceivable that he was right when
told us he carried the Bangor News
one time in Rockland and asked
he said that the ratio of the servicemen's vote was double
about the editor of The Rockland
that of the civilian vote.
Courier-Gazette, a mutual friend.
Duff who has been here about seven
VIA STR. VINALHAVEN H
For the second time in its existence of
months asked us to say hello to
the folks back home. He looks fine
108
years
the
Cleveland
Plain
Dealer,
one
of
IT WILL
and
like all the boys is just marking
the
most
influential
newspapers
in
this
SUPPORT
time
now until the day he's told he
country, is supporting a Republican candi
DEWEY
Lv. Vinalhaven for Rockland Sat. 5:30 P. M.
can return to the States.”
date for the presidency. The e’ditorial an
e • • •
Lv. McLoon Wharf for Vinalhaven 8:30 A. M.
Mrs.
John
L.
Pepper of Portland,
nouncement says that the November choice will be between
formerly
of
Long
Cove, has received
a free democratic America and an America with the destiny
Lv. Vinalhaven for Rockland 4:00 P. M.
word
that
her
husi&nd
has been
of economic liberty, and an America in which neither free
promoted from SKlc, to Chief Petty
Steamer will return to Vinalhaven at 5:30 P. M.
political nor free economic institutions can long survive."
Officer He is now serving overseas
each Sunday
aboard a destroyer.
Courageous
Christians."
The
first
Vinalhaven Port District
TENANT’S HARBOR
Major William R. Westerfield, son
C. E. meeting of the Fall season
Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Peterson will be held at 6 o’clock preceding of Mr. and Mrs. Jascn Westerfield
47-tf
i of Damariscotta, has received the
have had as recent guests several the evening service.
relatives from Massachusetts and
the State of Maine.
>.i..i.4.i..j.44.44.+444-+4-++++++++++*++*++-i-*++++++++*++++++e
Leroy Sheerer of Pawtucket, RI., is spending a week with his
I
father W. E. Sheerer.
8
Pfc. Philip Murphy is home on
furlough from Camp Davis, N. <?.,
visiting his mother, Mrs. Alice
75 FT. STEAMER “FREDDIE B”
j
An Able 75 Foot Diesel—Freight and Passenger
Murphy
Rev. M. S. Lincoln of Boothbay,
CAPT. FRANCIS LIPOVSKY
♦
CAPT. FRANCIS LIPOVSKY, Master
Former pastor here made brief
Lv. North Haven 8 A. M. ------------- — Arr. Rockland 9.20 A. M.
Tuesday and Thursday Sailings Effective Sept. 5
X
calls in town last w-eek.
*
Lv. Rockland 3.10 P. M.
............. Arr. North Haven 4.30 P. M.
Miss
Atholyn
Howard.
Old
Town
Connecting 2.55 P. M. Train
Leaves McLoon's Wharf, Rockland, 3.30 P. M.
4.
is making a month’s visit with her
Special Saturday Night Trip—Lv. North Haven 6.30 for Rockland
Leaves Swan’s Island on return 5.00 A. M.; Stonington 6.30 A. M.
4.
brother. Rev. Neil Howard Mr.
Special Sunday Excursions—Lv. Rockland 8 A. M. for North
Howard had as recent guest his
North Haven 8 o’clock, arrive McLoon’s Wharf Rot kland 9.33 A. M.
4,
Haven. Stonington, Swan’s Island. Arrive McLoon’s Wharf on
college roommate Malcolm Mcoers
Effective Sept. 12—Afternoon Sailirgs at 1.30 P. M.
*
Return 7.30 P. M.
who occupied the pulpit Sunday
evening.
All Rockland Sailings From McLoon’s Wharf
Sunday Excursions, Rockland, Swan's Island, continue through
4.

Book Review

USED CARS

you nw/fM

MRS C-HARLOTTR HAWES
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Telephone 2-21
Northfield School for girls opened
Monday
with
an enrollment
of 525 Among these registered is
Geraldine M Lincoln of Union
The 65-vear old preparatory school
and nearby Mount Hermon School
for boys are incorporated as tne
NcTthfield Schools, of which Dr.
William E Park is President. To
gether they form the largest private
college preparatory -institution 1
the Unite'd States.
Ernest Benner of Detroit. M -lv.
Oak Leaf Cluster to the Distin formerly of Warren, is spending®
guished Flying Cross “for extraor week with Mrs. Clarence Whitney.
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
dinary achievement," while serving
as commander in the air of a group
of B-17 aircraft on heavy bombard of the W1AVES at the U.S-Naval
ment mistions over Germany.”
Hospital, in St. Albans, N. Y.
‘'Despite weather conditions which
• * * •
made formation flying almost im
Pfc David! White, who spent a
possible. he expertly directed his
group to successfully attack Frank furlough with his parents, Mr. and
furt Jan. 29. 1944. Brunswick Feto. 29, Mrs. Albert White in Warren, has
1944. and in each instance "’by art returned to Fort Leonard Wood. Mo.
• • • •
fully executed maneuvers succeed
ed in returning with all’ his ships
Douglas Bowley, who has been
succes-fully to the base with a mini receiving treatment at the Veterans
mum of damage" the citation states. Hospital in Togus., has returned
This award makes the third Oak to his home in Warren, with an
Leaf Cluster to the DFC which Ma honorable discharge from the
jor Westerfield has acquired In Army, in wh'ch he has served since
1940 he was flying from Lima April 27. 1942. He was last locat
Peru, to Buenos Aires for the Pan- ed) at Camp Crowder, Mo, and fol
American Airways. When Japan lowing an injury last Winter, has
declared) war he Joined the Royal been receiving treatment for sev
Air Force in England. In Septem eral months.
• • * •
ber. 1942. he transferred to the
United States Air Force. Other
lt. Lieut. Harold B. Kaler, who
medals which he has wen include has
been visiting his parents, Mr.
the Battle of Britain Ribbon and and Mrs.
Clinton E. Kaler. in Rock
the Air Medal
land, and Mrs. Kaler’s parents, Mr
• • • •
and Mrs. Roland Crockett in Rock
Charles A. Babbidge, BMlc. U. S port, returned to Camp Shelby,
Navy, arrived home from Boston Miss., yesterday. He was accom
Wednesday for a short stay with his panied as far as Portland by his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A L. Bab wife and parents.
bidge of Lake avenue, Rockland
Mr. Babbidge enlisted in the Navy
at Portland four years ago He
served for 14 months in the South
Pacific area, his craft having tak
en part in two major activities. Mr
Babbidge returned home in July
and was assigned to the Naval Base
at Rockland, until transferied to
Borton two weeks ago.
• • * •

Pvt. Mildred Townsend. WA<j
called home on an emergency fur
lough by the death of her brother
is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred L. Townsend of Rockland
She will return to her .station Sun
day. Private Townsend enlisted in
February, and after training at
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga... jvas stationed
at Santa Ana, Calif. Her present
addTess is: Sect. D. (WAC), Hobbs
Army Air Feld, New Mexico.
• • • •

Franklin E Prescott of Rockland,
who is serving with the U. S. Navy
ln the Pacific, has recently been
promoted from Electrician 3o to
Electrician 2c, accord ng to word re
ceived recently by Mrs. Prescott
He has been in the Pacific area
the past 14 months.
• • • •
©Sgt. Charles T. Bodman U.S
Army., son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
F. Bodman cf Lawn avenue, is now
on Guam. He was very happy to
hear that his brothers., George and
William (Marines were home again)
'Says he knows what they went
through, and thinks the Marines
are a swell bunch of fellows.
• • • •
Lt. (j.g) Elizabeth A. Hatfield,
USNIR, has teen spending a tenday leave w.th heT parents, Mr. and
Mrs. James IH. Hatfield in Warren.
Lt. Hatfield is the officer in charge

TO VINALHAVEN

ROCKLAND-SWAN’S ISLAND BOAT

♦

33 FT. POWER BOAT AVAILABLE FOR CHARTER

♦'

- * •

66-78

Rev. Neil Howard will take for his
subject of the Sunday morning
servic© "The Way into the Holiest."
Jn the evening Ue will talk on

September—Leaves McLoon's Wharf at 8 o’clock
72-76

X
♦

Sept
15 Tkluri! I
Mrs. Lena iMeri |
Oc, 1»—Oen Pul:, f

with
7-fi

Maynard L. WigsJ
at ing staff of The
is in. Brooklyn, n
undergoing an int
ist’s course at t I
Linotype School t|
from his machine IJ

Paul P Harris of
of Rotary will be tn|
meeting today.
A business meetij
tive board of the l
iary of the Episci
Maine was held '
home of the presid|
ap Rice, to make s
the Fall quarterly
auxiliary to be ihell
and 29. Those pf
meeting and lunche
dike Hotel Iwere:
Brewster of Portial
E Southard of AuJ
liam Knauff of
Philip Carroll of I
bor; Mrs. Lemuel <1
Town; Mrs James 1 f
George Miller of ij
mer Ingalls of ThoJ
Rice. The quarteJ
open with a retrea
Ohurch in Thomasj
with the conventic-l
Peter’s Church dn
29.

■till

nt

I

>r

WAR BONDS

A Sub-District \1
Board of Educa11
meeting for the .1
under the direction
Ives of Winthrop, if
day at the Method J
meeting will conul
there will be la pic
o’clock and the c
will toe at 7 o’clock!

IMEAN MORE THAN A
GOOD INVESTMENT

I?

$cir

The Missionary I
Littlefield Meniori 1
is holding an outij
William lA. Seavey
ing.
Miss Jennie Gil
Bertha Condon a|
the Bell Shops.

FARCY

&

NATIVE

Mr and Mrs Arl
have returned from
the Boston Gift Sh

MILK-FED
FR0*M NEARBY
FARMS

SIKVICC

"4

MIKIt MARKETS

10 ,

Beano G A R ha)
18, 2 15 p. m adv

LB
*>UH0

Hit

Will the person wl
sport coat by mist a I
dance hall Saturria
call Tliomaston 2061
coat in exchange.

LEAN. FRESHLY GROUND

HAMBURG

lb27c

FANCY NATIVE
lb41c

FOWL

Visit Clinton F. rl
trist for a pair of
Old County Road,
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 tj
day, Wednesday
Phone 590 City.

•FANCY SKINLESS

J

FRANKFORTS lb 37c
SMOKED

LIVERWURST

Saoe Points. Too...
lb 39c

Mackerel c£.h lb 10c
Haddock cS, lb 14c
Cod Fillets
lb 29c

No points are needed to serve this tasty
dish . . . and you can be sure oi satis
faction because A&P's poultry experts
chose the pick ol the nearby farm flocks

BE A

for this big ottering. You save money too.
at this low price!

EVERY SATUR
8.15 o cf

MASONIC TEN

ORANGES
(faiifo’inia,

Auspices MOTOR

BEA

c

American Leg!
Thomaf

MEDIUM SIZE 252’:

PRUNES
LEMONS

VINALHAVEN II

SUNDAY EXCURSIONS

TALK OF Tl

for a Delicious Treat... You Can't Beat

wmmyou!

ROCKLAND-NORTH HAVEN RUN
STEAMER “FREDDIE B”

UNION

Stewart Tuesday and Wednesday
were: Mr. and Mrs. Ralph isenor
and family and Lt. Robert Powers
all of Raynham, Mass.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Goss lfft^
Thursday to spend a week in Chat
ham, Mass.
Dinner guests Tuesday night Of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mathews were
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Witham, Mr and
Mrs. George Elmendorf, all Of
Rockland and Mr. and Mrs Mer.
ton Payson an son of this town
Mrs. Eula Leach spent Wednesday at the home of Mr and Mrs
Leon Wotton. Warren.
Guests of Dr. and Mrs George
Thomas are: Mr and Mrs g r
Eldrige and Mrs. Eldrige's mother of
New York City and Mrs MtTrel. of
Boston
Weekend guests of Mr and Mrs
Albert Goss were Mrs. Thelma Tee)
a former teacher ln Union, new
teaching in Stonington and daugh.
ter. Miss Mary Teel of Washington,
D. C.
A. Jarvl cf New York, formerly
of South Union arrived in town
Wednesday, and is a guest of o.
Sorsa.
The Rebekahs will serve a public
supper Saturday night
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Rich and
Mr. and Mrs. George Fossett and
daughters Norma and Nathalie are
vacationing at the Sprowl cottage,
Sennebec Pond.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Nichols
and daughter Lois left Tuesday for
Boston. Lois will enter Simmons
College.
Stuart Hannan- S 2c left MondaFj
for Norfolk. Va.
1
A public supper will be served
Saturday night at 5.30 at the IOOP
dining hall, under the auspices cf
Bethel Rebekah Lodge.

Tuesday-Fridj

ITALIAN

EVERY MOM)
7.45 o’c|
TWO CENTs|

LBS

MERUHANDU

LARGE, JUICY

Values up

SIZE 360's

DOZ

WILLIAMS-BR ’

SWEET

Zr—>
z

Tfi

POTATOES Washed Waxed
TURNIPS
CAULIFLOWER

LBS

R E.l.

LB

Economy

LARGE

Trucking,

*

HEAD

Mo|

Kinds ]

Speaking of

THE PICK OF

“price ceilings” ...

PLANTATIONS

You can still feel at home at
Gregory’s and not as though yon

J\

were in a marble hall and it's
simply because we’ve kept our
price ceiling down.

You can still buy a fine suit for
$37 50 and a topcoat for $35.00,
for we knop that when you can’t
you’ll go without the clothes and

dexo
EIGHT
0 CLOCK

we’ll go without the business . . ■
and that would be bad for us

Tootsie V-M FORTIFIER '^247c
25c
Cashmere
HEALTH
Lifebuoy SOAP J CAKES A. U
LARGE OQC
PKG ZU
Rinso
FACIAL
Woodbury’s SOAP Ic«es23c

RED

a

i lb

Zbags«

a

CIRCLE

4 BAGS'

You will see values here this
Fail with a capital V . . . two

BOKAR

a

COFFEE

LB

lb
4 bags,
t

A

FRESH EGGS
MEDIUM

Call 4j

s

•

THE PEERLES)

SUNNYBROOK NATIVE GRADE

both.

Anywhere, J

YOUR HEATINGl
NO BETTER "1
ENGINES

PURE VEGETABLE
SHORTENING
NO POINTS

1 lB

(Reasonabh

ic PULLET

DOZEN

485 MAIN
TFLEPHO’I
ROCKLAND.
PLUMBING, HE]
OIL BUR,

DOZEN

dots and . . . dash IN!

$35.00 and $37.50

MORE LOCKER TRUNKS
$12.54
Including Federal Tax

A&P MATCHES
SUNNYFIELD
FAMILY FLOUR
NEWLY enriched
FLOUt-NEWLY
GOLD MEDAL ENRICHED
CHAD Mil k
CVHr. IYIILIV

416 MAIN ST.

KJ PKGS
25 LB
bag
25 LB
BAG

whitehousi

I

POINT EAdH

ARMOUR’S TREET
STHE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC YEA CO.B
Prices subject te market chanoes. We reserve the right to limit quantities

BURP
Funeral
TELS. 390-j
110-112 LIMEH

ROCKLAN!

Ambulance

Tuesday-Friday
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ers Norma and Nathalie are
|ning at the Sprowl cottage,
ec Pond.
ind Mrs Benjamin Nichols
,ughter Lois left Tuesday for
I ois will enter Simmons

>1 Id

It Hannan- S 2c left Monday'43
[folk. Va.
n
liblic supper will be served
liy night at 5 30 at the IOOP
J hall, under the auspices of
Rebekah Lodge.

\R BONDS
MORI THAN A

I INVESTMENT

You Can’t Beat

Flowers from the lovely GarthOpens Next Month
gannon gardens ccmes to The Cou
rier-Gazette
office Wednesday
morning, through the courtesy of
Miss Jenzie Coulson Cooley, head War Chest Fund a Country
of that institution. Miss Cooley
wide Campaign—Rock
never forgets this mark of affec
tion for her friends, and through
land’s Quota $9000
the years past it has been the rare
A. Alan Grossman has been ap
Sept 15—Educational Club picnic privilege of the late William O.
with Mrs. Lena Merrill.
Fuller and Mrs. Fuller to receive pointed chairman for Rcckland in
Oct. L—den. Pulask. Memorial Day. these fine tributes along with de
lightful entertainment at this finely the War Chest Fund campaign
which will open all over the Coun
Maynard L. Wiggin of the oper organized school.
try, Oct. 9. Rockland's quota will
ating staff of The Courier-Gazette
Due to the length of ‘‘Mr. Skef^
is in Brooklyn, N. Y. where he is
be about $9,0C0.
undergoing an intensive machin fington” at the Strand Theatre
The quota for Knox County is
ist's course at the Mergen thaler Sunday. Monday, Tuesday, Sunday
$21,000.
The county organization
Linotype School. He will be away shows will be at 3:15, 6 and 8 30 and
at
present
consists of; John Pome
Monday-Tuesday shows 2, 6, 8 30
from his machine for three weeks.
roy, county president; Percy Keller
Morse High School Athletic Di of Camden, county chairman;
Paul P. Harris of Chicago, founder
Harold F. Dana of Thomaton, first
of Rotary will be the speaker at the rector Henry D Smail has an vice president and the following
nounced that the date of the
meeting today.
Morse-Rockland football game has executive committee, Edward Dorbeen definitely set as Oct. 21 with nan of Thomaston. Mrs. Willis Vi
A business meeting of the cxecii^ the Orange and Black eleven com- nal tf Warren, Charles Rose of
tlve board of the Woman's Auxil ing to Bath on that afternoon.— Tenant’s Harbor, Dr. Anna Platt of
iary of the Episcopal Diocese of ■ Bath Times.
Friendship and Edward K. Leighton
Maine wag held Tuesday at the
of Rockland.
home of the president, Mrs. Keryn
The Flockland organization is as
Ira ( ‘Mike”) Hilt, a popular em
ap Rice, to make arrangements for ploye of W. H. Glover Company follows; William D. Talbot, presi
the Fall quarterly meeting of the j met with an accident recently, when dent; Edwin L. Brown, vice presi
auxiliary to be iheld here Sept. 28 I he fell from a pear tree suffering dent; Herbert C. Newbegin, treas
and 29. Those present for the an injury to one of his feet. He will urer; Lenore B Savage, secretary;
meeting and luncheon at the Thorn be confined to his home at 54 A. Alan Grossman , chairman;
dike Hotel (were: Mrs. Benjamin South Main street, several weeks. Lincoln E. McRae and Robert M.
Brewster of Portland; Mrs. Flank
Allen, special gifts; Lucius E.
E Southard of Augusta; Mrs. Wil
Jones, Industrial; Ray E. Eaten,
Hector G. Staples, National Vice wholesale and retail and Mrs. San
liam KnaufT of Waterville; Mrs.
Philip Carroll of South West Har Commander. The American Legion ford W. Delano, house to house
bor; Mrs. Lemuel G. Moody of Old loaves Friday for Chicago to attend women’s division. Mrs. Reita Hold
Town; Mrs James L. Hayes and Mrs. the 26th annual National Conven en has been appointed to aid in
George Miller of Belfast; Mrs. Ea tion.
getting out the check list.
rner Ingalls of Thomaston and Mrs.
The Rockland executive commit
The Internal Revenue office will tee consists of H. P. Blodgett, Mrs.
Rice. The quarterly meeting will
open with a retreat at St. John's be closed Sept. 18 to 23, inclusive.
Ruth Ellingwood, Alan L. Bird,
Church in Thomaston, Sept. 28 and
Mrs. Reita Holden, Sam Savitt,
with the convention meeting at St.
Effectve Sept. 17 the postoffice Allan F. McAlary and Mrs. Ida Don
Peter’s Church <in Rockland, Sept. corridor will be open Sundays from dis.
29.
10 a m , to 3 p. m., only. Dispatch
County President Pomeroy and
of U S. Mail via truck at 7.15 p. m., County Chairman Keller are ar
Sundays, has been discontinued.
ranging for chairmen in all the
A Sub-District Youth Rally and
Board of Education Leadership
towns and It is probable that a
meeting for the Augusta District, Sons of Union Veterans Auxiliary meeting to decide the quotas will be
under the direction of Rev. Albert will meet Wednesday night All held in Rockland next week.
Ives of Winthrop, is being held to officers should be present for a re
day at the Methodist Church. The hearsal
The Selective Service office in
meeting will commence at 4 30;
Chisholm Block is closed this morn
there will be la picnic supper at 6
The first Scottish Rites meeting ing because of the danger from the
o’clock and the evening meeting of the season will be held in Ma weakened First Baptist Church
will toe at 7 o’clock.
sonic Temple tonight. Golden Rod steeple neaitoy. Meantime, Clerk
Chapter will serve a chicken-pie Jerry Margeson is carrying on at
the Chisholm confectionery store,
The Missionary Society of the supper at 6 30.
(no pun intended).
Littlefield Memorial Baptist Church
Is holding an outing today at the
BORN
William (A. Seavey cottage in Cush
Hubbard—At Rockland. Sept. 12. to
Farm Bureau Notes
ing.
Mr and Mrs Ashley Hubbard gf

TALK OF THE TOWN
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Thomaston, a daughter- Patrlcla
McKlm—At Knox Hospital, Sept. 8.

JO < '’WHO

I

a

ts. f00..,
needed to serve this tasty
you can bo sure of satisBe AAP's poultry experts
of the nearby farm flocks
Bring. You save money too,

leel

EVERY MONDAY NIGHT
7.45 o’clock

TWO CENTS A GAME
MERCHANDISE PRIZES
Values up to $5.00
WILLIAMS-BRAZIER POST
36Ftf

LB

Economy Trucking

LARGE

Trucking,

HEAD

Moving of all

Kinds Done

MtLK
r-M FORTIFIER
BOUQUET <3
’

e

soap

HEALTH
SOAP

16 OZ JI7C
JAR

47'

(Reasonable Prices)

25‘
CAKES«

Anywhere, Any Time

3 CAKES 20*
LARGE HOC

Call 436-J
'

PKG AV

y s

SOAP

3

73-74

3 CAKES 23*
LB

YOUR HEATING SYSTEM IS
NO BETTER THAN IT IS
ENGINEERED

THE PEERLESS ENG. CO.

H EGGS
Ic PULLET

I

DOZEN

485 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 7«U* *
ROCKLAND, MAINS

'

iF

PLUMBING, HEATING AND
OIL BURNERS
44-tf

6 PKGS 29°
ID

1.40

IJ tail
FH
’l) CANS Z K
12OZQM
CAN UU
;iFic Yea
SE

|ti»s right to limit quantltlo*

CARD OF THANKS

BURPEE
Funeral Home
TELS. 39©-—1174-M
11#-112 LIMEROCK ST.
ROCKLAND. ME’

Ambulance Service

OWL’S HEAD
Mrs, E. iH. St. Clair and Mrs.
Warner E. St- Clair of Owl’s Head
and son Daniel spent Wednesday as
guests of relatives in Camden and
Rockport.
Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair of Owl’s
Head visited last week-end with
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Mills in
North Haven.
Mr. and Mrs Emery H St. Clair
and Emery Jr. were supper guests
of Mrs. Warner E. St. Clair Thurs

I wish to thank all my friends for
the
nice cards, also Dr. Fogg and
the nurses, the J. B. Pearson and Co.
employes, for the lovely flowers and
fruit they sent me during my stay at day night.
Knox Hospital.
,
Grace Wotton,
Thomaston.
Effective today. Sept. 15, several

0

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our appreciation
for the beautiful flowers, cards and
expressions of sympathy from neigh
bors a'nd friends during our Recent be
reavement; also thanks to workers of
Lafayette Company and Owl's Club.
*
Mrs. Doris Merrill and Family

Baked1 Beans (Black & Gay. Can| ner?) Saturdays at Perry’s Markets
hereafter.—adv.

Friday and Saturday Nights
SPEAR HALL, at 8 P. M.

New Specials, Chicken, Beef. Boiled
Dinner and Smoked Shoulder, and
others. Big Prizes on Evg. Play.
Free Game
74*14

AUCTION
Furniture, Antiques, Glass
SAT.. SEPT. 23—1 P. M.
129 Main St., Belfast, Me.
Closing Out Estate

74*76

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

65aG61.17

EWiY
V.S
b

In loving memory of husband and
father. Charles H. Emery, who passed
away Sept. 16. 1938.
Time will roll on. and years go by.
Wherever we may be.
But as long as youf fond family lives
You^re a treasured memory.
Time Heals our grief and sorrows
Through all these long, sad years.
But we have never forgotten you. Dear
And wc smile through our tears.
His wife and children

BEANO

E

)K NATIVE GRADE "A’

With the Homes

Miss Jennie Guptill and Miss to Mr. andi Mrs. Alexander McKlm
Miss Kathryn Brlwa, Extension
Bertha Condon are employed at (Joan Rlplev) a son—Ronald Leon.
Abbott—At Vinal Maternity Home. foods speciaist, Mrs. Margaret Dan
the Bell Shops.
Sept. 15 to Sic and Mrs Walter M. Ab forth, war foods production assist
bott (Mildred Leach) of Thomaston, a ant, and Joyce Johnson, home dem
-Muriel Dawn.
.....
Mr. and Mrs- Arva W. Gregory daughter
Ilolmberg—At Worcester. Mass , Aug. onstration agent, visited the rural
have returned from attendance at 16. to Mr. and Mrs Harry Holmberg schools of Wiscasset and Dresden
the Boston Gift Show
(Ethel OI of son of Lynn, Mass), a Sept- 7. Demonstrations of a welldaughter.
McAleer—At Philadelphia, Sept. 4. to packed and poorly packed lunch box
Beano G.A R. hall Monday, Sept. Captain and Mrs. Charles P. McAleer. were given to 142 pupils in seven
Jr. (Felice Perry), of Phoenixville, rural schools.
18, 2.16 p. m.—adiv.
•
Many suggestions
Penn, a son.
Nelson—At Knox Hospital. Aug. 31. to for sandwich fillings, fruits, vegeta
Will the person who took a brown Mr and Mrs. Austin Nelson, a son— bles, simple desserts, and milk
sport coat by mistake at Elast Union Joseph Greenwood.
drinks to pack in student’s lunch,
—At Vinalhaven. Sept. 10.
dance hall Saturday night, please toCalderwood
Mr. and Mrs James Calderwood, a boxes were given by the agents.
call Thomaston 206 and receive own daughter—Roxanna Juliet.
The Wiscasset rural schools visit
coat in exchange.
*
ed were the Birch Point, North, and
Lowell Town Schools, in Dresden,
■
DIED
Visit CUnton F. Thomas, optome
Hall—At Thomaston, Sept. 12, Albert demonstrations were given at the
Pownalboro, Middle, River Road,
age 88 years.
trist for a pair of good glasses, 492 Hall,
Calcr—At Warren. Sept. 14. Ella C. and Middle Bridge Schools. At
Old County Road, Rockland Me. Caler. age 80 years. Funeral Saturday tendance in these schools ranged
p m from late residence. Burial In
Hours 2 to 5 and 6 to 8 p. m. Mon 2Ster
from nine to 37 pupils, many of
’ing Cemetery.
Irish—At Camden. Sapt. 14, Lousanah whom have to walk long distances.
day, Wednesday and Saturday.
Tower, widow of Wilder S. Irish, age
These visits to the rural schools
Phone 590 City.
38-tf 92 years, 17 days. Funeral Saturday
afternoon at 3 o'clock from Good fu to help with lunch boxes is a proj
neral parlors. Interment In Camden. ect which has been carried several
Butler—At Camden. Sept 13. Simeon years by the Extension Service. As
BEANO
N Butler, age 77 years. Funeral Sat one
superintendent said, “it’s
urday morning at 10 30 from Good fu
about time someone thought about
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT neral parlors. Interment In Union.
Fuller—At Hope. Sept. 14. Sarah these rural schools." Any teachers
8.15 o'clock
Frances, widow of Obed B. Fuller, age or parents who would like help in
75
years, 10 months, 19 days. Funeral
MASONIC TEMPLE HALL Sunday
afternoon at 2 30 from the packing better lunch boxes or serv
ing hot lunches may write to the
Auspices MOTOR CORPS GIRLS residence.
—At Springfield. Mass., Sept. Extension Service in "Rockland. The
lOlFtf 7. Ingerson
Mary A., widow of Sidney D. Inger
son. aged 74 years. Interment at Vinal names of some of the leaflets on
lunches are: Lunches for Work and
haven’
Torrey—At Swan's Island. Sept 10, Play, Lunch Box recipes and Sug
BEANO
Farnle Torrey, widow of Ira Torrey.
gestions, and School Lunch Menu
Patterns- Ask for these leaflets
American Legion Rooms
IN MEMORIAM
when you write.
Thomaston

DOZ
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Tuesday-Friday

Ambulance Service
Tel. 662
• CLAREMONT ST.
ROCKLAND.

changes in dwelling and household
furniture forms of fire insurance
are in force, giving additional cov
erage without charge. For infor
mation, telephone Arthur L. Ome
Inc. phone 1O42W.—adv.

Installment of Committee Re
port Relating To Revenues
and Taxation
.(Chapter 3)
C. Proposed Revision of Taxathn
(System
We need to get down to earth and
take cur heads out of the clouds.
Our first problem is to make de
mocracy work in iRockland. If cur
citizens, for the immediate present
at least, would expend in the study
of Rockland city government affairs
a mere fraction of the time they
now expend discussing national pol
icies we would get somewhere along
the road to good government. Good
government begins at home; if cit
izens everywhere would accomplish
good government in their home lo
calities, good government would Cxist all over the country because the
States and the Federal government
will have to fall in line in the face
of an alert citizenry. Instead of
firing a charge of buckshot into the
fog. let's get a high powered rifle
and take a good sight on a target
we can see and hit. A good place
to begin, because & lot of thought
and action is required, is on the
subject of local taxation. We sug
gest the i following program for
Rockland, which of course requires
changes in existing law.
1. Retain The Property Tax, be
cause it is the only tax so far de
veloped that Is capable of both lo
cal administration and large yield;
this is the foundation stone of our
local financial independence. We
know it is a regressive tax; that it
is poorly administered and unequal
ly assessed; that market Value of
property is not a fair measure of
ability-to-pay. We know of no al
ternative tax of large yield which
can effectively be administered lo
cally and therefore have no inten
tion of copying the mythical dog who
dropped the bone already in his
mouth when he thought he saw a
more attractive but non-existent
bone in the water. We do feel that
the present burden of the property
tax is more than (it should be, be
cause we don’t feel that property
owners should pay practically all of
the burden of municipal expendi
tures, and later recommendations
are designed to correct that unfair
situation. We do not however join
the critics of this tax in belaboring
it as a “crushing burden;" all taxes
are “burdens,” and the exact line
at which they become “crushing”
is tinknown to us. We doubt if any
rate would be enjoyable. Over 85%
of Rockland's property tax payers
pay less than $100 property tax.
Nearly every residence owner in
Rockland pays less property tax
than he pays for electricity, gas,
telephone and water services and tfer
insurance of his property. Just why
the average real estate owner feels
“crushed” by one item of expense,
the property tax, but not by the
equally great other charges on his
property, when it is the over-all cost
that counts, is a mystery account
able by the vagaries of human na
ture. We have never heard a Rock
land family complain over being
“crushed” by its bill for entertain
ment, tobacco, cosmetics (and liquor
if used, which bill usually equals
or exceeds the property lax pay
ment. We (are therefore not im
pressed with the claim that the
property tax is a “crushing bur
den.” Payment on quarterly basis
would be a (helpful concession.
2. Reserve Property Tax Yield
Exclusively to Rockland. Transla
ted, we want to stop paying about
$50,009 to the State and $16,COO to
the County of Knox annually, for
the good and sufficient reason that
it Is good finance to segregate for
our exclusive use the one tax that
is capable of both local adminis
tration and large yield. This is no
revolutionary suggestion; it Is now
being done by the 15 States of Cal
ifornia, Delaware, Florida, Illinois.
Michigan, New Hampshire, New
York, North Carolina, Ohio, Okla
homa, Oregon. Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island, Vermont and Wisconsin
(“Federal, State and Local Govern
ment Fiscal Relations," 78th Con
gress, 1943, Senate Document 69,
page 59.) It will 'be noted especially
that three |New England States have
already adopted this policy.
3. Eliminate Property Tax
on
Private Dwelling Tangible Personal
Property, because of nuisance and
impossibility of fair assessment.
Many jurisdictions now tax this
item very little or not at all. This
would induce the 1944 valuation
$263,620 with corresponding tax re
duction of $12,653.76.

4. Reduce Property Tax on Build
ings, to promote rather than con
Back the attack—Buy More Than tinuing to discourage building con
Before Buy more . . . double what struction and production. Here is
you did before. Buy more than be the place to make a substantial re
duction in the property tax down to
fore in the 5th War Loan.
a reasonable figure, just as fast as
replacing revenues permit. It will
be noted we doinot suggest any re
duction ibelow the 100% value of
REAL ESTATE
land, as we wish to discourage the
holding of unimproved land.
5. Allow No Industrial Exemp
Listings wanted of many Farms
tions from Property Tax, as they
are unfair to other taxpayers be
and all kinds of Shore Proper
sides depressing valuations as com
ties. With or without buildings.
munities compete with each other
on this unscunB basis for new in
Knox and Lincoln Counties.
dustry. The best attraction to in
dustry (beyond the facts peculiar
P. H. WOOD
to each industry which tend to de
COURT HOUSE, ROCKLAND
termine Its location), is a progres
sive city full of alert citizens, with
74-79
good government and the best pos
sible municipal services efficiently
administered at reasonable cost.
6. Reconsider all Present Prop
GENERAL AUTOMOBILE erty Tax Exemptions on Privately
Owned Property. Exemptions have
a way of growing, as one plausible
REPAIRING
case follows another. This leads
to unequal burdens and ultimate
All Makes and Prompt Service
i break-down of a tax. We propcSe
Lowest Prices in the City
not only to halt but to reverse the
trend. A tax exemption is nothing
Good Work Guaranteed
but a subsidy by all of the tax-pay
ers to one Individual or group; noth
ANDREW CARTER
ing could be more undemocratic
132 THOMASTON STREET
We feel that all subsidies and boun
ROCKLAND, ME.
ties should be out on the top of the
table with full publicity, and not
74*75
.
■ ...
hidden away in a tax law or acy-

REPAIRS DAMAGED THUNDERBOLTS

The Sea Scouts

Municipal Research

At the last Sea Scout meeting
types of small boat rigs and sails
were studied and discussed. Also
explained was the difference in rigs
such as Ketch, yard, schooner, bookstay, sail, wishbone, etc.
Three new members have regis
tered—Kenneth Chatto and Curtis !
Lindsey in Crew I and Creswell Ga- ;
mache in Crew n.
Plans are being made for a week- |
end cruise in Scout Commissioner i
H Cowan’s yacht the "Nesso.” No
c efinite date has been set as yet
but the cruise is planned for some
time this month.
A very interesting letter from
Anson Olds was read at the meet
ing.
J. A. Perry.

where else. If the subsidy is just,
there is no legitimate objection to
publicity. Under present conditions
tendency is to take grant exemp
tions as permitted by existing law,
keep no record of them, make no
report of them, and forget about
them. No one knows the total value
of exempt property in Rockland;
there is no record of it. We antici
pate that the total In Rockland is
small. However, if such subsidies
are to continue, we recommend that
each such subsidy be applied for an
nually, be approved by our City
Council be approved for one year
term only, and that a list cf such
exemptions be published in the reg
ular annual city report so that our
citizens may know exactly whom
they are favoring, and for how
much, and its effect upon their own
taxes.
7. Eliminate State Administra
tive Control of Assessment Proced
ure. We recognize that the State
has a definite responsibility for the
well-being and proper performance
of functions by its creatures the mu
nicipalities. We also appreciate
the crying need almost everywhere
for competent assessors and modern
assessment procedures, and the ex
isting danger of yielding to the
pressure of special local interests.
“The power to tax is the power to
destroy;” such a great power should
not be entrusted to incompetents of
little or no education, training and
experience, using ancient methods
long since proven inefficient. We
further admit that even local gov
ernment independence is secondary
to public interest, but do not grant
their incompatibility; in fact we al
lege they are inseparable. How
ever. the way to learn to walk Is to
start walking. Both capable per
sonnel and modern techniques can
be attained, and we consider that
better than the alternative of
State House management. In say
ing this we do not discount that
State control up to now has not only
been extremely helpful but prob
ably necessary. We prepose to re
move the necessity.
8 Retain Power of Special As
sessments. Elven though they have
fallen into disrepute elsewhere be
cause of unwise use, many civic im
provements can toe and have been
made possible by their use. We
favor retention of this power be
cause (1) the directly affected citi
zens of a proposed apparent and
proportionate improvement should
have the benefit of using their gov
ernment for this purpose when such
Is their will, and (2) the fact that
we have no substantial borrowing
power (on account of our debt)
makes it prudent to retain this
power for emergency use in any
event.
9. Levy no Local Business Taxes,
over-complicated tax 'system, and
for three reasons. First, such lo
cal taxes complicate an already
we do not propose to add to the
existing confusion on
business
taxes.
Second, regardless of the
disposition of the yield, but with due
regard to tne objective of financial
independence of all levels of gov
ernment, all taxes should be levied
and collected by the level of gov
ernment which can do so most effi
ciently. and that rules out our local
government in this instance; a
larger administrative unit is essen
tial to levy business taxes efficiently.
Third, the levy of business taxes
over a small area both hurts local
business and produces much less
return, than anticipated; we fear
the effect of causing business to
leave town, or deterring business
from locating here.
10. License and (Permit Taxes
Should be Revised. There should be a
rational determination of what pri
vate operations require a license or
a permit; the requiring of licenses
only when necessary for police pow
er purposes, and permits only on a
direct benefit-to-individual basis
would seem to provide a logical ba sis for such a determination. Of
course all costs should be recovered.
The 25 cent fee for a bicycle license
is ridiculous; 400 licenses must be
sold to recover cost of the plates,
and 300 more for printing, etc.,
which is nearly all the bicycles in
town, leaving nothing for adminis
tration expense.
The bicycle li
cense should be increased; there
may toe a “howl,” but an efficient
administration backed by intelli
gent citizen support doesn’t need to
worry about unjustified “howls.”
The charge for a permit should be
measured bv the value of the bene
fit conferred, including all costs.
(To be Continued)

Waste Paper Drive Goes li
High Gear In Camden
The salvage depots at the Ca
den schools are again open for bf
ness, Salvage Chairman Cha
Lord, said this week. Waste pa
tied securely in bundles, may|
left at any of the three scl
buildings, during school hoi
A street-by-street collection
waste paper and tin cans
planned by the Salvage Commit
during Fire Prevention Week!
October. In the meantime, salv|
materials may be brought to scl
buildings during school hours.
Out of Camden’s quota of 100 tl
of waste paper for 1944, only 42 tf
have already been collected. Su
mer residents who are closing tl
homes for the season are urgedl
turn in all salvage materials befl
leaving. Waste paper is so ba,
Sgt. Thomas M. Williams of Union
needed in the war effort that
town truck will, through a sp
.... An Eighth Air Force Fighter Williams is fashioning a wing fit arrangement, pick up pro^_
Station, England—Making parts for ting for one of the seven-ton bundled! newspapers and magaziJ
battle-damaged Thunderbolt fight fighters.
of Summer residents who findl
ers at an Eighth Air Force fighter
With him (left to right) are: impossible to bring these to ti
station in England, is the job of Staff Sergeant Lee H Walker, school buildings. Summer reside!
Sergeant Thomas M. Williams, Martin’s Ferry, Ohio; Technical who are unable to bring in thl
(left) sen of Mr. and Mrs. J. Wil Sergeant Raymond H Duclas, shop salvage materials may call Peif
chief, of South Attleboro, Massa Luce, telephone 2429
liams. of Union.
Pictured in a mobile machine chusetts; and Pfc. Louis J. Kadrlik,
Materials needed are: rags, ti)
shop with members of his unit, Sgt. Junction City, Wisconsin.
in bundles; paper, sorted into se;

Want This Job?

Rockland Lions

Informal Remarks By Mem A Chance To Become Inter
bers In Absence of Sched
viewer for the Employment
uled Speaker
Service

rate bundles and tied securely
newspapers;
(2) magazines;

brown kraft or wrapping paper- (I
mixed paper—aU oth«r kinds—
cartons for easy handling: tin cai
clean and cut off, cans flattens
Waste fats In tin cans, should
taken to local meat markets.

In charge cf the salvage dec
at the school buildings are' L
Vacancies now exist in the posi Street Fred Irish; Brick Schc
tion of Interviewer at several of the Francis McGrath; High Schc
Clarence Thorndike.
U. S. Employment Service offices,
Including the offices at Bath, Cari
Alfred G. Crawford, who has oei
bou and Rumford. Interviewer po manager of the O. A. & p . T. Cor
sitions pay $2(187 a year for a 48 pany self-service market the nai
hour week and provide the usual four years, has resigned He is prd
P^etor of a store in Belfast, locate
Civil Service benefits of a month on the ground floor of a resldenc
vacation with pay and accumulat ^ recently bought. His permanert
successor in Pockland haVnot beel
ive sick leave.
announced. D L Dionne of 1^*
To qualify, applicants must have
had at least two years full-time em ton is temporary manager.
ployment In a responsible capacity
in one of the following fields; pub
lic or business administration, labor
or industrial relations, financial or
industrial selling, law skilled trades
In construction or industrial fields,
social work, personnel work, teach
ing or business management.
FRIDAY, SEPT. 15
Interested persons are urged to
A Warner Bros. Presentation
obtain application form 57 at any
Humphrey
Bogart,
Mlche
US. Employment Service office or
Morgan, Claude Rains, Phili
first or second class Post Office.
Completed application forms should
Dorn, Sydney Greenstreet, Peti
be forwarded to the Civil Service
Ix»rre, John Loder, George Tobi;
Representative, % U.S. Employment
Edward
C'ianelle,
Vlac
Service, 331 Water street, Augusta,
Sokoloff
.
Maine.

Lions, at their meeting Wednes
day noon at the Thorndike Hotel,
heard a presentation and discussion
cf several matters of interest to
members, in lieu o f a regular
speaker.
Dr. Bradford F Burgess, presi
dent, made announcement of the
details of a contest for District 41A, to run from Sept. 1 to April 36.
Credits are to be given for meetings
cf advisory committees, member
ship and activities, dues paid, new
members,
re-instated
members,
sponsorship of new clubs, attend
ance and other items.
President Burgess told of receiv
ing an interesting letter from 1st
Lieut. Gilmore W. Soult, one of the
club’s members in the armed serv
ice.
President Burgess also told of re
ceiving a letter from Orrin V. Drew
advising that plans were being made
for the observance of charter night
of the Vinalhaven club Oct. 5, with
representatives of the other clubs
in this zone invited* to be in at
tendance.
Buy War Bonds and Stamps
The club voted to send boxes of
Christmas gifts to the men in serv
W V WV V W W V WTr
ice. Gerald Grant and Howard ’T*r*|*V
Crockett were appointed a commit
tee to have charge cf this. The five
Rockland Lions in service are: Dr.
Gilmore W. Soule. William H. Ro
manoff. Clifton Crass, Robert C.
Gregory and Charles D. Jillson
To A Fine New Line
A spirited song session was con
ducted by Howard Crcckett, with
Dr. Blake B. Anuis at the piano, and
for the remainder of the meeting
•V
Frank H. Ingraham was in charge.
He presented Frank . Harding, who
said he would. at some future meet
ing, exhibit his tropical fish and tell
the story of his studies concerning
then; Layrence J. Dandeneau, who
talked briefly on zone meetings;
Axel E. Brunberg. who suggested as
a community project, a road over
Dodge's Mountain, similar to the
one on Cadillac Mountain on Mt
Desert Island, and also a commu
nity swimming pool, and Frank A.
Winslow, who predicted that the
World Series of baseball would be
Drop in and see our grand
between Detroit and the Cardinals.
Others speaking briefly were Ar
new line of
thur S. Jordan, Elwood Hodgkins,
Gerald Grant and William P. Kel
CHAMP HATS
ley, a visitor from the CamdenFor Men—Fall and Winter
Rockport Club

HATS OFF

Avoid delay. Subscribe todry
Good Housekeeping, 1 yr. $3 50 ; 2,
yrs., $5 50: Cosmopolitan. 1 yr., $3 50;
2 yrs.. $5.50; Readers Digest, 2 2frs.,
$5; Esquire 1 yr.. $5: Parents Maga
zine. 2 yrs., $3; Popular Mechanics,
1 yr.. $2.50; American Home. 3 yrs.’
$3. Service on all magazines, new or
renewal. Fred E. Harden, The
Magazine Man Rockland, Maine,
Telephone; 35-W.—adv.

$6.50, $7.50
and we claim they are rightly
named

*

surfs

IN GOOD SUPPLY
You will be amazed and de
lighted to see the splendid array
of SMITHSON and LEOPOLD
MORSE SUITS at—

$39.50 to $45.00
SPECIAL NOTICE

Please do not call or write me any
more regarding Saddle Houses. I am
completely sold out. and all I had
was one; but on June 1. 1945. I will
have (but positively not for sale),
have (but positively not for sale,
me of the best ponies, cart, harness,
and saddle, that I have ever seen.
It will cost nothing to look at him,
no more than It will to look at
me. Election Is now over. Wash
ington went wringing wet Perhaps
you might be able to get something
besides my merchandise if you care
to come up.
HAROLD B KALER
Washington, Maine
Home forenoons and Sundays,

Telephone 5-25

74tf

OVERCOAT TIME
IS HERE AGAIN!
Pick your new coat from our
sparkling array — again the
world beater Smithson and Leo
pold Morse lines—

$39.50
o

o

TOP COATS
Stylish, beautifully tailored new
models—

$29.50 to $40.00

SWEATERS

LAST CALL FOR

A swell new line to please every
taste and pocketbook

VINALHAVEN REAL ESTATE
Of the Late Alfred Brown

Including his home place; another house and lot and
woodlots, including granite and gravel on some.

Frank H. Ingraham
Public Administrator
P. 0. BOX 385,
ROCKLAND, ME.
*

WALDO THEflTRI

In
A great cinematic tribute to
gallant people of FVance

“PASSAGE TO
MARSEILLE"
SATURDAY ONLY, SEPT. 16
Two fu„ length features
ROY ROGERS

“HANDS ACROSS THE
BORDER”
A big, action-filled musical West
ern with Ruth Terry, Guinn (Big
Boy) Williams, The Sons of the
Pioneers
Also on the program

“THE GHOST SHIP”
A psychological melodrama fea
turing; Richard DIx, Russell
Wade, Edith Barrett
SUN.-MON., SEPT. 17-18

Columbia Pictures presents
EDWARD G. ROBINSON
RUTH WARRICK
in

“MR. WINKLE GOES
TO WAR”
<A fast moving, entertaining |
comedy-drama featuring Mr.
Robinson in one of his greatest)
screen characterizations).
t)ne of the First Showings in
Maine

TUBS.-WED.. SEPT. 19-20
Warner Bros. Pictures preeents:)

“BETWEEN
TWO WORLDS”
An extraordinary- and gripping I
melo-drama adapted from one of
the great plays of the era , . .I
“Outward Bound,” starring—
Paul Henried, John Garfield,
Sidney Greenstreet, Eleanor
Parker, Edmund Guenn,
George Tobias

23
Two Full Length Features
DON “RED” BARRY
TWINKLE WATTS
in

SATURDAY ONLY, SEPT.

“THE MAN FROM THE
RIO GRANDE”
Also on the program

MACKINAWS
•

Need Is Acute

74-75

“HAT CHECK HONEY”

FOR MEN AND BOYS
Specializing in the new BOYS’
MACKINAW with Zipper Hood

A Comedy, starring:
Leon Erroll, Grace McDonald

$10.95

THURS.-FRL, SEPT. 21-22

Without Zipper Hood

Warner Bros, presents:

$7.95

IDA LUPINO
in

S. RUBENSTEIN

“IN OUR TIME”

“The Store with the Red Front”

with

304 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MB.
Next Goodnow’s Pharmacy

Mary Boland, Nancy Coleman,
Victor Frances, Paul Henried

I

Tuesday-Friday

Page Pouf

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Priday September
—bring me my breakfast And I’m
in a hurry. Orange juice. Coffee.
Toast and three-minute eggs.”

The waiter's face was red. He
said jerkily. “Yes, Miss Corey.”
Zorie’s orange jiAe, coffee, toast
and three-minute eggs were before
her, she would hqve sworn. In less
than two minutes. The orange juice
was icy. The toast was hot and
crisp. The coffee was smoking hot.
The eggs were just right.
It paid to be tough. It paid to
be assured and arrogant. No one
£5^
GEORGE K WORTS
would ever push her around again.
W.NU. RELEASE
She was no longer pushee—she was
“Steve?” Zorie cried.
pusher.
“Just about the time you fell over
CHAPTER X
She went to the beauty parlor.
board he was taken with an attack She had her hair washed, waved
of acute indigestion. That was why and arranged in a becoming new
•‘The nurse told me not to disturb
I you for a while. I'd like to see you
the doctor didn’t take care of you. way. The beauty operator was clev
js soon as possible.
It’s very im He was busy pumping out Steve’s er.
She was an enthusiast.
She
stomach.”
knew just what Zorie wanted and
portant, are you alone?”
“How ill is he?” Zorie gasped.
"I will be,” said Zorie. She
she knew just how to help her. Zorie
“Oh, he’ll be all right in the morn bought rouge and lipstick and the
reached for her dressing gown and
ing "
said to Amber: "You won’t mind go
beauty operator helped her apply
“Does he get these attacks often?” them tellingly.
ing out for a while. My fiance wants
“No, but he should—the way he
“Now,” the girl said, when Zorie
to talk things over.”
drinks. I don't want to sound like a paid and tipped her, “you are beau
There was droll amusement in
Amber's "Ah, yes! Your fiance! Not reformer, darling, but you do know tiful, Miss Corey. You really are.”
how I feel about liquor.
I hope
Zorie did not have to be told, but
at all, my dear.”
you’ve had your lesson. I hope you'll it was nice, anyway. The mirror
Zorie was sitting at the dressing
table, thoughtfully considering Am never touch the stuff again as long told her everything. But it wasn’t
ber’s array of cosmetics, when Paul as you live.”
just the new hair-do, the rouge, the
“I won’t promise anything,” Zorie lipstick. It was something new in
knocked. She opened the door. He
answered. “There are a lot of things her face. There had been an in
came in and closed it.
She half lifted her arms, expect I want to think over. I’ll tell you definable softness before—a vague
ing that he would seize her and hug about them in the morning, darling. ness. Her chin line seemed clemer
and kiss her out of sheer relief that Some of them concern you—you and ( and bolder. But the great change
me. I want us to be happier. I
she was alive.
He looked her over quickly. He want us to stop being so grim. But was in her eyes. They were clear
and bright and sparkling. They had
nodded jerkily. "You were lucky,” they will keep.”
assurance.
They had arrogance.
There
was
a
familiar
expression
he said. "You certainly were lucky.
She went to the admiral’s suite
In Paul’s eyes.
It usually went
Are you sure you’re all right?”
and knocked on the door, not with
"Yes,” Zorie said. “I’m all right.” with one of his lectures on the im
her old timidity, but with assurance.
She was surprised that her feeling portance of being earnest.
She had two lovely battles on her
“
Zorie,
”
he
said,
“
you
are
still
about Paul hadn’t changed. Every
hands beyond that door, and they
thing else had changed, but she was under the influence of those drinks,
weren’t going to be Battles of Ma
still in love with Paul. With a little and I’m afraid you don’t quite know
nila Bay; they were going to be
working over, Paul would be satis what you’re saying.”
Jutlands.
factory.
“I’m saying,” Zorie said gently,
The admiral opened the door. He
"Well,” Paul said in a business "you’d better stop being so grim—
was smiling absently. He looked at
like way, "I've just had a long talk and you’d better start stopping aw
her. He stared. His smile became
with the captain—with the doctor fully soon. I am not the girl you
tremulous. It faded. It returned in
and the phief ofticer sitting in. This knew, Paul. I am a changed per
the form of a delighted grin.
is pretty serious. Zone.”
son. I’m not meek any more. I am
“Zorie!” he cackled.
“Why!
1
"Yes,” said Zorie, “I suppose it a woman who intends to fight for her
hardly knew you, my dear! And
isn’t an everyday occurrence.”
rights.”
after what you went through last
She realized she tiad to make a
“Good night, dear,” Paul said
night! You are lovely! Maybe I’d
decision. Her sole desire just now hastily, as he moved to the door.
better fall off this ship myself!”
was to find out who had thrown her “You need sleep. Sleep as late as
“Where is Steve?”
overboard. It occurred to her that it you can. Good night.”
“On the lanai.”
might be •nwise to tell Paul that
Zorie walked out into the lanat
“Bi« . . .” Zorie began with de
she had been thrown overboard. She termination. Then she realized that
with the admiral trotting along be
was sure that the only people on the she must be patient with Paul.
hind her.
ship who knew were Amber, her There were many people with whom
Steve, in a white toweling dress
uncle, and Pierre Savoyard. It would she hadn't the slightest intention of
ing gown, was stretched out in one
be impossible to prove that one of being patient, but Paul was not one
of the long bamboo chairs. His pal
them had thrown her overboard. It of them.
She adored Paul.
She
lor was shocking. His eyes were
would, she decided, be wiser to wait would see to it that he lost his grimpale. He looked really ill.
until she had talked with Steve.
ness and his stuffiness. Then Paul
He grinned slowly and said, “Hel
“I have it all fixed up with the would be perfect.
lo, glamour girl!”
captain,” Paul said.
"The whole
The admiral said, “Zorie, do you
She went to bed. She was almost
episode will be forgotten—nothing asleep when Amber let herself in.
think you’re going to feel like work
will be said. The incident will be Amber opened and closed the door
ing today?”
closed.”
“Yes,” Zorie answered, “I feel
so carefully that it didn’t make a
“Tin afraid I don’t understand,” sound.
very much like working today.”
She undressed noiselessly.
Zone interrupted.
“I wanted to get on with the Bat
She took the greatest pains not to
“You see,” he explained, "a thing disturb the girl who had slapped her
tle of Manila Bay, then I thought
like this is very unpleasant for the face.
we’d go back and finish up those
steamship company.”
chapters on my flrst years in Annap
The telephone awoke her at a lit
"Its rather unpleasant for the tle before nine. Amber reached for olis.”
victim, too,” Zorie pointed out.
it, answered it, and handed it to
For a moment, her resolve fal
"You don’t understand,” said Zorie, saying, “It's for you, dar
tered. Habit—that detested old habit
Paul.
“This could easily cause a ling.”
of meekness—made her pliant. But
great deal of trouble for us all.
It was the admiral. He hoped he
the wavery feeling passed.
. The mainland and the Honolulu pa hadn’t waked her. He hoped she
“I’m sori*3\” Zorie said. "I’m sor
pers, if they picked up the truth—” was feeling well after her experi
ry to let you waste all that time. Il
"The truth?” Zorie stopped him.
ence—hm?
you want me to help you with your
Paul looked somewhat grim. "You
"Do you suppose you could drop memoirs, Admiral, the chapters on
see, Zorie, even while the ship was around sometime this morning?” he
Annapolis and everything, perhaps,
being put about to pick you up, and
but a short chapter on Manila Bay
since then, the captain and the chief
go overboard.”
ofticer have been questioning the
“Now, wait a minute—” the ad
crew. Several of the crew say you
miral began.
were drunk. You were seen stag
“I mean it,” she said. “Steve was
gering about the ship.”
right yesterday.
You’re the only
"I see,” Zorie said dreamily. "1
person alive who can tell the story
fell overboard because I was drink
of the Duncan family. From the lit
ing.”
1 //
tle I’ve heard of it, it’s a fascinating
"Well, isn't it obvious? Didn’t
story, a really wonderful story. Il
you?”
you want me to help you on a book—
"Will that get into the papers?”
that’s going to be the book.”
Zorie asked.
She heard a chuckle from the
“Certainly not! That's what I’ve
bamboo
chair.
been arranging.
Everything’s all
The admiral’s eyes were fiery. His
fixed. The story had already been
obstinate chin was unusually promi
wirelessed to Honolulu and the main
nent. His right fist was clenched.
land that it was a prank. Someone
With it he banged on the table.
dared You to walk the rail.
You
“Nobody is going to tell me how
did. You slipped. You—”
I’m going to write my book!” he
"Who dared me?” Zorie asked.
shrilled. “Not even you, Zorie. No,
Paul made a gesture of impa
sir! I write my own book my own
tience. “No name had to be given.
■ way—or there won't be a book!”
No one knows. One of the passen
gers. That clears you of any of the
"Very well,” Zorie said serenely.
wrong kind of notoriety, and it ab
“There won’t be a book. As a mat
solves the company of any responsi
ter of fact, there isn’t any portion ol
bility. You see, in a case like this,
any book. All of yesterday’s dicta
there’s often apt to be a lawsuit.”
tion—” She lifted her hands in a
"You mean, the company might
gesture indictive of emptiness.
sue me?”
"You didn't destroy it!” the ad
"No, dear. You might sue the
miral gasped.
company.”
“Gone!” said Zorie.
"Paul,” Zorie said, “you’re won
“Good girl!” said Steve.
derful.
You think of everything.”
“I'm sorry. Admiral,” Zorie said,
"I even dropped in on the wire
“but that’s how it is.”
less man. They publish the ship
Admiral Duncan glared at her.
board newspaper, you know. I gave
"All right!” he snapped. “If you
them a rather amusing account of it
say so. Zorie—all right! But only
—for the passengers' benefit—and to
because I have the utmost respect
“Honolulu and Pearl Harbor,” he
plug any nasty rumors that might
for your opinion! Not because I
be going around. Now, all you have said, “were bombed this morning!”
agree with you for a moment—hm?”
to do is sign this.”
“And that,” Steve said languidly,
He held out a 'typed slip and his asked. “Steve is very anxious to
“is the first time since grandmother
talk to you.”
fountain pen. uncapped.
died that anybody has backed down
“How is Steve?”
"What is it?”
the old fire-eater.”
“He’ll be all right. Steve is pretty
“A release. It absolves the com
He strode out of the room. A mo
tough, you know.”
pany of all responsibility.”
ment later he came back almost
“Was it something he ate?” Zorie
Zorie signed it. Paul waved the
running. His face, usually so red,
asked.
release, to dry her signature.
looked very pale. He was panting
“The doctor couldn’t say. I'll tell
“By the way,” he said, “my broth
when he stopped beside them.
him you'll be arougd as soon as
er is quite ill.”
“Honolulu and Pearl Harbor,” he
you’ve had a bite of breakfast—
said breathlessly, “w^-e bombed
hm?”
this morning! Japanese planes flew
“All right,” said Zorie. She would
in from a carrier! They’ve destroyed
see Steve when she got around to it.
our planes at Hickam. Wheeler and
She wanted to do some thinking first.
Kaneohe! We’re helpless! The ra
And there were other things she
dio says they’re coming over Shafter
wanted to do.
again in new waves!”
She called the hair dresser, made
an appointment for nine-thirty, then
The road into Uluwehi E Kai ran
dressed and went down to break
along the edge of a purple-red cliff
fast.
beside tall ripe sugar-cane with sil
Her waiter wore a perceptible
ver-bronze plumes, then it dipped
sneer. He said slyly, “Got a little
tight last night, I hear.” He ! rather abruptly into the palm trees
which fringed the cove. Zorie caught
chuckled. “I’ll bet you sobered up
U
o
a glimpse of a golden beach on
when you hit the water.”
which waves broke in a snowy
When your stomach ia queasy, un
“What happened to me last night,” ,
smother and of pale green water
easy and upset, be gentle with it.
Zorie said crisply, "is none of your I
deepening to dazzling blue offshore.
Take soothing PEPTO-BISMOL. It
business. Your job. as 1 understand
Through the palms she caught
helps to calm and quiet stomach dis
it, is to serve me my meals.”
glimpses of a group of houses with
tress. Non-laxative. Non-alkaline.
“Hey! Look here—” the waiter flat blue tile roofs and an immense
Pleasant to the taste. Nett time your
began.
stomach is upset, ask your druggist
garden against the sheer maintain
“1 will tolerate no more of your wall in back. The mountain side
for soothing PEPTO-BISMOL.*
«i. m R«-t u s p»» oe. insolence/’ Zorie said quietly. “Now was a shivering purple flame of
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Miss Jeanette Boggs went to Bos
ton Saturday where she enrolled at
the Fisher School. She was ac
companied by her mother, Mrs. Fred
Boggs
Fred Hutchins of Watertown,
Mass., has been the guest of Mr.
and Mrs George Howard
Word has been received by Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Waltz that their
son, Pfc. Donald Waltz has been
listed as missing
Thomas L. Richards was home
from Portland over the weekend.
Dr. H Analis has returned from
Iowa.
Mrs. Ralph Benner is very ill at
her home on Jefferson street.
Miss Isabel Harriman of Gardi
ner and Miss Helen Deering of
Orono, teachers in town, are board
ing at the Dennison home on Main
street.

Winner in the corsage making
contest Tuesday evening, conducted
at the meeting of the Warren Wom
an’s Club, was Mrs. Beulan Starrett
Lord, who had that evening present
ed the paper. “Garden Design.” at
the Club meeting. The contest was
conducted by George Carr, former
interior decorator and designer,
who had given a demonstration on
the making of corsages, sprays and
hair ornaments, at the club before
the contest Mr Carr demonstrated
the making of corsages appropriate
to various costumes, and warned
the members, of the importance of
pinning the corsage high. He point
ed out highlights c-n fashions of
flower oraments to-day also. Mrs.
Ella Cunningham, chairman, dis
tributed among the members, cop
ies of the 1944-45 season club pro
grams Announcement was made of
guest night. Oct. 5, at Which Everett
Greaton, executive secretary of the
Maine Development commission,
wdll be speaker, and shown movies
New member admitted to the club
was Mrs. John Selmer-Larsen,
teacher at the high school. Mrs
Cunningham, president, opened the
evening program with the reading
of a poem “Gardens,” written by
Phoebe Ann Clark.
Enrollment at the High School
this year is set at 5*7, three less than
last year. There are 10 students in
the entering class.
Elections in the Student Council
and in the classes at the High
School were held Wednesday
the following results: Officers, Mer-

The farm owned formerly by the

late Hiram Black, has been sold to
John H. Miller.
.
Miss Minnie Riley has returned ;
to Beachmont. Mass. She was accompanied by Mrs. Danold Wallace
who will visit Mrs. Charles Dutton,
Mr. and Mrs Harry Grinnell of
Houlton have been guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Weston.
j
Mr. and Mrs , Paul Rowe and
daughter of Auburn, have teen j
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles 1
Rowe. Miss Dorothy Rcwe, also a
guest will be located in Ney York,
-----------------j

which was turned in to the Club
treasury. The collection totaled
3,000 pounds.
The Warren Wonder Workers
Girls 4-H Club will meet tonight
with the local leader, Mrs. Earle
Moore. The members will bring in
their record sheets to this meeting.
Plans will be made for a scrap drive
by this club, the date to be an
nounced Also plans will‘be made
for the local contest, the date of
INEXPENSIVE BUT EFFECTIVE
which wiU be Sept. 28. and in which
all four clubs will participate. To
this contest are invited all parents^. |
of the members, and the general^
public interested in 4-H club work.
This local contest will be held at
HERE’S WHAT IT COSTS
Town Hall.
Mrs. Nancy Clark and grandson,
Philip Clark of Lynn, Mass., are
guests of Mr and Mrs William Bar
Hues five cents each for one time; 10 eento fer two timee. Fire
rett.
■mall words te * hue.
. _ .... , _ _____ . _
Mrs Ronald Messer and daughter
Special Notice: AU “Mind ade" ed eaUed L
Dale, accompanied by Mrs William
aento which require the
H Rcbinson were in Portland
Oasette effloe fee handling eoet X» eento nddlttonaL
Thursday, last week.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
James Kinney were her parents, Mr.
FOR SALE
and Mrs. Walter Cunningham of LOST AND FOUND
Patten and her brother, Robert
WILL sell or trade for gun, aqua e
Cunningham of Searsport and Miss
male Cocker Spaniel les-. br.«
rfc—' C’’’town sponsor canoe, 49 ME
with
lone,
brewn
cn
.y
Marion Stevens -of-----August.
----------------------„---- Callers
--------- and. white
“Big Boy. ”
Reward. j OUNTIOOOK ST . Camden._____ 74*75
the flrst of the week at the Kinney J cars
NameGLBERT
Please notify
ROGERS.
j OUNS for sale 30 30 Savage. 2 303
heme were Mrs Kinney's parents
Savages. Savage 22 target, all like new;
and Mr. and Mrs. Daryl Hovey cf
WHITE gold wrist watch 'lost with 2-double bbl. 12 ga. single 12 ga 2
Houlton, enroute to the home from black Inlay, lf found return to MABEL Mossberge 22 ga. 25-20 Winchester; 49
74*75
WIIKINS, Belfast. Me. and receive re MEGUNTICOOK ST , Camden
Boston, Mass.
74-75
8-ROOM house and garage for sale
Mr and Mrs Austin K. Kallock, ward
Excellent condi
and Mrs Elizabeth Robinson dined
CRYSTAL and diamond pin lost, all improvements.
Sunday at Hotel Edwards, Camden. while travelling Irom North Haven to tion; 12 CLARENDON ST_______ 74*ti

George and David. Mrs. David Ha classes; Freshmen, president. Evan
geline Barbour;
vice president,
malainen and son Donald of Port-. Theodore
Overlock;
secretary,
land have been spending the week phvllis Tolman; treasurer, Elden
at the home of her parents, Mr. and Young; members of the Student
Mrs Henry Keller and Mrs. Hamal- . Council, Evangeline Barbour, Hazel
Snowdeal and Willis Berry; Sopho
ainen, Sr.
more, president, Joyce Butler; vice
Mrs. Leonard Packard cf Need president, Patrice Martin; secre
ham, Mass., and Mrs. Maude Web tary, Ruth Pease; treasurer, Jill
ber of Thomaston were callers Sat Cogan; to the Student Council,
Joyce----Butler, Emerson Crockett
and
urday at Heald’s Spa.
l--„nrod
Mr. and Mrs Keith Crockett and
Q^rt'Sgs; vice president,
son Keith of Bath spent the week- Harry Laiho; secretary, Barbara
end here.
j Perry; treasurer, Herbert Moon;
Rev. and Mrs. J. W. Hyssong, Student Council, Gilbert Boggs,
FVnnrps Wren and Alfred Wilson,
daughter Mary and guest, Miss
Dowdy returned to their homes in ( vicg president, Vaughan Philbrook;
secretary, Ethel Wiley; treasurer,
Portland Friday.
Pvt. Adelbert Lane who spent a Evelyn Wotton; Student Council,
short furlough with his parents, Mr. Merrill Fiske, Faye Martin, Betty
Moore and Lois Norwood.
and Mrs. John Lane, Sr., left Sun
Plans are being made for Fresh
day afternoon fcr Cherry Point, N. man week, which will open Monday,
reaching the climax Sept. 22, with
C„ where he is stationed.
Pfc Edwin Lermond with Mrs. the Freshman reception
Mrs Katie Starrett, who spent
Lermond and daughter Norma are the Summer months in Gardiner
guests of Mrs. Lermond’s parents, wilh Mrs olive Bird, has returned
Mr. and Mrs. John Lane, Sr., while ’ Tidme.
Mr. Lermond is on furlough from j All officers of Ivy Chapter, QE .,

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Chase left
Monday for their home in Haverhill,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Chadwick of
Boston and Pvt. Alfred Chadwick of
Fort Dix, N. J., have been recent
guests of Mrs. Hollis Chadwick.
Mrs. F. H. Booth and son Henry
have returned t otheir home in
Grand Forks, N. D., after spend
ing the Summer on the Point.
Mrs. Peat and family of Bath
have been visiting Mrs. Peat’s par
ents, Mr and Mrs Montfort Hupper.
Mrs. Byron Boyles of Cambridge,
Mass., have returned home, having
been a guest of her mother, Mrs.
Mary Jones.
Roger Hupper left Thursday for
New Jersey, where he will attend
preparatory school.
Marguerite Coid, who has been
spending the Summer with her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Hooper, has returned to New Haven,
where she is with her mother and
attending school.

FOR SALE

ELECTRIC radios for sale, Victrolas,
both cabinet and table models, new
2-burner electric plates, new and used
^et^gU^\edaytOn?gehtPrfor "Rehearsal over-stuffed sets, new pre-war studio
couches, single and double, nice new
Jn preparatiOn for inspection, Sept. mattresses for $12 95, beat this If you
can, new maple breakfast sets (Dl26
vanolss. New) almost new box wood
Sermon topic Sunday m2rn‘ngf^t heaters. $10 95, and a very large stock
of A-l used furniture. H. B. FURNI

|

Mrs Earl Tolman is confined to
her heme by illness.
;
School opened Monday with Miss I
Inez Ripley, South Union as teach- the
er as for several years past.

bougainvillea. And she recalled that
Uluwehi E Kai meant “a profu-'
sion of growing things by the sea.”
It was a sparkling morning, gold
en and blue. Schooner clouds ghost
ed along an indigo horizon.

Zorie unpacked in the charming
airy guest room to which a Japa-,
nese maid had taken her, then wan-.
dered out under the banyan trees
and into the garden—a fragrant jun
gle of strange, exotic flowers.
She hoped that Steve would join
her and tell her what some of the 1
flowers were, but she presently saw
him and the admiral walking briskly
along another garden path toward
the garage.
They passed within a dozen feet
of her, but the largest ferns she had
ever beheld screened them.
She
heard their «voices clearly in the
jungle stillness.
“Well, all right,” Steve’s grand
father was saying in a sharp voice,
“but it may be hard to arrange at
the last minute. This island is un-'
der total blackout and people aren’t
going to like driving over these nar- J
row, twisty little roads with those
dim blue headlights.”

<To Be Continued)

F/GHTHfO
DOUAHS
ro*
FIGHTING
JUJM
WAR BONDS-STAMPS

^^Fakiswrth will bi TURE, H B. KALER. Washington, Me
Home Sundays. Tel. 5-25.________74tf
f^ir N?ped of patience;’’ Patience
12 GOOD USED CABS for sale. Home
is a virtue; but some times Impa- made tractor with Chevrolet motor,
tience out-ranks it in usefulness; wood sawing machlrte, 6-horse engine,
condition, mounted on iron
which do we need more?” Church first-class
wheels, 5-horse power c-’.ectrlc motor,
school will meet at 9 30 a. m
single phase, 110 or 220. perfect. H B.
At the Baptist Church Sunc’ay KALER, Washington, Me. Home Sun
morning, the prayer service will be days^ TeJ 5-25.__________________ ?4tf
LIGHTING Plant for sale. With nice
held at 10 a. m., the morning wer- panel
board, pump jack with gas motor.
ship period at 10 30, the sermon Just the things for farm, electric wa
topic by Rev. Hubert Swetnam, ter pumps, hot water coll for oil burn
stoves, 2 2'i horse outboard mo
“Christ the Wonderful.” The young ing
tors one heavy stump puller, and this
people’s choir will favor with an- ls not half otf lt. H. B. KALER, Wash
theme At 7 p. m. the evangelte- ington, Me. Tel. 5-25.
74tf
tic sermon, Charge If will be de
KITCHEN coal stoveand circulat
livered, and special music will ing heater, wood burningfor sale; 24
feature piano solos, and an
tional song service wi
n

es Church School will meet at iz
noon, Raymond Kenniston the new
ly appointed Sunday School Super
intendent. Monday evening at the
voung people’s service at the Baptist
Church, the pastor will continue
with the third lesson on “Life of the
Apcstle Paul."
To correct an error appearing in
Tuesday’s paper, Chester O. Wyllie
is recovering from recent surgical

WALNUT ST, City.

74-lt

TO LET

BY DAY or week. Furnished cottage
to let on the west side of North Pond
to let. Lights, running water, good
fishing WILLIS A. MOODY, Warren,
Me.
TWO furnished room apartment to
let, with flush; J11 PLEASANT ST.
74.tf
ROOM to ief’W 97 Union St TEL
970M_________ ' ________________ 74tf
treatment at the Massachusetts
TWO ROOM furnished apartment to
Ger,erai HosDital in Boston. Mrs. let;
also single room for light house
TEL 921M or 1264W. 73-74
wyllie, who has been in Boston, keeping
seVeral weeks to be near her husTENEMENT to let. Vacant Sept 10
band, returned home Thursday last TEL 556M_________ 72tf
UPSTAIRS apartment to let. 14
weeki and started Monday, her duSt . 5 rooms and bath. Suitable
ties as teacher at the local High Ocean
for family of two. J. N SOUTHARD.
Tel. 676M.
71tf
School.
Mr. and Mrs. William William
FURNISHED barber shop with two
son, who have been spending a week chairs, fully equipped to let. 277 Main
V. F. STUDLEY.
with Mr. and Mrs Walter William St. Price $8 week
77 Park St., or Tel. 1154.
70tf
son. have returned to their home in
FURNISHED rooms to let At FOSS
Milford, Mass.

The Georges Valley Boys 4-H
Club in their scrap paper drive of
last week received the sum of $15.30

AUCTION

SALE

WALDOBORO, ME., WED., SEPT. 20, at 10 A. IH.
At the Farm of the late Hiram B. Black
Two Miles from Waldoboro Village, on the Friendship Road
One Registered Holstein Yearling Bull, one Grade Jersey
Y’oung Cow, one Young Guernsey Cow, one Grade Jersey Cow,
fresh; one Jersey Heifer Calf. 5 weeks old; three Two-year old
Holstein Heifers, bred; 9 head Young Heifers, 5 bred; 2 Pigs:
20 tons New Hay, Farm Machinery, Electric Cream Separator,
Cream and Milk Cans, Milk Pails, Dump Cart, 2 One-horse 4 ft.
cut McCormick Mowers, Hay Rope, 2 Carriers and Several Forks,
Grain Bins, Bags and Barrels, PaiLs and Tubs, 2 Ladders, Car
penter, Garden and Ice Tools; Poultry and Cattle Wire, Chains,
Whiffletrees. Neck Yokes and Eveners, Lawn Mower; Crocks
from 5 to 30 gallons: Cider Barrels, Barrel Vinegar, Half Barrel
Salt Pork. Sleigh. Riding Wagon and M’uch More.
Home Clarion Range,* Nickle Water Tank, Nickle Tea Kettle,
Tinware, Ironware, Pots, Pans, Dining Table, 6 Chairs, Sideboard,
China Closet, set of China Di hes, China, Glassware, Crockery
and Earthenware, Beds, Springs, Mattresses, Bedding and Pil
lows, Chairs, Tables, Stands, Pictures and Mirrors, Clocks, Lamps,
and Bricabrac, Bureaus. Dresrers, Chests and Commodes, Braid
ed Rugs, Scatter Rugs and .Art Squares, 2 Cast Iron Box Type
Wood Heaters, Singer Drop Head Sewing Machine, Curtains
and Drapes, Victrola with 100 Records, Marble Top Stands, Rock
ers, Alarm docks, and a great variety of other merchandise.
Caterer on the Premises
If Stormy, Next Fair Day.
Edward L. Ripley, Auctioneer,
By order John Miller, owner.
AUGUSTA, ME., TEL. 1968-W
74-75

VINALHAVE]

ZxZ.

Portland.
Reward
Write “MDM.
care The Courier-Gazette. Finder tele
phone Information and all charges'
MARTINSVILLE
74 75
will be paid.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Robinson and
NON HIGHWAY Oas RATON book
Miss Anna Desmond who have been lost. HENRY L. KELLER. West Rock
74 F-76
spending the Smnmer at “The An port.
chorage,” returned to Warren,
$50 REWARD Crystal and diamond
double loop brooch, lost Sept. 11. North
Mjiss., last week.
Maurice Stanley is in Portland at Haven Island, boat to Rockland or 4 15
p. m. train to Portland Finder
WEST ROCKPORT
tending school.
wire us oollect. ALBERT R. LEE & CO.
Martin Hamalainen, Sr , returned
Miss Myra Marshall has closed 90 John St.. New York 7, BEekman
Sunday from Boston where he had rill Fiske, ‘45; secretary, Frances her home “Sunny Meadows” and re 3-0280
turned to her home in West Somer
UMBRELLA lost, left on bus., 9/30
been for treatment. He was accom- Wren '46; treasurer, Betty Moore, ville, Mass.
from Thomaston. HAWLEY, TeJ. 117.
74*lt
panied by his sons, Martin Jr., ' *45 Officers elected in the various
Thomaston.
____ _

Camp Shelby, Miss.

Tuesday-Friday

15,1944

HOUSE. 77 ark St.. City.

70tf

MISCELLANEOUS
FREE! If Excess acid causes you pain
of Stomach Ulcers. Indigestion. Heartbum. Belching, Bloating. Nausea, Oaa
Pains, get free sample Udga. at COR
NER DRUG STORE
70*F*83
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair store, 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519J.
62-Ftf
NEED CASH? I pay from $7 to $12

each for marble top tables and old
china lamps with painted flowers ou
them. When you have antiques to
sell write W. J. FRENCH, 10 High St.
Camden.
69tf
YARN—We Are Prepared To make
your wool Into yam. Write for prices.
Also yarn for sale. H. A. BARTLETT,
Harmony. Me.
67-75
For the present, will make appoint
ments for Tuesdays and Saturdays.
DR J. H. DAMON, dentist. 153 Lime
rock street, telephone 1357.
70tf

GOLD Elgin wrist watch lost be
tween Park and Main or 1 mdse yen d
Union streets. Reward
FORTH, 97 Union St. Tel. 970M. 73 74

WANTED
PRESENT addr^s wanted £f Eliza
beth, widow of Michael D Daley, If
living, or names of her ’datives. If de
ceased Write POST OFFICE BOX 385_
or ’phone 468, Rockland.________ 74-75
* WILL hire two or three good men to
cut pulp, and hard wood, first class
choplng and war-time pay, camp or
house furnished to good reliable par
ties. Write or telehone to H. B. KA
LER Washington, Me Tel. 5-25.
74tf

FRANKLIN stove ln good condition
for sale; also three burner oil stove
Inquire 89 PARK ST.
74tf
LADY'S coat for sale, tan with beaver
collar and cuffs. Size 14 TEI. 328M
____________________________ 744*lt
GREEN Mt. potatoes for sale for Win
ter. Del. in lots of 3 bu. or more No
1 grade $2 25 per bu. No. 2. $125.
SPROWL BROS , Searsimont. Me Tel.
36-4 Liberty.__________________ 74*77tf
25 ft. SPEED Boat with 6 cyl. Stude
baker Engine and Marine Trans with
Reverse Gear TEL. 1452, City. 74*75
BLACK opossum fur coat for sale.
Size 14 Price leasonable. 27 Gay St.
TEL 101 IM_____________________74* lt
BABY Bassinet for sale with hood
Good condition. TEL. 1327
74 76
EIGHT ROOM house for sale in
Rockport
MRS ANNIE DUNTON.
Spear St., Rockport.____________ 74*75
FOR SALE
The George Huntley farm. 307 Lime
rock St., Rockland. This place lias
fire-place H A. Heat, flush toilet Es
timated 15 acres land
Priced very
low for quick sale.
6-room house, bath, lights, furnace
heat. $4200.
An 8 room house, nicely located.
Price $5000
Effiplex house, one side now rents for
$50 per month.
3-family bouse, earns $700 year gross.
Tax $115.

£ £ £ ft
MRS OSCAR C. LAN

Correspondent

Union Chuch Sunday S<
10 a. m. Morning wershi;
o'clock. Rev, C. S. Mitchi
••The Value of a Purpose.''
selections by the choir, c
Endeavor at 6 p. ni. Even n
ing at 7 o’clock, the pasti
ject, "The Unjust Steward
Mrs. James Hanley and
Nina, who have been visi:
Hanley’s parents, returned
to Rockland
Mrs. Polly Young and
who have been spending a l.
at Rockaway Inn were ei
Saturday at the Ames Eai.
Ella Ames and Mr and ’
Ames and Sunday Mrs Ye
son Paul were guests oi
Mrs. A. E. Libby and daugi
at Camp Merri Macs, She
Mrs. Edna Swears, who
spending the Summer witli
ter, Mrs. James Gregory,
turned to Dover-Foxcroft
Frank Trott, who has
guest at Rockaway Inn, b
day for Harvey, Ill
L. W Sanborn was in I
Wednesday on a busine
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bro
have been guests of Mr
James Gregory the past w(
Monday for Dover-Foxcroi!
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Bu<
returned to Philadelphia
Pvt. Robert A Lente
who is with the 8th Seri
mand at Bryan F.eld, Ti
home on a furlough vi .
parents, Mr and Mrs Cha
fest and grandmother, Mi
M. Lgnfest.
Mr. and Mrs. William Yo
returned to Mattapan, Ma
been guests of Ills moth
Eliza Rhodes
MLss Olga MacDonald wl
from Rockland Sunday v
parents, Mr. and Mrs. T-j

Donald.
The Elizabeth Hutchi o
Class met Tuesday after:
the monthly get-together
ness meeting. -Uunch was
Edward Smith of C
Mass., is visiting his son
Smith, Jr
F lc Arnold Barton, U
was home for a short leave
family and returned Tui
Virginia to join his ship
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Po:

Camden

6-room house, large lot. $3500
I WILL not only promise high prices,
6 room house nicely located $3750.
but I will pay them, for electric re
A beautiful home In Camden for
frigerators, washing machines, radios,
electric motors, white enamel stoves, $7500, overlooking ocean.
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
any kind, wood, coal, Phllgas, electric,
Tel. 730
Rockland
automobiles, antiques, hair clot* fur 163 Main St.
74tf
niture, marble top tables, used furni
ture, entire contents of homes, or in
TWO pony carts for sale; also sleigh.
plain facts, almost anything. You will TEL 532. Camden.
73*lt
find as many others have, no better In
WHEELBARROWS
for
sale,
large
and
vestment can be made than to call me
before you seU anything, or value. small, carts, tricycles toys. RAYE'S
HAROLD B. KALER. Washington, Me. CRAFT SHOP, 14 Prescott St. 66*F-74
CaU Collect 5-25
74tf
300 Cross breed strong healthy
for sale. Amost ready to lay at
WANT to buy small house ln Rock pullets
155
land. Rockport or Thomaston. In good $1 75; 1 HIGH ST., Thomaston. Tel73*74
condition. Write price and desOlption
to “C.B.” 204 Rankin St., City,
74-lt
BRASS rods of different lengths for
HIGH-school girl wanted for part sale. Quite a large lot. See K. S. F
at
THE COURIER GAZETTE OFFICE
time work or one to work her board.
I also have many excellent chairs to
TEL. 1527; 123 Summer St.
74tf sell.
____________________________ 73*74
THREE or four-room furnished and
DOE
plow No. 5 for sale, $15; sev
heated apartment with bath wanted. eral cultivators,
spring tooth harrows,
S M . care COURIER GAZJiTI'l'E.
74*75 ar.d wheel chair C. F. PRESCOTT. 29
Prescott St , City.
<3-74
FURNISHED Apartment wanted by
OXORD
ram
registered,
price
$25;
adult couple Oct. 1. MRS. CLAUDE also several excellent ewes and lambs
BEAN. Gen. Del City.
74*75 for sale. TEL CAMDEN 8415.
73 75
SIX to 8-room house or tenement
UNFINISHED
building
for
sale.
wanted' to rent, unfurnished
TEL.
73-74
269M_______________________ 74 75 25x25. TEL. 25, City.
KING Klneo stove for sale, excellent
PORTABLE typewriter wanted at
73 74
once In good condition. MRS. MIL condition. TEL. 1264W
DRED RICHARDSON. 420 Main St.
FOR SALE
Tel
1073. Rockland
74-75_
___ _______________________________
9-room house, one of the best locaCOTTON nets wanted for hand land- ! tions In Rockland, only a few minutes
ing netf.
Home workers preferred walk to P. O school and churches
Write us for full particular^
House had modern bath, hot water heat,
rf ED
E
CUMINGS, INC. Flint. Mlchig ad. 74- 75 oil burning furnace hardwood floors,
garage and large lot of land with
LGHT trucking of all kinds wanted some fine elm trees.
ln Camden and Rockport HARVEV S.
If you are Interested ln a fine home
CROCKETT, Rockport. Tel. 2549, Cam In a good neighborhood, make an ap
den
74-lt pointment for Inspection ol this
SINGLE white iron bed with spring property,
and mattress wanted JOHN M RICHU. A. THURSTON
468 Old County Rd,
Tel. 1159
AKDSON, telephone 770, Rockland
73tf
73*74
FOUR or flvesroom unfurnished
SEVEN ROOM farm house for saJe,
apartment or small house wanted. barn- hen houses, 4 acres land, 5 acres
HENRY FIFIELD Tel 213W * 73*74 wood lot. Mattie L. HOLT, R 2, War
— i ren.
73*76
FOUR or five-room unfurnished ,
LAWapartment or house wanted
1
1! ELECERIO Washing Machine for
73*74 saIe. Stoves, Radios, 4 new baby carRENCE O DELL Tel 1546M
—————————r------ — riages. price from $10 to $20; overtry. Steady work an™ go<M"pay
on'^^U’^n0I^RE POUST. 41 Tillsofl Ave. Tel>^3 96
BOYNTON,
'•iti 1 at the Camden Arch. Tel. 2041, Cam
den.
HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
____________________ 73-75
COLLEGE GRADUATES
12-FT SKIFF for sale. Built new In
Appointments are now being made June Can be seen at 6 WARREN ST .
for men and women high school and City.
_____________ ,________73*75
college graduates who are interested
EIGHT
Hereford yearlings, heifers
in essential health sevice with educa
tional ooportupltles and good chance and heifer calves for sale, all registered
for advancement ln well-established and Bangs tested. Priced to sell VIR
New England medical institution with GIL L MORSE & |SON. North Waldo
<73tf
notable record. Por Information write boro, Me
to MISS A. RAY, 459 Marlborough,
TWO Kodaks, binoculars, telescoue,
street. Boston, Mass.
73-75 machine lathe, fluorescent desk light,
ANTIQUE furniture oF all kinds 2 pieces linoleum for sale FRANK W
wanted; Including haircloth sofas, GOULD, Upper Mountain St., Camden.
73*74
chairs, marble top tables, parlor lamps, __________________
sewjng tables, buttons and old glass’
SI eEL ice box and two lawn mow
Oood prices paid Write P. O BOX ers for sale. JOHN BEATON, 65 Oliver
155, City.
72*74 street. City.
73 74
st^inP6- I®?3 t<> 1880-issue ' STEINWAY upright piano for sale?
w nted. On__or otff envelopes. Good also mahogany, full length, swinging
prices paid. Write P O BOX 155, City. mirror. CaU at 11 BIRCH ST.. City.
_______________________________ 72*74 _______ _________________________ 73*74
OU i'bOARD motor 22x32 horse power
OAK dining table, buffet and 6 chairs
TEL 472R.
72-74* for sale. For Information CALL 969J
72 75
SCHOOL girl to work her board and
room wanted. MRS CARL SIMMONS
DOUBLE
tenement
for
sale
on
Myr
Tel 1240
71ttf tle St., Rockland. One side six rooms,
.Hand Tractor wanted TEL other five, flush toilets, elec lights,
Apply ELMER C DAVS or
1396W ISADORE POUST
68ttf cellar
PANA
KNOWLTON
. Teil. 1003R
72*74
WOMAN wanted fo- general houseJOHNSON three and one-half horse
2. References required.
MRS A. L. BABBIDGE, Lake Ave. Tel. power out-board twin motor f°r
»al*; 163 NEW COUNTY RD Tel.
_____ ____________________ 68 tf
902W
69tf
. <52JZ?1‘KEEPER wanted Tel THOM~
ASTON 8 or apply 17 DUNN ST., ThomDRY soft wood slabB for sale, sawed
>ve lengths,
lei ‘__________________________
— . 216
----67-74
atove
tet
^2?___ __
________ 68 tf
cARPENTkk
and
rooftng work . PURNACE for sale 22”, and pipes.
TEIRILA. R F D. 1, | lar&« and email circulating heaters.
Waldoboro. TEl. WALDOBORO 41-23 i ranges. 2 and 3 burner oil stoves eof
Victrola
70tf feeurn.
.................
‘ and records with albums. c E GROTTON, 138 Camden
WILL buy household contents anri St
__ Tel 1091W.
67ttf
contents of cottages, also old glass and
PERMANENTS at your home. $8 up.
w°rk guaranteed.
MRd.
65t£
—-------------------- 70tf WEAVER. Tel. 67R or 1091W.
WILL bUy rags, metal, all kinds of

YOU Fl(

WHEN Yj
WR|

Yout grocer’s c
lem is lack ol 1
grocery list you
save his time
and your own.

YOUR GROCERY

LIST REDUCES ?
GROCER HOURS ;

This new-type p<

WASH

PERFEC
Use Ultra Luminall over |
paper . . . plaster . . .
board. Big saving in
Extra washability!
Ultra Luminall is w|
thinned . . . easy to
with a wide brush. <1
walls new beauty that
soap-and-water scrull
does not harm.
• One-coat coveroc
• 40-minute drying

• No strong odor
• 100% flatness

• 8

• Con be spot was

v Ultra

FOR-SALE

‘O'

NOW s the time of get your boat
P O Box _______________
862 TEL. 314R
69*72tf ' ?wx)rln®9 fireplaces granite blocks,
USED Furniture and Stoves
ing, granite walks.
boundary
FALSE TEETH
’“ *"r,n — - —°'es wanted, markers, building and wall atone.
n 8’our tt_uck or we will de
That Loosen
INC.. » liver ,?,
We will make up any size
Need Not Embarass
a??d can fumlah chain and
staple for boat owners. Let us quote
Many wearers of false teeth have
john MEEHAN <k SON, Clark
suffered real embarrassment because
C hockino. Supt
their plate dropped, slipped or wab
Sack 'em (4p/
Tel. Rockland 21-13 or Ten. Hbr. 56 13
bled at Just the wrong time. Do not

beautiful tints|

furniture.

live ln fear of this happening to you.
Just sprinkle a little FASTEETH,
the alkaline (non-acid) powder, on
your plates. Holds false teeth mor«
firmly, so they feel more comfort
able. Does not sour. Checks “plate
odor” (denture breath).
Get FAS-

TXETB At any drug store.

___________________ ________________ 65tf
or,3?iE

best

18 none too good when it

Pa‘bt
Olldden's Tims
rested Paint is beat, we feel, by far
winok?**??81 ln the Ion< 71111 and rea
sonable first cost. Glldden's la best.
OCO

°F, outelde.

ROCKLAND SUN

*

7W

SERVICE STATION, 523 Main 6t.

__

'

85c qt.; S3
H. H. CRIE &

328 MAIN ST.,

R(X'M
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VINALHAVEN
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UttS O9OAR C. LANE
Correspondent
Union Chuch Sunday School at
n a m. Morning worship at 11
o clock. Rov. C. S. Mitchell’s text
.^e Value of a Purpose.” Special
se'ections by the choir. Christian
Endeavor at 6 p. m. Evening meet■ „ at 7 o'clock, the pastor’s subjpct The Unjust Steward/’
yrs James Hanley and daughter
«fna who have been visiting Mrs.
Hanley's parents, returned Sunday
to Rockland.
Mrs. Polly Young and son Paul,
h0 have been spending a few weeks
, Rxx'kaway Inn were entertained
Saturday at the Ames Farm by Mrt.
} la Arne. and Mr and Mrs. Cart
Aines and Sunday Mrs. Young and
<0I1 Paul were guests of Mr. and
Mrs A E Libby and daughter Jane
, Camp Merri Macs, Shore Adres.
\jr.s. Edna Swears, who has been
spending the Summer with her sis
ter Mrs James Gregory, has re
turned to Dover-Foxcroft.
Frank Trott, who has been a
guest at Rockaway Inn, left Tues
day for Harvey, Ill.
L W Sanborn was in Rocklan^
Wednesday on a business trip.
Mr and Mrs. Carl Brown, who
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs.
James Gregory the past week, left
Monday for Dover-Foxcroft.
r Mr and Mrs. Austin Bucklin have
returned to Philadelphia.
Pvt. Robert A Lenfest, A.A.F.,
Who is *'ith the 8th Service Com
mand at Bryan F.eld, Texas, is
home on a furlough visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Len
iest and grandmother, Mrs. Jennie
M Lenfest.
Mr and Mrs. William Young have
returned to Mattapan, Mass., having
been guests of his mother, Mrs.
Eliza Rhodes.
MLss Olga MacDonald was home
from Rockland Sunday visltin" her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ted Mac
Donald
The Elizabeth Hutchison Bible
Class met Tuesday afternoon for
. the monthly get-together and busif ness meeting. -Lunch was served.
Edward Smith of Cambridge.
Mass, is visiting his son, Edward
Smith. Jr
F lc Arnold Barton, U. S. Navy,
was home for a short leave with his
family and returned Tuesday to
Virginia to join his ship.
Mr and Mrs. Clifton Porter who

loosl
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have been visiting Mrs. Potter’s
aunt, Mrs. Clyde Macintosh re
turned to Reading, Mass., Sunday.
The Fall meetings of Moses Web
ster Lodge, F.A.M. began Tuesday
night with Leon Arey in the chair as
Worshipful Master.
The Union Church Choir met
Thursday night with Miss Louise
Burgess. Lunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory
<&rd
Lillian were guests
■J daughter
J
■ •
—
Sunday of Mr Gregory’s parents,
Mr and Mrs James Gregory. Miss
Lillian is training as cadet nurse in
the Melrose Hospital, Melrose,
Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis, who
have been guests of her mother,
Mrs. Annie Black, have returned to
Poughkeepsie, N Y.
Pvt. Ralph Clayter and wife of
Worcester. Mass , have been in town
the past few days, guests of Mr
and Mrs. Fied Clayter and Mr and
Mrs A. F. Creed Pvt. Clayter ex
pects to leave today for Camp Liv
ingston, La.
The Farm Bureau met Wednes
day at Camp Merrie Macs, Shore
Acres with Mrs Andrew Gilchrist
and Mrs Leroy Arey as hostesses.
Henry Anderson went Sunday to
Boston.
Music at Union Church Sunday
included selections by Arthur
Brown <f Boston, Mass., organist.
Anthem by the choir and saxophone
solo by Leon Arey.
Union Church Circle picnic will
be held Sept. 19 at the heme of Mrs
Elizabeth Hutchison. Those wish
ing transportation, meet at the
bandstand at 10 a. m. Members not
solicited please take sweets.
Mrs. Everett Libby, daughter
Jane and Sada Gustavson visited
Rcckland Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Robbins left
Wednesday for Piatt, Kansas.
Miss Margaret Lowe visited Rock
land Tuesday.
Dr and Mrs Alvin W Foss of
Rockland, formerly of Vinalhaven
were dinner guests at Rockaway Inn
Sunday. They called on friends in
town after an absence of several
years.
Mrs. Mina Beggs left Tuesday for
Chicago
Enroute she
visited
friends in New York.
Miss Ruth Merton has returned
to Lewiston Hospital where she is
training for a nurse.
Mrs. George Headley left Friday
to join her husband who is in the
service at Sampsoft, N. Y.
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Holloway
(Celeste Carver > and sons of New
York arrived Wednesday.
Mrs. Ann Carver returned Wed
nesday to Boston.
Mrs. Florence Gross returned
Tuesday from Auburn, where she
visited her son Dr Roy Gross
Mrs. Doris Arey entertained the
“Nitaneats" at her home Thursday
night. Lunch was served.
Mrs. Frank
Thomas
visited
Rockland Tuesday
The Antique Club met Tuesday
with Mrs. James Hassen. Lunch
was served.
Mary A. Jngerson
Marv A. Ingerson. widow of Sid
ney D. Ingerson aged 74 years. d:ed
Sept. 7 at the home of her daugh
ter. Mrs. John Kane in Springfield.
Mass., after a shbrt illness. Mrs.
Ingerson was born in Halifax, N. S.,
daughter of John and Mary (Walsh)
Cotton She was a resident of thLs
town many years, a kind friend and
neighbor. Surviving her are two
daughters. Miss Marietta Ingerson
and Mrs. John Kane; two grand
sons and several nieces The fu
neral service was held in the Church
of Ho’y Name in Springfield. Mass.,
and the body brought here Sunday,
accompanied by Miss Marietta Ineerson from Pearl River, N Y., and
Mr. and Mrs John Kane of Springfield. Mass. Interment was in the
family lot in Carver's cemetery be
side her husband. A committal
service was held There were beau
tiful floral offerings. Bearers were:
S. L. Winslow. W C. Winslow. Er
nest Clayter and Hiram Ingerson.
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Mr. and Mrs. Francis Turnbull of
Milton, Mass., and Herbert W.
Fields of Somerville, Mass., have
been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Joseph H. Amesbury at their Sum
mer honte at Amesbury's Point.
Mr. and Mrs Leonard Ames of
Rockport have been recent guests
of friends in town.
Miss Lillian Gregory. Cadet
Nurse from Melrcee Hospital, Mel
rose, Mass , is home on furlough.
Mrs. Arthur Emerson is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beckett in

STONINGTON
Schools in town began Bept. 11
Sic John Wallace was home over
the week-end.
Susan Sawyer, who has been
visiting her sister Mrs. Mabel Bill
ings has returned to Portland
Mr and Mrs. Ivan Gross are visi
ting the Hactor Daudlins in Port
land.
Mrs. George Blastow and baby
1 are living in one of the Freedman
tenements.
Mrs. William Smith and daughter
Suzanne who have been visiting the
Charles Fifields have returned
home.
•
Lawson and Melvin Bridges of
1 Torrington, Conn., have been recent
Of their sister Mrs. Flora
sturdee.
Ei; gene Robbins is employed on
Barter’s truck.
Mrs. Lowell Robbins has Joined
her husband in Kentucky.
Cecil Billings has returned from
a trip to Cincinnati
Pearla Haskell Is home from
Portland.
Edward Blackmore has returned
to Boston.
The Monroe Harveys are living in
the Robert Fifield house at Green
Head.
Harry Colby with Donald and
Pauline Fifield passed Saturday in
Bangor.
Gloria Jordan and Carol Turner
have returned to their work in
Portland.
Mrs. Ethel Noyes, daughter Vernette Baldwin and granddaughter
were recent visitors here.
Mr. and Mrs Willard Robbins
passed the week-end with friends
in Rockland.
Albert Webster lias bought tlie
Brimigion Barber shop.
Marie Billings has returned to
her teaching position
Rev. and Mrs. Herbert Aldrich are
staying at the Methodist parsonage
for two weeks.
Angela
DePalma and little
nephew James DePalma of Provi
dence are visiting Mrs. Catherine
DePalma.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Billings have
moved back to Sedgewick after
living here the past two years.
Mrs. Josephine Sellers has re
turned to Portland where she has
empoyment.
Ruth Harvey, who has been visit
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Al
bert Harvey has returned to Ports
mouth.
Lt and Mrs. Joseph Petty are
visiting here. Lt. Petty has just
returned frem the French Coast.
Sgt. and Mrs. Douglas Parsons
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Parsons. Sgt Parsons is stationed
at Eglin Field, Fla.
Jennie Zachowski arrived from
Searsmont Sunday to resume her
teaching position here.
Mrs. 'Arthur Billings received a
letter from the Commanding offi
cer of her son Corporal Technician
Tovia Wyberg. The letter stated
that her son was in good health and
in no immediate danger. C. P Wy
berg is somewhere in the Pacific

Washington.
Sept.
13—The
State | citizen of Augusta, who did much
____ __
--- —
_________
election ln Maine will be over and for many of our small communities
j I will he back at the Capitol when and people generally.
John A
Thompson,
for
the
late
John A.
you read this- 1 spent the week in
Maine but returned to Washington Thompson of Southport, who had a
to be ready to vote on surplus goods long and distinguished career on the
disposal and reconversion confer- sea. Charles A. Boutelle, for the
ence reports.
I late Congressman Boutelle, who
We will probably be called upon to represented Maine for many years
vote on whether Congress will recess and served as Chairman o f the
or adjourn.
I shall vote against House Naval Affairs Committee
adjournment. The war isn’t over1 william Flye, a resident of New,
. „
,
but the news from Europe is good- castle, a Lieutenant Commander in
By the large number of flounders
a break may come any time in the Navy during the Civil War. Sir
which case the Congress should be George Popham, a shipbuilder who brought in from the waters adjain session or ln recess in such a way built the first ship ever built in cent to the Morrow estate. Miss Is
America in 1607 at the mouth of tne abel McDonald and Mrs. Elsie Crlsas to be on call.
John J Ward- lip have proven themselves to be
Members from other parts of the Kennebec River
country, thinking about their own well, an outstanding designer and expert fisherwomen.
re-election.
cannot
understand builder of wooden ships in our sec
Mrs Addle Lassell has returned
about our Maine election date. tion of Maine.
• • • •
to her home in Lincolnville, after
Many believe that the September
election is merely a primary or that
Mrs. Leroy Hussey ( Ruth) of Au spending a month with her sisterMaine has already voted for the gusta. State Regent. DA R. spon in-law Mrs. Eda Leadbetter.
Presidential candidate
Maine is sored a Liberty Ship at South Port
Mrs. Emery St. Clair of Owl's
the only State to continue the early land. July 13. 1944. The name was
Fall election although
several appropriate to the occasion—SS Head has recently been guest of
States once followed this plan.
James Sullivan. Last year at the Mrs. Bernard Mills.
• • • •
invitation of the officials of the
Pt. George Young returned Satur
At the request of friends and con South Portland Shipyard I chris
day
to Camp Meade, Maryland, to
stituents, I have from time to time tened the Liberty Ship, SS Emily
A stork shower was given Mrs.
suggested a number of names for Dickenson, and later, by request of
new craft—a few have been used. the Camden Shipyard, sponsored Bonney Quinn Friday night by Mrs.
Among these are the following— SS the barge, SS Pine Tree State IL Stanley Quinn and Miss Hope Ames
Lillian Nordica, for the American which later returned loaded with at the home of Miss Ames. Those
opera singer, born at Farmington, coal. After going to Boston on the
assigned to a Liberty Ship built at delivery trip of the destroyer, the present besides Mrs. Quinn and the
the New England Shipbuilding Cor SS Erban. built at Bath, I attended hostesses were: Mrs. Lester Sherer,
Mrs Frank Sampson, Mrs. Joel
poration. The ship was christened
commissioning.
by Mrs. Guy P. Gannett, President, her
The Secretary of the Ijavy has Wooster. Mrs. Joseph Boyd, Jr., Mrs.
National Federation of Music Clubs,
Carl Bunker. Mrs. Carl Beverage,
and launched on March 17. 1944. SS final say on names for warships,
large
and
small,
but
he
receives
and
Mrs. Harry Crockett, Mrs. Edward
Rockland, named for the City of
considers
suggestions
from
Gover

Beverage,
Mrs. Ernest Brown, Mrs.
Rockland, assigned to a Victory
Ship built by the Oregon Shipbuld- nors of States. Mayors of cities and Arthur Patrick, Mrs Elston Bev
FnZ Corporation and' launched at towns, and others, as to thei choice erage, Miss Alice Brown and Miss
Portland.Oregon. April 29. 1944 SS. of names and sponsors, depending Frances Brown. Those invited but
Lot M. Morrill. Governor of Maine on the type of ship to be named.
For instance, a battleship is al unable to attend were Mrs. Neil
1858 <o 1860 inclusive, christened
ways named for a State. Other Burgess, Mrs Clyde Joy, Mrs. Owen
July 4, 1944.
Other suggestions are—Searsport, types of ships are named according Grant. Miss Arlene Brown and Mrs.
for the. town cf Searsport which is to Naval custom and tradition Wendell Howard. Cards were the
outstanding in connection with fur Heavy and light cruisers, frigates, feature of the evening. Refresh
nishing sea captains to the mer gunboats, airships, are named after
chant service of this country. John cities and towns in the United ments were served. Mrs. Quinn re
French, in honor of Lieutenant States, capitals of Territories and ceived many lovely presents.
Commander John French, of Skow'- insular possessions, and cruisers are
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Staples and
hegaM, who went down on the Ari sometimes named for island posses family of Camden were guests of
zona, because of his outstanding sions and territories.
There are 56 categories of ships in Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Waterman
bravery. Elwin F. Knowles, in hon
or of Captain Elwin F Knowles, of the long list, and there is a custo Sunday.
South Thomaston, whose ship was mary category of names for each If
Mrs. Ronald Gillis went to
blown ud at Bari, Italy, December 3. j you know all the categories, you can
'
S fo? his long and distinguished , tell by the name of a ship or boat. | Portland to spend the weekend with
service on merchant vessels. Walter | what kind it is. In a later letter I ; her husband, S 2c Ronald Gillis,
S. Wyman, in memory of the late may be able to give you this infor- Who had a short leave from SampWalter S. Wyman, an outstanding I mation.
son, N. Y.
S2c John Waterman left Monday
Salisbury.
to
report for duty after a leave spent
SEARSMONT
Mr. and Mrs. William Johnson of i
J
_
F. C. Lewis and Mr. and Mrs. Belfast and Miss Phyllis Sanders with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Richard Lewis and children Sally of Lowell, Mass, called on IMr. and Waterihan.
Gerald Hcpkins returned home to
and Kenneth entertained at a clam Mrs. James Nixon last Friday.
Mrs. Bartlett Whiting and little Needham, Mass., Sunday, after a
bake Labor Day the following: Mrs. son,
Jere, have returned to Cam
Ero Blom of Spruce Head, Mrs. bridge, Mass., after spending the visit of a few days with his parents,
Sadie Stimpson, Miss Margaret Summer at Woodbine Cottage, Lake Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Hopkins.
Young, Mrs. Edith Young. Rockland, Quantabacook.
,
TTnrie I Mrs Olin Bonnin of Skowhegan
Mr. and Mrs. Ear e
g
i was recent visitor at the home of
SWAN’S ISLAND
SOUTH WALDOBORO
Jr., of Haddonfield, N. J The ta le j
antj ^jrs Colby Howard,
Mr. and1 Mrs. Frank (L. Milan and
Mrs. Edna Dyer and Mrs. Bessie
was set under the tress and along , Mr. and Mrs. Ociby Howard, Mrs. two sons Chummie and Bobbie of Wallace were in Palermo Saturday.
Mrs. Stella Collamore has been
with a perfect day everyone enjoyed Olin Bonnin, and Carl and Lillian Deer Isle spent several days last
Howard visited) Mr. and Mrs. Royce week with his mother Mrs Nettie employed in Rockland Her mother
a good time.
Miller and family and Mr. and Milan.
Mrs. Esther Davis' has been with her
A number of local residents at Mrs Maurice Cobb and family in
Mrs. Nina Sprague returned to daughter Mrs. Verne Achorn of
tended Windsor Fair cn Labor Day Portland Sunday.
her duties Mcnday at Knox Hospi Thomaston.
Mrs Mary Salisbury, Mrs. Ora
Mr. and' Mrs Paul LeClair and tal after spending a month at her
Mr and Mrs. Clarence B. Harding
Bryant, and Mrs. Jennie Caswell three children have moved recently old heme here.
who have been at their Summer
observed their joint birthdays wi h from Newport, R I„ to the former
Edgar Withee of Somerville, home h“re the past four weeks, re
a party at Mrs. Caswell’s home hotel here. Mr. LeClair is serving Mass, visited his sister Mrs. Andrew turned1 Labor Day to Auburndale,
Sept 4. A delicious dinner and a at present in the (Navy.
Watson a few days last week.
Mass.
pleasant social occasion were en
Miss Belle Lowell is visiting Mr.
Miss Helen Metzner returned to
Sidney Simmons is on furlough
joyed. It is of interest to note that and Mrs. Clarence Wood in Morrill her home in New York Monday and is at bis home for a short time
Mrs Caswell and Mrs. Salisbury
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley J’ewett (Jen after spending several weeks at the
Dr Angela Huston and daughter
were born on the same day of the nie Wentworth) of South Portland Trask House
Joan, who have been helping at the
same year. Other guests were Mrs. were callers on their aunt, Mrs.
Those registered at the Trask “WaEace Gardens” and have a cot
Mildred Hemenway. Mrs. Elizabeth Julia Wentworth, Sunday.
House the past week were Roland tage at Forrest Lake, returned
Gray, Mrs. Blanche Brown, and
Mrs. Charles M Burgess and L. Quite, Ellsworth; Roger H Lud Thursday to their home at North
Mrs Harriet Knight.
daughter Eva visited Mr and Mrs- wig Auburn; Shutis T. McPhee, ampton.
1
Mr. and Mrs. Charles ,Brcoks and Harold' Cobb Sunday.
Calais; Robert J. Crichton, Houl
Mr
and
Mrs
Leonard
Heliem
went
daughter Linda of Portland visited
Mr. and Mrs. George Sibley, Mrs. ton;; Paul F. McOouldrick, Ban
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Plaisted re Jennie Caswell, and Mrs. Harriet gor; James E. Q’Brien, Bangor; to Northampton Friday to pack
their household furnishings, and
cently.
Knight were visitors in Bangor Aslar Tavisan, East Orange, N. J.; transport them to this town. They
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Packard 6ept. 7.
George Bragdcn, Vinalhaven; and have rented a house on Main street
and family otf Monroe were recent
(Mr. and Mrs George Stone of Ronald G 'Lord, Rockland
guests of Mrs. Minerva Packard and I Fitchburg, Mass., were recent guests
Mr. and Mrs. Norman R Stinson in the village.'
All schools began Monday
Mr. and Mrs. La Packard
of
Rockland are here at their old
of her parents, Mr andi Mrs. W. E.
Clarence
Lee went to Northamp
Mrs. Hattie L. Morse of Camden Aldus.
home for a few" days.
ton Monday to move the household
and Willard S. Morse of Belmont
Mrs.
Fannie
E.
Torreyl,
w-idow
of
Mrs. Mary Bryant is visiting rela
effects of Leonard Heliem.
Every food caiYthrown were callers at the Cobb home tives in Wrentham, Mass Ralph Ira Torrey died Sunday morning
Mrs. Edna IDyer was in Lewiston
at
her
home
after
a
long
illness.
Topham. who spent a part of the
away is a saboteur of
.
. . ..
Monday
Her house guest Miss
our war effort. Remove
The Woman s Society met gt the Summer at the home ctf his grand She is survived by two sisters and
Florence
Dyer
returned to her home
parsonage Sept 6
three
brothers
mother, Mrs. Bryant, returned home
labels, wash and flat
Rev. and’ Mrs. George J. Volz with her.
Mrs Lena Torrey of Thomaston in that city with her.
ten used food cans. were parish callers Sept. 6, and
Charles Reed has sold his farm
Mr. and Mrs. William Yetman is visiting relatives here.
Put in separate con were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
to
George Huntley of Rockland. Mr
Mrs. Marion Norton of Portland
have returned to Connecticut after
Reed
is moving to a rent in the vil
tainer next to your W. E Aldus.
and
Mrs.
Lillian
Soule
of
Boston
spending the Summer at their home
lage,
which is owned by (Arthur
trash can. Save for
Mr. and Mrs. 'Lester Wernery of here.
returned to their homes after spend
Brown.
Brooklyn N. Y„ and Mr. and Mrs.
ing
the
Summer
at
their
Summer
local pickun.
Mr. ’and Mrs. Richard G. Lewis,
Harry Johnson ’ of Pomfret. Conn, entertained at their farm, Labor home.
were recent guests of Mrs. Mary Day a group of friends at a delicious
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Sprague and
RFad The Courier-Gazette
GROSS NECK
clam bake with green corn and po Myron Jr. have returned to their
Mr. and Mrs. Smith and Mrs.
tatoes and all the fixings. The home in Rockland
Brcwn of Marblehead. Mass, called
table was set under the trees and
on
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Genthner
ARIETTA
beautiful weather added much to
Friday.
Where water flowed tn stiver silence.
the pleasure of the occasion.
Mrs. Melvin Genthner visited her
Besides Sally and Kenneth Lewis WoodsWhere
were bewitched with m&glc and daughter Mrs. George Winchen
the guests were: Mrs. Ero Blom of
where bells
bach at the Village Thursday.
A/woyt Fresh
Spruce Head. Mrs Sadie Simpson, Broke quietly across pastoral air.
Mrs. L. W Osier and two chil
we would find him laughing ln
Frederic C Lewis, Miss Margaret There the
dren
of Medomak were callers at
Delicious • Crispy • Crunchy
dells.
Young. Mrs. Edith Young of Rock The druid In him made him love the William Gross’ Friday.
For Parties ‘ Luncheon • Lunch Box
trees
land, Mr. and Mrs Earl E Young
Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Monahan
the willow he was more at and daughter of Waldoboro have
and Earle, Jr., of Haddonfield. N. J. And with
home
Than with a man. and he could take been recent visitors at Melvin
his ease
Genthner
Where the fem sprouted softly from
Mrs. Arthur Poland -and son of
the loam.
West
Waldcboro visited her grand
was not desolate If he could find mother Mrs. Charles L- Eugley Fri
BUV US. WAR BOMBS | He
An orchard hung with hloom where day.
sunlight gleamed.
Mrs. Mertie Booth of Kaler Cor
He was content to gather and to bind
The sheaves at Summer even as he ner called on Mrs. Grace Stevenson
dreamed
last week.
Of other Summers that In their bright

MEDOMAK
Mrs. L. W. Osier, Mrs Carl Hil
ton and Mrs. Carrie Wallace spent
Wednesday in Portland.
Pvt. Arthur Stahl of Johnson
Field. Fla., is spend a ten-day fur
lough with his wife and children
Mr and Mrs. Frank Collamore
spent lasit week-end with Mr. Collamore’s sister, Mrs. James Murphy
at Friendship. ’
Mrs Theodore McLain and Paul
ine McLain were Portland visitors
last week.
Pfc. Harold Collamore who has
been spending a furlough w.th his
parents, has returned to Georgia.
Mrs. Jennie Teele and Sarah
Prior were in Rockland Friday.
Miss Marlyn Maloney of Cushing
visited her aunt Mrs. C. H. Schu
man last weekMrs. Astor Miller of Dutch Neck
spent Tuesday with her mother
Martha Prior.
Pvt Kenneth Genthner of Camp

WASHES

PERFECTLY
Use Ultra Luminall over wallpaper . . . plaster . . . wallboard. Big saving io cost!
Extra washability!

Ultra Luminall il waterthinned . . . easy to apply
wuh a wide brush. Give*
walls new beauty that even
soap-and-water scrubbing
does not harm.

• One-coat coverage
• 40-minute drying
• No strong odor
• 100% flatness

GOOD

ANYTIME -ANYWHERE

WINSLOW'S
POTATO CHIPS -

Worldfamous since JS97t

H OT2L

Modernized throughout for
comfort, safety and smart service

• 8 beautiful tints

• Can be spot washed

^ffre
oi

ri

AJLlTal

-n

3

3 S3 3

85c qt.; $3 gal. _

H.H.CRIE&CO.
328 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.

Boston^

3S3ITST)

il
GEORGE A. TURAIN
Prcsjdeat

CLARENCE E HYDE
Traasurar

Centrally located near leading store* and theatre*

Smartly appointed rooms
Single from $3.85 — Double from $5.50

hour.
Would, from the sleeping root, break
into flower.
Harold Vinal

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazett*
ts oo a year

The Quality Leader

SALADA'

I

PLEASANT POINT

l II

The announcement of the coming
j wedding cf Eleanor Orne previously
printed in this paper setting the
date as September 5 should have
been September 16, the correct date
on which the nuptials will take
place, at the home of the girl's par
ents, Mr and Mrs. Alfred Orne.

SUPER

MARKETS

Qua&ti,
*

gw* NVIniosh
■
csappics

BoyaMSTOMMCMnrm QtMnnnis

THI STOPACS S/rUAr/GM/S CPfT/CAi POP THP APPll CPOMPS

i< \

DCirc/ous pop
FATING • P/tS cr
! APPLE SAUCf/
f

1\ )

NEW ENCLAND /
HAND PICKED

3 25

d

PEACHES MELONS
LBS

CALIF BABIJUICE
288
SIZE

lbs

SWEET RED

native red
native

ONIONS FANCY YELLOW W BAC 43*
GREEN PEAS ^l PODS LB 18*
SQUASH RED TURBAN
2 LBS 7'
SWEET POTATOES 3 > 20<

ORANGES
3

HONEYDEW

PLUMS
TOMATOES
CARROTS

ELBERTA
FREESTONE

<

25c

vhc

Meat Values
FRESH CROUND
FRESH NATIVE

IT

HAMBURG

CHICKENS

LAYER SLICED

BACON c*d* *

39*

TO ROAST
FRY OR BROIL LB,

SKINLESS

FRANKforts » 37*
SPICED HAM
BOLOGNA
LIVERWURST

FRESH

PLUMP

FOWL
•41*
SELECTED
FANCY

LB

39*

msn SEA FOOD

HADDOCK rRESH DRAWN
MACKEREL FRESH CAUCHT
HADDOCK FILLETS

14*
LB 12*
> 32*
LS

Doughnuts that melt in your mouth
LARCB SIZE — FREE FROM ANY CREASE

DOUGHNUTS

BREAD
Yaw’ll

like

DOZ

15

LO. C LOAF or

OLD STYLE

their wheaty flavor and
•
texture

fine

20-OZ
LOAVES
1 LB 17c
MARGARINE CLOVERDALE PKC
1/
KRISPY
!9*
CRACKERS
PEANUT SUNSHINE CRAKAM
KS 20*
CRACKERS
BUTTER, NABISCO
SHREDDED WHEAT
1LB
JAR
16 OZ 1QC
FRUIT COCKTAIL
CAN IO
PINEAPPLE CRUSHED 2c°a°n219<
PURE REFINED
lCt
3AKED BEANS -si 2SOZ15
LARD FRIEND S BEANS CAN 10‘
10<
HERSHEY S COCOA
1-LB
LCE
PKC
OAKITE SUDSLESS CLEANER
FINAST

KIRKman S

sJaV

RINSO
J

u» r«GS

LARGE

PKG

19C

3 a“14* ^^23*

LIFEBUOY
2

“A*5

20*

331 Main Street

The New Cafe Royal (lower lobby) renovated and
air-conditioned where guests may enjoy our famous
New England Special*.

In Packages and Tea Bags at Your Grocer's

;ss

FIRST NATIONAL STORES

SABOTEUR

This new-fype paint

I

Lee. Va., has been visiting hiB
mother Nancy Genthner and his
wife Ruby
Mrs. Josie Carter of Round
Pond spent a day recently with her
mother Mrs. Nancy Genthner.
Ralph Genthner, Jr., has Joined
tlie Marines and is at Sampson,
New York.
Mrs. Albina Shuman visited1 her
son and wife last week
Mr and Mrs Nathan Thompson
and children spent Sunday at Orin
McLain's.

PARKING FOR SHOPPERS IN REAR OF STORE

4

Tuesday-Frii
Strand Theatre, Sunday, Monday, Tuesday

The Tyler Kent Case
XV z\
Z* zv z*
MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent
zx

Z"^ Z\
Z^ XV

GLADYS O CONDON
Correspondent

ft ft ft ft » •.

ZX A. A.
x*s ZS. Z^. Z^

Tel 2214

Tel. 113-3

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Keyes of
Bucksport, Mrs. Lawrence Mann,
Fred Keyes of Plymouth, N. C„
spent Thursday with Mr. Aaron
Clark, Main treet.
SSgt.

Robert

Briggs and

Mrs.

Briggs, of Sumter. S. C, are guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
Pelt, Green street.
The American Legion Auxiliary
will hold a rummage sale Saturday,
Sept. 23, at Vinal Block formally
occupied by Mrs. Inez Ames, from
1.30 to 4 30 p.m. Dishes will be ac
ceptable.
Edwin Leach syill play the organ
for the morning services at • the
Federated Church Sunday.
Sic Enos Verge, left for Miami,
Fla., Wednesday after passing a few
days with his father, Enos Verge on
Thatcher street.
Mrs. Edward P. Ahern is a surgi Bette Davis, Claude Rains, Walter Abel, Jerome Cowan, John Alexander,
cal patient at the Knox County
and Bill Kennedy in "Mr. Skefflngton
General Hospital, Rockland.
Mrs. Shirley Kimball of South
Portland, is guest of Mrs. Lilia
Clark and Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
Clark.
The Baptist readies Circle will be
held Wednesday at the Church
vestry, with business meeting at 5
o'clock supper at 6 followed by a
program in the evening, with Rich
A review from The Courier-Gazette of happenings which Interested
ard Bucklin being the speaker.
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1919.
The Half H<^r Reading Club will
hold its annual meeting at the home
of Miss Rita C. Smith, Sept. 20, at
8 p. m. The guest speaker will be
Myrick H. Nash. Civil War vet- ditor of the Rockland <fe Rockport
Mlss Alice M. Jordan of Boston, eran and former restaurant proprie- Lime Company to enter the real
who will give an informal talk on tor, died at his home on Granite estate business.
Highlights in Childrens Books. street aged 75.
V. F. Studley. furniture dealer
Miss Jcrdan is the recognized au
Sept 8 furnace fires were going.
opened
his new block
Marston's
thority in New England on this sub
Extra chairs were Accessary at
ject, and was for many years head the High School, wliere the attend Orchestra furnished music.
of the Children’s Department of ance was 283, the largest ever re
A. B. Allen bought the Manley W.
the Bcston Public Library.
She corded
Hart property on Admcntem ave
lectures annually there to the liDennis McMahon bought the J_ nue.
biAians of New England and is Fred Hall house on South Main
The Rockland Navigation school,
orre of the editors of the Horn street.
Capt. Charles R Magee master, had
Book Members arc requested to
Oapt. Richmond! P. Hobson, “Hero taught 243 students to date.
bring a few c*f their most treasured of the Merrimac," lectured to a
Oliver Hamlin was elected cap
children' books.
small audience in the First Baptist tain of the High school football
Mr. and Mrs. Seymour Hayden of Church.
team
Associate Justice Charles J. Dunn
• • • •
Winnegance were weekend guests
was presiding over Supreme Court.
of Mrs. Luther Clark.
The following births were re
The Fourth Maine Regimen.,. corded:
Mrs. Leila Smalley is In Bostcm
Second Maine Battery, Berdan’s
for a few days.
Rockland, Aug. 17, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Stone is teaching the Sharpshooters and Naval Veterans Mrs. Fred J. Harvey, a daughter—
held their annual reunion with 333 Marion Evelyn.
Pint Basin School, Cushing.
Melvin Ppndexter is janitor of the present. Frank E Ay 1 ward of
Swampscott, Mass.. Aug. 28. to
High School building taking Charles j Rockland was elected president.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond C. Hill a
Winchenbach’s place.
[ Samuel F. Robinson of Thomas- daughter— Elizabeth.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Grafton en- ton was fatally injured when struck
Thomastan, Aug. 28, to Mr. and
tertained the We Two Club Mon by a locomotive at the railroad sta Mrs. Isaac Young, a son.
day night at their home on Brook tion.
Rockland. Aug. 20, to Mr. and
Rev. Melville E. Osborne, pastor Mrs. Harry Levenseler, a son—Al
lyn Heights. They were assisted by
Dr. and Mrs. E. R. Mess. A lobster of the Methodist Church, was ap bert Leroy.
upper was served. Others in the pointed a field w > ker by the MethCamden, Aug 30, to Mr. and Mrs.
group were: Mr. and Mrs. Alvary od‘ft Board of Foreign Missions. William A. Wadsworth, a daughter
A surprise party was given for —Eugenia Spofford.
Gay, Mr. and Mrs. Forest Stone, Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Carroll and Mr, Mrs. Annie Hall of The CcurierRockland, Sept. 10, to Mr. and
Gazette staff, who was shortly to Mrs. Oscar L. Malberg, a daughter.
and Mrs. Warren Knights
Edgar Ames is a surgical patient leave for Washington, D C. to
Rockport, Sept. 9, tc Mr. and
make her home with her son.
at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Edgar Pitts, a son.
Frank C. Pratt bought Capt.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Stanley have
North Haven, Sept. 3. to Mr. and
Stillman
Eaton’s residence on Elm Mrs. Dury A. Whitmore, a daughter
bought the Luce house on Erin
street. It has been occupied by street.
—‘Lillian Marie.
Robert U. Collins resigned as auRoy R. Bell and family the last six
Rockland. Sept. 13. to Mr. and
years.
Mrs. Charles D. Wentworth,
Miss Dorothy Brantley, daughter night at 7.20. Admission is 35 cents, daughter— Florence 'Augusta.
of Commander Robert L. Brantley, tax included. Freshmen to be ini
Rockland. Sept. 15. to Mr. and
USN, is living at present with her tiated are the following: Arlene An Mrs Oscar E. Winchenbaugh, a son
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Melvin derson, Reynold Anderson, Thomas
Wellesley. Mass., Sept. '13, to Dr.
aunt Mrs. Dorothy Horsley. She Bell, Audrey Butler, Harold Cush and Mrs. Edward Wiswall, a daugh
Pendexter, 35 Knox street, and her man, Vera Chapman, Dana Clukey, ter.—Martha.
was recently a vocalist with Ma- Walter Copp. John Dana, Kenneth
St. George. 'Sept. 3, to Mr. and
brasses Ochestra of Mt. Beacon, Hyler, Frederick Henry, Madilyn Mrs. Henry Caddy, a daughter—
Newburg. N. Y.
Kearney. Patricia Olsen, Alice Ma Charlotte Elizabeth.
A. C. Almond Pierpont, who has ker, Margaret Mayo. Helen McLain,
St. George. Sept. 7, to Me. and Mrs
Charlotte Maynard Kinney, a son—John
been passing 10 days with his par Catherine O'Connell,
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Percival Pierpont Overlock, Hope Paulsen, Courtland Maynard.
left Wednesday morning for Chapel Prior, Muriel Saari, Gerald Smith,
Rockland. Aug. 14. to Mr. and
Hill, N. C.
Clyde Smith, Lloyd Smith, Enid Mrs. George W. Grover, a daughter,
Cpl. John W. Everett who is sta Stanley Gay Stetson. Elaine Swan- —'Florence.
tioned at Camp Van Dorn, Miss., is holm, Jean Spear, Allen Stewart,
South Thomaston, Aug. 21, to Mr.
spending his furlough with his Paul Simpson. Robert Watts, Floyd and Mrs. Ivan Rackliff, a son.
mother. Mrs. Blanche Everett, ac Miller, Rosalie Sewall, George Tor
Rockland. Aug. 26, tc Mr. and Mrs.
companied by his wife.
rey, Walter Stern.
Frank Harper, a daughter—Eleanor
Dana Sawyer is employed at the
Frances.
Church News
American Express Company.
■Rockland. Sept 6. to Mr. and Mrs.
There wiM be no mass Sunday at Harry A. Mather, a daughter—Irma
Miss June Henry spent the week
end in Portland, as guest of Mr. the diint James Catholic Church. Hilda.
Services at the St Johns Episcopal
and Mrs. Albert Dion
Rockland, Sept. 10. to Mr. and Mrs
morning at 8 Harold F. Stanley, a son—'Winfred
Beta Alpha Club will hold a pic Church Sunday
nic supper Monday night at 6 o'clock.
Kent.
Sunday School at the Fec^ated
o'clock in the Baptist vestry. Those
Rockport, Sept. 16, to Mr. and
not solicited will aid financially. Church 9.45 a. m morning smices Mrs. Vesper L. Hall, a daughter.
Take your own dishes, silver ware at 11 o’clock, subject: What you Be 'Rockland. Sept. 4. to Mr. and Mrs.
and sugar, also a grab.
lieve is More Important Then Joseph Widdecomb, a daughter.
Mayflower Temple. P. S., will meet What you Do Not Believe.
Rcckland.' Sept. 11, to Mr. and
tonight at 7 30 promptly and a game Anthem: Send Out Thy Light, by Mrs Frank M. Payson, a son—Gil
party and refreshments will follow. Gsunod. Evening subject; Peter ford Messer.
Each one is asked t otake a prize. The Rock.
North Havers Sept—to Mr. and
Misses Olive Leach and Lillian
Services at the Baptist Church and Mrs. Foy Brown, a daughter.
• • • •
Thurston were among the nine I Sunday morning with Sunday school
nurses who graduated from the jat 9-45, morning services at 11
The marriages for this period
Waldo County Hospital. Belfast, ' o'clock, subject The Believer's Con- were:
Tuesday night.
! fidence. Evening subject, Studying
Rockland. Sept. 2. Joseph Oransky
of Portland and Miss Jennie Levy
Schotfl
V'otp«
'
the
Bible
Mrs
Carl
RGray
will
Scnotl Notes
, bp the speaker Wednesdav Boys of Rockland.
Freshman s Reception will be handicraft class. Thurslav evening
Rockland. Aug. 28. Donald R.
held at Thomaston High School to- i prayer meeting at 7 30
° Heald and Miss Maricn A. Gould
both of Lincolnville.
North Haven, Aug. 31, Jetson F.
Dyer of North Haven and Miss Rose
! L. Reynolds of Vinalhaven.
Rockland, Sept. 8. Mayland H.
I Morse of Boston and Miss Helen H.
: Webb cf Rockland
| Rockport, Sept. 7, Kenneth Spear
and Miss Alice Jackson both of
Rockland.
Rockport. Sept. 6. Walter H. Rob
bins and Mrs. Emily H. Packard.
Coming Soon. Opening of an Up-To-Date SuperBrewer. Sept. 1. Paul W. Seavey
and Miss Gwendolyn Plummer of
Market with New Everyday Low Prices!
Rockland.
Thomaston, Sept. 6. Ernest C.
It's the Talk of the Town!
Cripos of Bath and Miss Ira M.
-irnpson of Stonington.
Tea Table Enriched Super Flour, 25 lb bag $1.37
North Haven. SeDt. 8. Horace A.
Torr of Cherry-field and Ida B.
JUST A FEW OF OUR PRICES
E-own of North Haven.
New Potatoes...........................................peck .59
Rockland, Sept. 9. Marcus Joki of
New
York and Miss Ella Overlook of
Sweet Potatoes.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3 lbs .23
P -»ckland.Ivory Soap (medium and large bar).. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 10
Rockland. Aug 23. Jchn N. LAne
--dMiss Mary- B Crockett, both of
Snow-Sheen.. .. .. .. .. . 1 lb. 23; 3 lbs.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 65
. Warren.
Pure Cider Vinegar.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. gal. .35
1 Touth Harpswell. Sept 4. Melvin
i ’» St. Clair of Owl’s Head and Miss
Onions.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 10 lb bag .53
I-Is M Stover of South Harp-well.
Rockland. Scot. 14. Charles AVisit Our Store and See the New Low Prices
F ase and Miss Emma L Peck.
For Yourself. Thank You!
Rockland. Sept. 13. Basil H. Turn
er of Rockport and Miss Maude E
WOODCOCK’S MARKET
C tvis cf Camden.
Rockland, Sept. 13, Martin B SulTHOMASTON. MAINE
, livan of Rocknort and Miss Rosetta
: B Barlow of Rockland.
Reunion presidents—Young fam-

25 YEARS AGO

WOODCOCK’S MARKET
THOMASTON

There will be a special communicat.on of Amity Lodge, Friday night.
All Master Masons are requested
to be present.
1st. Lt. Lewis Clark, who has been
the guest cf his mother. High street,
will return on Wednesday to Fort
Monroe, Va.
Willard Wight leaves Wednesday
to enter the Holderness School at
Plymouth, N H.
Robert Swift son of Captain
Frank Swift, left today for Bethel,
Maine where he will attend Gould
Academy.
Roscoe Metcalf, Elm street,
will celebrate his 96 birthday on
Wednesday, Sept. 13- Mr Metcalf
holds the Boston Post cane as the
oldest man in town
Mrs. Jessie Wing, who has been
the guest of Mrs. William Bassick,
has returned to her home at Old
Orchard.
Mrs. Gordon Griffin, sons Rich
ard and Robert, and1 daughter,
Dorothy Ann of Old Orchard and
Mrs. Herbert Cartier of Haverhill,
Mass., were guests on Sunday of
Mrs William Bassick.
James Schwartz and his mother,
Mrs. Edna Schwartz, are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Foster of
Framingham, Mass, are the guests
of Mr. and Mrs D. L. Dickens.
Pfc. Orion Wadsworth, recently
returned from New Guinea, is at
Camp Devens and is expected home
on furlough this week-end.
Mrs. John Tewksbury left Wed
nesday for Montclair, N. J., where
she will be the guest .cf her sister,
Mrs. Charles Warner Jones.
Pvt Harriett Thorndike, WAC,
who has been spending a furlough
with her mother, Mrs. Clara B.
Thorndike, Chestnut street, has re
turned’ to her duties at Enid Army
Airfield, Enid, Oklahoma.
Mrs. Inez Croetoy, Secretary of
the International Organization of
Rebekah Assemblies of the United
States and Canada is in Toronto,
Ont. to attend the annual sessions
of that body.
Mrs. Harley McMinn and daugh
ter Katherine, are in Quincy, Mass,
as the guests of Mr- and Mrs. Eric
Ingraham.
Miss Susanne Jones of

Boston,

who has been the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. A. O. Pillsbury, returned home
on Thursday. .
Ens. and Mrs Alvin Fisher are
enjoying a short vacation at Nor
ton’s Fond.
Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Holt, Belfast
Road, have returned to their Winter
home in Boston.
The Rotary Club met at Wads
worth Inn Tuesday noon with 100%
attendance, this being the third
time in a month that such a record
ily; L. H. Young of Pleasantville:
Overlock-Esancy families; W. E.
Overlock; Mank family, Laforest L.
Mank; Starrett-Spear, L. S. Star
rett of Athol, Mass.,; Wellman
family, Nathan Wellman; LassellSweetland families, Mrs. Howland
Lassell; Watts'family, Clyde Watts
of Thomaston.
• • • •
James Bragg of North Haven
bought the Thomas Maddox place
at Owl’s Head.

Mrs. William O. Corthell, 75, died
in Rockport.

Co. B. 4th Maine Infantry held
Its annual reunion in Warren.'
Nathan F. Dyer, 81 died at Wal
doboro.
At the Oakland Park Labor Day
celebration the Rockland ball team
beat the Augusta All-Stars 2 to 0,
Cottrell pitched for Rockland.
E. C. Clark of Lewiston bought
the Glover Farm at Mirror Lake.
Mrs. 'William A. Collins of Myrtle
street fell while berrying and broke
a wrist.
Henry A. Mooers. Commissary at
the State Prison died.
Virgil Beckett resigned as fire
man at the State Prison.
Leland Johnson was installed as
master of the Masonic Lodge at
Razorville.

With a new telephone and Ford
car Willard Wall of Elmore was
looking forward to a comfortable
Winter.
• • • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Starrett of
Union celebrated their golden wed
ding anniversary.
Schooner Republic, owned by
Dunn, Elliot Co. of Thomaston,
commanded by Capt. M J. Marston,
was lost on Rio Grande Bar.

had occurred. A letter from the
District Governor, Parley Turner
of Sanford was read and Oct 24
was named as the date on which
he would accept the invitation to
speak before the Camden Club. Bill
Reed was the speaker on the fiveminute program devoted to ‘•RotaryInformation. ” Judge Zelma Dwinal
gave a talk on international sub
jects. Guests were Lutie Jones and
H. P. Blcdgett of Rockland

SWEATER!
A Man's Best Friend
For Sports—
For Work

’2.95'»’5.95
Evefything in this argyle plaid
sweater speaks of quality. It
has that “gocd-to-the-touch”
feeling, to handle and to
wear Light as a feather . . .
yet warming as a cup of hot
coffee.

Haskell & Corthell
Men’s and Women’s Outfitters

CAMDEN, ME.
X.

List For Present School Year
Is Announced By Supt.
Lunt

XS XK XX XS

\ Correspondent Who Says
She Has Some “Grave
Suspicions”

—
I Editor of The Courier-Gazette;—
We as a people do a lot of brag' ging about justice, we pose as the
defenders of the oppressed all over
, the globe, the Roosevelt administraI tion has outdone every other, in
| shouting from the housetops, about
giving every man and woman everyI where, liberty and freedom and
justice, and a life free from the
i fear cf oppression from any source,
j All right, how about young Tyler
Kent, languishing in a British
prison, turned over to a British
court, by his own •'freedom-loving’’
! State Department? If the Ameri| can sense of fair play and justice is
anything at all but high sounding
double talk, let the American peo
ple who pay the bills, rise on their
i hind legs, and demand that some
j of it, at least be lived up to. Let
them demand of their representa, tives that they uncover the facts,
of this case, and let the chips fall
where they may.
Twice in the British Parliament
and recently, June 19, in the Amer
ican Senate, the mystery of the im
prisonment of Tyler Kent has been
raised, then the curtain of silence
has been re-dropped, , why? Are
the newspapers afraid of what the
New Deal can do to them? Briefly
Tyler Kent, was a decoding clerk
in the American Embassy in Lon
don in that momentous year of
1939, he decoded messages between
Winston Churchill and President
Rocsevelt, sent in the secret Ameri
can code reserved for Americans.
Chamberlain was Prime Minister
at that time.
It is alleged one of Churchill’s
messages to F. D. R.. said that he
(Churchill) was part American, and
that together they could rule the
world. The Lend-Lease act was dis
cussed as a means of getting around
the United States neutrality law,
and the Johnson act, forbidding ex
tension of credit tc Britain as a
war-debt defaulter
And United
States aid was promised to Britain
by F.D.R.
At that time Mr Roosevelt made
a speech in Madison Square Gar
den, I believe, in which he descried
the idea of getting into any war,
and laughted to scorn, the mention
of a two-ocean Navy or the need
cf it. Also at this time Churchill
became Prime Minister, Tyler Kent
was arrested in May, 1940
It
seems that Tyler Kent showed seme
of the messages to Capt. Achibald
Ramsay, a brilliant Christian Con
servative member of Parliament.
Captain Ramsay was also impris
oned, it is alleged without charge,
and is still in prison. The fact that
Tyler Kent’s mother, (whose hus
band was in the United States con
sular service until his death) raises
the question that the secret mes
sages between Roosevelt
and
Churchill ‘‘actually arranged fcr
America's entry into the war—that
Lend-Lease was discusseed as a pre
liminary to America's participation
in . the war’’—(Chicago HeraldAmerican 7-16.-44» is of vital in
terest to every voter in this United
States. Also in our dealings with
Russia, does Stalin’s knowledge of
these decoded messages give him
the whip hand over both Rocsevelt
and Churchill?
Whether Tyler Kent is guilty of
anything or not is not the .Issue.
The place for that to be tried out
and settled, is in his own country.
What concerns the people of ‘this
country who are paying an awftul
price for this war, is this, has any
President the legal right to carry
on clandestine business with the
acting head of another nation,
pledging his country to commit
ments which he knew the country
would be against, without even con
sulting the Representatives of the
people who are paying him?
If this can be done, and the peo
ple stand for it, what is there to
brag about, and why should we
point the finger at other nations?
Many of us have had grave sus
picions regarding the dealings pro
ceeding and including Pearl Har
bor. Time will prove us right or
wrong, but we can insist our legal
Representatives do their duty with
out any political pussyfooting, and
get the truth and all the truth, of
the Tyler Kent case, as well as
Pearl Harbor.
Margarette Browne.
256 Turner street, Auburn.
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Superintendent of Schools Robert
B Lunt announces that Rockport
schools opened yesterday with a to
tal attendance of 255. The Elast
Side elementary school had an en
rollment of 158; the High School,
40; Hoboken School, 31; Rockville,
10; and West Rockport, 16
The Try to Help Club will meet
Monday with Miss Lula Payson,
Main street.
Frederick Quimby, clerk in the
post office is having a two weeks'
vacation.
The Red Cross rooms will be open
from 12 to 4 o’clock Tuesday. 9300
dressings have bfren received which
must be done during September
and October. More workers are ur
gently needed.
Miss Priscilla Crockett went to
Boston Saturday where she will en
ter the School of Practical Arts.
Mrs. Kenneth Daucett and
daughter Arline are spending the
week in Providence, R. I.
•Mrs. Mildred Rhodes who has
been visiting in Northampton
Mass, returned home Wednesday.
Arthur S. Cleveland of Houlton
was a recent guest of his uncle E3mer St. Clair.
Mrs. Carol Thompson of Belfast
is visiting her niece Mrs. George
Crockett.
At the Baptist Church next Sun
day has been dlsignated as Rally
Dav At the merning service at 11
o’clock the pastor, Rev. C. V. Over
man will preach on the subject
‘Be’hold the Man.” Both the child
ren's and Adult Choirs wQl sing
and closing the service will be the
presenting of certificates to the
members of the Sunday School. At
the evening service there will be a
Hymn sing, special music and ser
mon by the pastor entitled ‘‘Bomb
Shelter.”
Christian Endeavor meeting at 6
o'clock.
* ,
The Sunday School of the Methadist Church will re-open Sunday
at 10 o'clock under the direction of
Ernest Crockett, superintendent.
Morning worship will be at 11
o’clock when Rev. James W. Barr
will speak on “He That is Spiritual.”
Evening service at 7 o’clock with a ,
song service and message by the
pastor on “Christlike Habits.”

Supt. Robert B. Lui>t announces
the list of teachers in Rockport, as
follows;
4
High School H Charles Anderson,
principal; Grace P. Brown, social
sciences, and Alice J. Gregoire,
English and languages.
East Side Elementary School, Su
sie Ausplund, sub-primary and
grades cue and two; Veda Brown,
grades three and four; Etta R.
Thurston, grade five; Margaret
Carr, grade six.
Grammer School, Earl D. Achorn,
principal,-grades seven and eight.
Hoboken School,
A Hortense
Bohndell, subprimary and grades
one, two. three and four.
West Rockport, Inez R'tpley, sub
primary and grades one, two three
and four.
Rockville, Mildred Gould, sub
primary and grades one. two, three
and four.
1943. Impressive services were con
ducted by the Veterans of Foreign
Wars, prayer being offered by Rev.
Mr. Shepherd., pastor of the Bap
tist Church at Skowhegan.
Lt Caler enlisted as an aviation
cadet in March, 1942 and received
his basic training at Maxwell Field,
Ala. He later graduated from the
Navigation School at Monroe, La,
where he received his wings and
commission as second lieutenant.
Before going overseas in Decem
ber 1942 he was stationed briefly
at Morrison Field., Fla. and Turner
Field, Ga. He had been on several
bombing

missions

ove»

Tripoli,

Tunisia and Naples.
IL,t. Caler was bom at Black
Butte, Ore. March 28, 1919 the
youngest son of Isaac L and Mabel
Pooler Caler. Mr. Caler is a native
of Warren and after spending sev
eral years in the West returned to
Maine with his family and for
some time resided in Thomaston
where he wras rnanager of the First
National Store and his sons at
tended the public schools. After
the death of his wife and his health
failed . he moved to Skowhegan
where Lt. Caler graduated from
High School in 1936. IHe is survived
by his father and two brothers,
CUSHING
Kenneth Caler, manager of The
Irving Fales has sold his cows First National Store at Mechanic
much to the regret of his milk cus
Falls and Sidney Caler of Skowhe
tomers.
,
gan.
Mrs| Marion Knapp left Monday
for Hampden where she will visit
her mother, Mrs. Isaac Fogg before
returning to her heme in Brooklyn.
N Y. Her daughters Karol and
Ethel returned home last week.
Miss Fannie W Miller who has
seen 90 Summers went to the polls
Monday and cast her vote for her
candidate.
Miss Mina Woodcock is spending
used food cans to help win the
the week with friends in Warren
war. Remove labels, wash, flatten.
and Thcmaston.
School at Broad Cove opened Put in separate container next to
Monday with Miss Phyllis Hall of your trash can. Save for local pickup.
Thomaston, teacher.
Mrs. Ethel Kinney has closed her
Probate Notices
home and gone to Boston, Mass, to
spend the Winter.
STATE OF MAINE
A baptism was held at the church
To all persons interested in either
Sunday when the pastor, Miss of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
Katherine 'Webb baptised1 her sister- land.
in and for the County of Knox,
in-law and infant son.
on the fifteenth day cf August, in the
Monument Is Dedicated
A monument was dedicated in the
cemetery at East Skowhegan Sun
day Sept. 3 to the memory of Lt.
Leon A. Caler who was lost in the
Mediterranean Sea on a bombing
mission to the Italian mainland in

CANT KEEP
GRANDMA IN
HER CHAIR
She’s as Lively as a Youngster—
Now her Backache is better
• Many sufferers relieve nayying backache
quickly, once they discover that the real
cause of their trouble may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature’s chief way of tak
ing the excess acids and waste out of the
blood. They help most people pass about 3
pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits
poisonous matter to remain in your blood, it
may cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains,
leg pains, loss of pep and energy, getting up
nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes,
headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty
passages with smarting and burning some
times shows there is something wrong with
your kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan’s
Tills, used successfully by millions for over
40 years. They give happy relief and will help
the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison
ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

Legal Notice
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
F J. O'Hara * Co.. Inc having made
application tc the Municipal Officers
of the City of Rockland. Maine, for per
mission to enlarge their wharf into the
tide waters of said Rockland as fol
lows. t.o wilt:
Beginning at the North West cor
ner of granite wharf now occupied
hv CoM Storage Plant, owned by
said F J. O'Hara & Sons. Inc., and
extending in a Northerly direction
fifty feet. Thence In an Easterly
direction parallel to the present
wall aopr'-'x'mately 135 feet to west,
well of t''» formerly called. Dono
hue whar* Said wharf to be built
of gran
"
New thq --‘-i Municipal Officers cf
the City of Rockland, hereby give no
tice. at least three days before said
hearing, by publishing this notice in
The Courier-Gazette, a newspaper pub
lished in said Rockland, as required by
Ch»pter f»8. cf the Public Laws of 1935..
that a hearing will be held on tbe
premises cf said F J O'Hara & Sons.
Inc adjacent to the above location
cn Tuesday, the nineteenth day* of
September A D 1944. at twelve o'clock
r.ocn. at which time and place, all per
sons intere--ted will be given an oppor
tunity to be heard, why said permis
sion shoul not be given.
Elward R Veazie. Mayor
John W Lane.
Ralph L Wiggin,
John J Ferry,
Albert J. Brickley,
William J Sullivan,
Eliot Gamage.
Rodney L. Murphy.
Municipal Officers of the City

Rockland.

73-«

year of our Lord one thousand nine
hundred and forty four, and by ad
journment from day to day from the
fifteenth day of said August, The fol
lowing matters having been presented
for the action thereupon hereinafter
indicated it is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be given, to all
persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
weeks successively In The Courier-Ga
zette, a newspaper published at Rock
land. in said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
said Rockland on the nineteenth day
of September. A. D. 19^4 at nine o'clock
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon
if they see cause.
AGNES N. SMALJjEY late of Vinalha
ven, deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Charles
T. Smalley of Rockland, he being the
executar named therein, without bondMARTHA YOUNG COG AN. late of
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Peti
tion for Probate thereof, asking thtt
the same may be proved and allowed
and tnat Letters Testamentary issue
to Gleason Y. Cogan of Thomaston,
he being the executor named •therein,
without bond.
ROLAND S. RACKLIFF. late of Rock
land. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary issue to Roland
O. Rackliff df Rockland, he being the
executor named therein, without bond.
NELLIE J. PRESCOTT, late of Rock
land. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Lssue to Frank
S. Prescott of Rockland, he being the
executor named therein, without bond
MYRTLE V. BROADMAN. late of
Warren, deceased. Will and. Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved) andi allowed and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Marguerite M. Richards of Buffalo. New
York, she being the executrix named
therein, without bond.
ANNIE T. SARGENT, late of Thom
aston. deceased Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary ismie to Sargent
Jealous Df Saco, heMbelng the executor
named therein, without bond
HERBERT L. ULMER, late of Rock
land, deceased.
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to John A
Stevens of Rockland. !he being the

executor named therein, without bond.
MATT L. MATTSON, late of Warren,
deceased. Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking .that the same may
be proved and allowed and that Let
ters Testamentary issue to Gurnard M.
Matson of Fairhaven, Mass., he being
the executor named therein, without
bond.
MARGARET S BLACK, late of South
Orange. New Jersey, deceased. Exem
plified Copy of Will and Probate there qf. together with a Petition for Probate
of Foreign Will, asking that the copy
of said (Will may be ahowed, filed and
recorded in the Probate Court of Knox
County, and that Letters Testamentary
be Issued to The National Newark &
Essex Banking Company of Newark,
Newark New Jersey, and Marlon Viola
Stevenson cf South Orange. New
Jersey, without bond.
ESTATE HERBERT SEWELL BUT
LER, late of Rockland, deceased Will

and Pctttloo for Probate tbereof, ask

tng that the same may be proved and
allowed., and that Letters of Adminis
tration. with the Will annexed, be
Issued to Alan L Bird of RocklandJ or _
some other suitable person, with bond.r
ESTATE FRANK LUFKIN, late of
Rockport, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration asking that William C.
Lufkin of Rockport, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admin
istrator. without bond.
ESTATE SANDRA TEERILA. late of
Quincy. Massachusetts, deceased. Pe
tition for Administration asking that
August Teerila of Quincy. Massachu
setts. or some other suitable person,
be appointed administrator, without
bond.
ESTATE BLANCHE R AYERS, late of
Thomaston, deceased Petition for ‘Ad
ministration asking that Harold E. Ma
son of Leominster, Massachusetts, or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed administrator, without bond.
ESTATE ROBERT A SNOW, late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration asking that Harriet C.
Snow of Rockland, or some other suitable person, he appointed Administra
trix. without 'bond.
ESTATE SUSAN S. SINOHI, late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ap
pointment of Trustee asking that Ar
thur P Haines of Rockland be appoint
ed Trustee In the place of Homer E.
Robinson of Rockland, having re
signed. Presented by Arthur P. Haines
and Mabel H McLoon. both of Rock
land.
ESTATE SUSAN S. SINOHI. late of
Rockland, deceased. Petition for Ap
pointment of Trustee asking tliat A.
Alan Grossman of Rockland be ap
pointed Trustee in the place of Homer
E. Robinson of Rockland, having re
signed
Presented by Frederick C.
Dean of Rockland.
ESTATE HARRY W BRANN, late of
Washington, deceased.
Petition for
Allowance presented by Belle A. Braun
of Washington, widow.

ESTATE LIZZIE F MALONEY, late
of Thomaston, deceased. Petition for
License to Sell certain Real Estate, situ
ated in Thomaston, and fully described ■.
In said petition, presented by Mary E.
Sylvester of Fort Kent, Administratrix,
c.t.a.
ESTATE GEORGE P KENNISTON,
late of Warren, deceased. Petition for
License to Sell certain Real Estate,
situated in Warren, and fully de
scribed In said petition, presented by
Virgil E. Hills, of Warren, Adminis
trator.
ESTATE RUTH E LEACH, « Rock
land, Petition for License to Sell Cer
tain Real Estate, situated in Rockland,
and fully described In satd petition,
presented by Oliver P. Ingraham of
Rockland. Guardian.
ESTATE CHARLES EDWIN ELLS
WORTH JR. of Greenfield. Massachu
setts. Petition for License to sell Cer
tain Real Estate situated In Friend
ship, and fully described1 In said peti
tion. presented 'by Margaret F. Ells
worth. of Greenfield, Mass.. Guardian.
ESTATE ROSE E BARROWS late of
Rockport, deceased. First and Final-*
Account presented for allowance by ’
Thomas J. Farley, Administrator.
ESTATE ALICE M. MANK. late of
Thomaston, deceased. First and Final
Account presented for allowance byOlivia B Patterson, Administratrix
ESTATE HELEN M. HILTON, late of
Warren, deceased. First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Joseph H Stickney, Executor.
ESTATE SUSAN P LUCE late of
Rockport, deceased. First and Final
Account presented for allowance by
Stanford L. Luce, Executor. •
ESTATE KATE T. WENDELL, late of
Milton, Massachusetts, deceased. First
end Final Account pret-ented for allow
ance by Arthur R. Wendell, Adminis
trator.
ESTATE LAFOREST HENRY CRA
MER. late of Washington, deceased.
First and Final (Account presented for
allowance by Minnie B. Cramer, Execu
trix.
|
,
ESTATE INA ROSE FRYE AND EVE
LYN FRANCES FRYE of Gloucester.
Mass . First Account presented for al
lowance by Ruth E. Frye, Guardian.
ESTATE ILn.LIAS G HUPPER, late
of Tenant's Harbor, deceased. Fifth
and Final Account presented for allow
ance by Alan L. Bird, Trustee.
ESTATE ROSE E BARROWS, late Of
ROckport, deceased. Petition for Dis
tribution presented by Thomas J Far
ley. Administrator.
ESTATE FRANK W FLANDERS, late
of Rockport, deceased
Petition for
License to Sell certain Real Estate situ
ated in Rockport, and fully described
in. said petition, presented' by Flora
A. Flanders of Rockport, Administra
trix.
ESTATE MARY A. BLOOD, late of
Rockland, deceased.
First Account
p esented for allowance by Alvra W.
Gregory. Trustee.
ESTATE SAMUEI, A. MILLAY, late
of Rockport, deceased. Petition for
License to Sell certain Real Estate,
situated in Rockport, and fully de
scribed in said petition presented by
Alexander R. Giilmor of Camden, Ad
ministrator.
ESTATE ALFRED BROWN late of
Vinalhaven, deceased.
Petition for
License to Sell certain Real Estate,
situated in Vinalhaven, and fully de
scribed in said petition, presented by
Frank H Ingraham of Rockland, Pub
lic Administrator.
ESTATE MOSES HAHL late of War
ren. deceased. First and Final Account
presented for allowance by Ida 8.
Hahl, AdnUhistratrlx.
ESTATE MOSES HAHL. Jate of War
ren. deceased. Petition for License to
Sell certain Real Estate, situated In
Warren, and fully described In said
petition, presented by Rodney I.
Thompson, of Rockland. Administra
tor, db.n.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Fboulre. Judge of Probate Court for Knox
County. Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
WILLIS R. VINAL. Register
7O-F-74
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Notices of Appointment
I. Willis R Vinal, Register of Pro
bate for the County of Knox, in th®
State of Maine, hereby certify thst In
the following estates the persons w< re
appointed Administrators, Executor*.
Guardians and Conservators and on
the dates hereinafter named:
CLIFFORD E WELLMAN of Hope.
July 18, 1944 Leola J Wellman of Port
land, was appointed Conservator and
qualified by filing bond on July 28.
1944.
ANNIE T. SARGENT of ThomastonJuly 3. 1944 Saigent Jealous of Saco
was appointed Conservator and quali
fied by filing bond on August 3. 1944.
PRESINA R DOWNES, late of Rock
land. deceased July 18. 1944 Jerome
C- Burrow of Rockland was appointed
administrator d.b.n.. and qualified b?
filing bond on August. 4, 1944.
WILLIAM J. HUTCHISON, late of
Vinalhaven. deceased. August 10. 1944
Elizabeth R Hutchison of Vinalhaven
was appointed executrix, without bond.
REBECCA A. INGRAHAM, late of
Rockland, d<wa.^ed
August 11. 1944
Nellie O. Dow of Rockland was ap
pointed executrix, andi qualified by
filing bond on same date
ADA F. AREY. late of Vinalhaven,
deceased August J5. 1944. Arthur B.
Arey of Vinalhaven was appointed Ad
ministrator. without bond.
LIZZIE F. MALONEY, late of Thom
aston. deceased. August 15, 1944 Mary
E. Sylvester of Fort Kent was appoint
ed administratrix, with the will an
nexed, without bond.
ADELAIDE J. WTNSOR. late of New
ton. Massachusetts, deceased
August
15, 1944 The Second National Bank of
Boston. Boston. Mass was appointed
executor, without bond. Alan L. Bird
ot Rockland was appointed Agent in
.Maine.
SAMUEL A. MILLAY, late of Rock
port, deceased. Augus tl5. 1944 Alex
ander B. Glllmor of Camden was ap
pointed Administrator, and qualified
* on Mune date.
IB I. ROKBS. late of Thomaston,

ased. August 28. 1944 Arthur L
Rokes of Rockland was appointed ad
ministrator, and qualified toy fliing
bond on same date.
Attest:

» ..

WILLIS R VINAL, Register
70-F-74
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Tuesday-Friday
ILK that the same may be proved and
Lowed and that betters of Admlnls[ht-lon. with the Will annexed, be
trued to Alan L Bird of Rockland? or
l,n,. other suitable person, with bond.R

I ESTATE

FRANK LUFKIN, late of
lockport. deceased.
Petition for Ad
il nl strut Ion asking that William C.
1km of Rockport, or some other
■iltable person, be appointed' AdmlnTtrntor. without bond.

Tuesday-Friday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Friday September

Announced At A Tea

Social Matters

1,

J ESTATE

SANDRA TEERILA. late of
lulncy. Massachusetts, deceased. Pe
lt lor. for Administration asking that
lipust Teerila of Quincy. MasaachUItts. or some other suitable person,
I- appointed administrator, without
fcnd.
[ESTATE BLANCHE R AYERS, late of
Lhoniaston, deceased. Petition for 'Adllnl-tratlon asking that Harold E. Ma
in of Leominster. Massachusetts, or
Ime other suitable person, be apllnted administrator, without bond.
(ESTATE ROBERT A SNOW, late of
bckland. deceased.
Petition for Adlin Istratlon asking that Harriet C.
how of Rockland, or some other sult-^»i
>le person, he appointed Adminlstra|lx. without bond.
STATE SUSAN S. SINOHI. late of
Cckland. deceased. Petition for Apblntment of Trustee asking that Arlur P Haines of Rockland be appolntI Trustee ln the place of Homer E.
Lblnson of Rockland, having rebned. Presented by Arthur P Haines
Jfl Mabel H McLoon, both of Rock-

id
STATE SUSAN S SINOHI. late of
ckland, deceased
Petition for Apllntment of Trustee asking that A.
in Grossman of Rockland be apJinted Ti ustee In the place otf Homer
Robinson of Rockland, having reried.
Presented by Frederick C.
[aji of Rockland
STATE HARRY W BRANN. late of
ashington. deceased.
Petition for
powance presented by BeUe A Brann.
Washington, widow.
STATE LIZZIE F MAI/ONEY. late
Thomaston, deceased. Petition for
hense to Sell certain Real Estate, situ-,.
In Thomaston, and fully desdrlbea
said petition, presented by Mary E.
livelier of Fort Kent. Administratrix,
"a.

ESTATE GEORGE P KENNISTON.
I of Warren, deceased. Petition for
lense to Sell certain Real Estate,
piated ln Warren, and fully de!lbed In said petition, presented by
[gll E Hills, of Warren, Admlnla|tor
1TE RUTH E LEACH, flf RockId. Petition for License to Sell Car
la Real Estate, situated ln Rockland,
fully described ln satd petition.
Rented /by Oliver P. Ingraham of
ckland. Guardian.
PA’PE CHARLES EDWIN ELIS)RTH, JR. of Greenfield. Ma.ssac.hu|ts. PetLtlon for License to sell CnReal Estate situated ln Frlend|p. and fully described ln said petlIn. presented by Margaret F. Ells|ith of Greenfield. Mass.. Ouardian.
STATE ROSE E BARROWS, late of
pkport, deceased. First and Final"!'
[•ount presented for allowance by ’
(■IUM J.
Farley, Administrator.
STATE ALICE M. MANK, late Of
lomaston. deceased
First and Final
count presented for allowance by
|
B. Patterson, Administratrix
STATE HELEN M HILTON, late of
Irren. deceased.
First and Final
pount presented for allowance by
eph H Stickney. Executor.
STATE SUSAN P LUCE late of
[■kport. deceased
First and Final
Hunt presented for allowance by
|afoM L. Luce. Executor. •
STATE KATE T IWENDELL, late of
Iton. Massachusetts, deceased. First
II Final Anount presented for allow|e by Arthur R. Wendell. Adnilntaor

[STATE LAFOREST HENRY CRAlate of Washington, deceased,
tt and Final Aocount presented for
Irwance by Minnie B. Cramer, ExccuSTATE INA ROSE FRYE AND EVEIN FRANCES FRYE of Olouccater.
Iss . First Account presented! for al■ ance by Ruth E. Frye, Guardian.
[STATE B,n,LIAS O HUPPER, late
] Tenant's Harbor, deceased.
Fifth
Final Account presented for allow|e by Alan I, Bird. Trustee.

STATE ROSE E. BARROWS, late of
I'kpoit. deceased. Petition for Dlsputi.ui presented by Thomas J. FarAdmlnlstrator.
STATE FRANK W FLANDERS, lat®
| Rockport, deceased
Petition for
ense to Sell certain Real Estate sltud ln Rockport, and fully described
[said petition, presented by Flora
IFlanders of Rockport, Admlntstra-

3TATE MARY A. BLOOD, late of
[•kland. deceased
First
Account
ken ted for allowance by Alvra W.
MDry, Trustee.
[STATE SAMUEL A MILLAY, late
I Rockport, deceased.
Petition for
lenae to Sell certain Real Estate,
listed ln Rockport, and fully de
ll bed ln said petition presented by
lxander R. Olllmor of Camden. Ad| Lstrator.

STATE .ALFRED BROWN, late of
lalhaven. deceased.
Petition for
ense to Sell certain Real Estate,
hated ln Vinalhaven. and fully de
fied ln said petition, presented by
Ink H Ingraham of Roekland. Pub-

1

Administrator.

|STATE MOSES HAHL late of Wardeceased. First and Final Account
■ented for allowance by Ida 6.

|il.

Administratrix.

ISTATE MOSES HAHL. late of Wardeceased
Petition for License to
I certain Real Estate, situated ln
■rren
and fully de.-rcrlbed In said
■Itlon,
presented by
Rc^.v
limoson. of Rockland. Athnlnlstra* dbn
fitness
HXRRY E WILBUR. Bfc|r,( Judge ml Probate Court for Knox
Imtv. Rockland. Maine

I-

|:test

WILLIS R

VrNAI,. Register.
7O-F-74

[Notices of Appointment
Willis R. Vlnal. Register of Pro...
t-Munty of Knox, in the
lte oi Maine, hereby certify that ln
1,'Rowing estates the persons were
[omted Administrators, Executors.
Ai: :::tns and Conservators and on
j dates hereinafter named:
LV7VS? E WELLMAN of Hope.
18. 1944 Leola J Wellman of PortiL,wappointed Conservator pnl
lulled by filing bond on July 28.

1

|NNIE 7 SARGENT of Thomaston.
"
Sargent Jealous of Saco
nted Conservator and qualiby filing bond on August 3. 1944
IESINA R DOWNES, late of Rock11, deceased
July ig 1944 jerome
Lm. V
of Rocklan<l was appointed
t21‘,?laior d b n ■ end qualified by
bond on August. 4, 1944.
yILLIAM J HUTCHISON, late of
aI?a'enj, flecea'*<l
August 10. 1944
-neth r Hutchison ed Vinalhaven
i appointed executrix, without bond.
ERR'7?\, A
WOBAHAM. ’at* ot
I,,;
deceased.
August 11. 1944
I.
Dc>w ot Rockland was appted executrix, and qualified by
bond ou same date
|da F. aREY. late of Vinalhaven,
August 15. 1944. Arthur B.
i v lnalhaven was appointed Ad,l.strator. without bond.
^ZZIE F MALONEY, late otf Thomtllckyeased August 15. 1944 Mary
Sj i ester of For» Kent was appolntadmlnistratrlx. with the will anfed. without bond.
5ELAIDE J. WINSOR. late of Newi ti ,s^0bueetts, deceased
August
HM The Second National Bank of
p°P- Boston. Mass was appointed
w‘th^ bond. Alan L. Bird
IRockland was appointed Agent in

p?
L

pne

IAMUEL A. MILLAY, late of Rockdeceased. Angus tl5, 1944 Alex,r j
^’“thor ctf Camden was ap‘ted Administrator, and qualified
d on kame date.
p'lB I. ROKES. late of Thomaston,
„AuJust
Arthur L.
es of Rockland was appointed adtstrator, and qualified by filing
>d on lame date,
ttest:

WUU9 R. VINAL, RegLster^

Engagement Of Miss Rose F.
Whitmore To Stephen Germich of Pennsylvania

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Keith of
Privates Oeorge and William BodWaterville were guests recently of man visited their parents. Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Morey, School Mrs. Charles Bodman of Lawn ave
nue last weekend.
Also visiting
street.
(hem was Sgt. Prank Gall, also of
A son was born Sept. 4 at the the Marines, now stationed In
Ulng-m-Hospita., rhH.de.phia, to ' £££?>&,

Pane Seven

15,1944

VANNOY-SUTTON WEDDING

Given A Homecoming

The Rebekah Fair

This And That
MacDonalds and Miss Cook Helpmeets of Rockland 0d|
Are Cordially Received At
Fellows Meet With Success
First Baptist Church
Well Deserved

Captain and* Mrs. Charles H.
A “homecoming" reception for
Whitmore of Rockland, announced
Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles MacDonat a tea yesterday, the engagement
aid and Miss Charlotte Cook, was
held at the First Baptist Church
cf their daughter. Rose Prances
Wednesday night, with good attend
Whitmore of Rockland and Amity
By K. S.
ance considering the inclement
ville. Lcng Island, N. Y, to Stephen
weather.
George
Germich
of
Forty
Fort.
An entertainment program, ar
Captain and Mrs. Charles P. Me | All three are now stationed In PhilLamps do not talk they shine for ranged by Mrs. Clara Gregory, and
Fenn., son ‘of Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Aleer. Jr., of White Horse Road. adelphla.
guidance. Christian fortitude is announced by Miss Alice McIntosh
Germich.
Schuykill Township, Phoenixville.
slow
to criticize others whose was presented. It included gioup
Miss Whitmore is a graduate of
Mrs. Alice Collupy, who has been
Penh. Captain McAleer is Public
thoughts and beliefs do not in all singing, with Miss Cook at the
piano; a vocal solo by Mrs Mar
Relations Officer at the Valley Porge spending the Summer at the home Rockland High School and Univer
•ways
shape into the same lines.
garet Rogers Dow; a reading by Mrs
Oeneral Hospital in Phoenixville of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Hoch. Glen sity of Maine, and attended Colum
has returned to Brookline. bia University. She was employed
Helen McKinney; a piano sclo by
Mrs. McAleer is the former Felice Cove,
Policeman
(after
the
collision:)
as advertising manager at Freeses
Miss
Cook; a vocal duet by Shirlene
Perry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mass.
“You saw the lady driving toward
departmenrt store in Bangor four i
McKinney
Mrs. Dow, and a
Donald Prescott Perry of 18 Grove
you. Now why didn’t you give her reading by and
The
Knox
Hospital
Alumnae
As

years
and
is
now
employed
as
a
1
Miss
Virginia Egan.
street, Rockland. The newcomer
half of the road?"
Frank
H.
Ingraham
brought greet
will be named Charles F. McAleer, sociation will hold a picnic box Radio Control Tower operator at
Motorist: “I was going to as soon
lunch Tuesday night. All nurses Grumman Aircraft
Engineering
ings from Miss Helen Yoik.
in.
as
I
discovered
which
half
she
are to meet at the Bok Home for Corporation, Bethpage, Long Island. 1
Mrs. MacDonald told of the va
wanted."
Mr. Germich graduated from
cation enjoyed by Rev. and Mrs
• • • •
Bert Vanorse, Jr., celebrated hls Nurses at 7 o’clock.
State’Teachers' College in Pennsyl
fccond birthday at his home on
California has always liked thrills, MacDonald; Miss Cook also told of
The
weenie
roast,
planned
by
vania and was formerly an Army
Maverick street Tuesday. He re
and
has had plenty of them. It is her vacation and Mr. MacDonald
junior hostesses, under the auspices Flight Instructor in Florida and a
ceived many gifts also a sum of of
now getting what Hollywood can showed motion pictures, some of
Servicemen's Club, which was Test Pilot at Grumman Aircraft
them taken \locally, and a reel
money Those attending were Janet to the
only
classify as a super-thrill. For showing
have been held at the open fire Engineering Corporation. He is now
training in the Navy.
and Robert Ripley, Clayton Keizer. place
there is an upsurge of patriotism
on the lawn at St. Peter s associated with the American Air- ,
Refreshments of sandwhiches
Christine
and Irma Carverson, Church
and of public spirit that is exhilar cake and coffee were served, and the
night, w’as can lines, Inc., as a First Flight Officer ;
Richard and Robert Bunker, David celled onWednesday
ating.
account
of
the
weather.
decorations were bouquets of Fall
Pilot,
and
is
stationed
in
Burbank,
j
Hall. Lawrence Smith, Mrs. Carle Instead, a party was given in the
Many here are conscious that they flowers. The reception was ar
•
ton Ripley, Mrs. Eddie Hall and tower room at Community build Calif.
stand upon the threshold of a new ranged by The Jolly Eight, with Mrs
The afternoon tea at the Broad- [
Mrs. Clayton Keizer. Invited but ing, with refreshments of doughnuts
order. Japan by its dastardly at Margaret Adams, chairman, the
way home of Mrs. Ernest C. Davis
unable to attend were Johnny Con and coffee ln the club room.
tack has apparently launched some other members being Mrs. Elvle
and the Whitmores was a charming
ant, Neal Smith and Carlene
thing that Americans have always Wooster, Mrs. Helen McKinney,
affair.
The
house
was
brilliantly
Wooster. Bert is the son of Mr.
looked forward to and feared in the Mrs. Beulah Wotton, Mrs. Corris
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
c. Williams lovely with flowers, many of which
and Mrs Bert Vanorse.
Pacific era of world history. Theo Randall, Mrs. Lorna Pendleton
spent last week in Castine. Mrs. were sent in compliment and love
Lt. lYank W. Vanncy and bride (Agnes L. Sutton)
dore Roosevelt used to talk about Mrs. Charlotte Kaler and Mrs. Ruby
was born ift Castine but, of the accomplished and lovely
Mrs. Kenneth C. Post entertained Williams
St. Clement’s Episcopal Church a long train. The finger tip illusion this. He once said: “ The Medi Sewall. The Misses Muriel Adams
had
not
been
there
to
stop
any
Rose,
whose
engagement
was
thus
a group of friends at her home on length of time for many years. This
gracefully announced
1
beautiful Manoa Valley. Hone- veil fell from a sweetheart cap terranean era died with the dis and Doris McIntyre assisted in
thc Old County road with a-surprise
adorned with tiny seed pearl orange covery of America; the Atlantic
visit
afforded
her
an
opportunity
to
Captain Whitmore
01 headed the re lulu, was the Setting for the cere blossoms. The bridal bouquet was era has reached the height of its serving.
dainty shower given for Mrs. Dor
see
some
of
her
former
schoolmates,
othy Noyes. Those invited were nnd the visit to the town of her ceiving line with Mrs. Whitmore. mony March 19 at which Miss Ag made up of huge purple orchids development; the Pacific era, des
WALTER E. MERRILL
Rose and Mrs. Rose Davis, for nes Loretto 'Sutton, daughter of with numerous graduated lengths of tined to be the greatest is just at the
Mrs. Ruth Barrows, Mrs. Katherine birth
was
full
of
pleasant
memo

Walter
Merrill, 411. of Wal
whom the brie'e-to-be was named. Mr. and Mrs. Park Sutton cf Hono pikake streamers.
Karl, Mrs. Patricia Huntley. Mrs.
dawn.’’ In this new era, the United nut street,Edwin
who
died' Sept. 7 of a
Barbara Sukeforth, Mrs. Laura ries. Mr. Williams' father had a Guests were received at the door lulu
and Tuscaloosa, Alabama, be
The bride’s only jewelry was an States cannot but play a dominant heart a'tack, was a lifelong resident
Cummings, Mrs. Mary Flpps, Mrs. Summer home on Nautilus Island, by Mrs. Oliver Holden. The dining came the bride of Lt. Frank Wilson heirloom
necklace of old gold and role.
at Castine, and he has been going room was presided over by Mrs M
of Rockland; son of Mr. and MisRuth Mazzeo, Mrs. Oeorge Black, to
blue
cloisonne
which fulfilled the
Vanncy,
U.SiN.,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
that
town
since
1880.
Edwin
W. Merrill. He had been
E. Wotton and Mrs. Charles T. R. L. Vannoy cf Madisonville, Kv. [ old tradition "something
Mrs. Charles Bodman, Mrs. Gladyse
Governor-to-be Hildreth tells the
old, someemployed
As a carpenter and as a
Burns, Mrs. Virginia Congdon, Mrs.
The Rev E Tanner Brown rtc- thing borrowed and something Maine people they must advertise mason tender and more recently
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Blackington Smalley, who served tea. while Mrs.
Barbara Post and Mrs. Lester Post and
more and take a deeper Interest in had been employed; at the Camden
i
?>■»>5 s , blue. ’
sen, Dennis, of Cape Elizabeth, sxms?
Miss Maddie Medeiros, maid of all parts of the State.
are visiting Mrs. Blackington's
Shipyard! andi at the Lafayette
“ =sa
'„7nch c,,„. honor, was gowned in aqua sheer
Mrs. Marguerite Harris has re mother, Mrs. Esther Howard, and table was ^vely with a centerpiece :
Company.
massed
boutonnieres
m1 ' delabra. Each pew in the impres- and net with a matching skeleton
turned home after visiting her Mr. Blackington's parents, Mr and of
Out in Wichita, Kan., 67 women Packing
,7
He is survived by his wife, Doris
brother, Cecil Elwell in Hartford. Mrs. Charles W. Blackington.
_^Ldal^y sive aisle was marked with lighted crown shadow brim hat. Her bou have been bus drivers for some time
Conn. Her son, Richard, who is
floral arrangement and ribbon ends tapers and ferns which formed a quet was orchids and crown flower and have set a high record for Gipson Merrill; a brother, 'Leroy E.
Merrill of Cambridge. Ma.ss.; three
stationed at tl# Patuxent River,
Ensign and Mrs. Grant F. Davis graced with hearts having the in beautiful setting as the bridal par lei streamers. The bridesmaids, safety.
sisters, Mrs. Andrew Weymouth of
• • • •
Maryland, N A S., Joined her there of Washington, D. C„ are visiting itials of Rose and Stephen thereon. ty marched to the strains of Wag Miss Dorethy Sutton, sister of the
Mrs Fred Eugley of Gar
for the weekend.
Women keep all sorts of budgets Rcckland.
Ensign Davis’ parents. Mr. and Mrs. Each guest received one of the ner’s ‘‘Bridal Chorus.”
bride, and Miss Janice Hobson were
diner and iMrs E. H. Oney of Port
boutonnieres.
for
their
convenience.
One
calls
George B Davis of Rankin street,
Thc bride was given in marriage attired in corresponding fashion
land; five nephews. Leroy E. Mer
Mrs. lelia F. Benner observed her while Ensign Davis is cn a week s
The beauty of youth, both in by her father. Her brother. Paul, Miss Sutton in /pink net and Miss her’s a fuss-budget. And in this one rill,
Jr., new serving overseas in the
80th birthday Monday at her home leave. They were in Med'«vay Tues debutantes and early matronage, bearing the ring, preceded the bride Hobson in delph blue. Their bou she puts all the extra tax money
U.
S
Army; Eeiwin Merrill of Bel
on Admontem avenue.. Mrs. {Jen day and Wednesday for a visit with was emphasized in the number of in the procession. Another brother, quets and hats matched that of the she will have to pay.
fast, Wilbur A Benner, Jr. of the
ner was the recipient cf many cards, Mrs. Davis' parents, Mr. and Mrs. lovely Rockland ladies of this period Robert, assisted Dr. Brown at the maid bf honor. Mrs. Sutton wore "
• • • •
U. S Marines, now stationed in
letters and gifts. Friends called in Roy Powers.
gathered and for which this city altar as an acolyte.
A photo-flash bulb made of syn Norfolk. Va, Richard E. Benner of
floor-length angel sheer brocade
the evening and refreshments,
has always been noted.
As the guests assembled. Walter with purple accessories to attend thetic plastic instead of glass, said Portland and Andrew Weymouth,
which included two birthday cakes,
The evening gathering was for the Kau, U.SN.R, a talented organist her daughter's wedding.
to give a more intense light than Jr. of Rockland; an aunt, Katherine
Mrs. Nathan F. Cobb entertained
were served. Mrs. Benner will leave Kent's Hill Mite Club Mondav. hi-h families and older friends who came and close friend of the bride s fan"
Lt. Vannoy chose as his best man the conventional lamp having a Mclnnes of Rockland; an uncle
this weekend, accompanied bv her scores going to Mrs. George L. St. to add their good wishes to the fu ily, played the following selections Lt. Comdr. Robert A. MacPherson glass bulb, is the subject cf a new Angus Mdlnnes of Providence, and
daughter. Mrs. Haroli B Savage, Clair and Mrs. Ray E. Eaton. The ture prosperity and all that is best cn the organ: “Evening Star" from The ushers included were I t. Comdr
several nieces and cousins.
for a visit with her sister, Mrs club will be entertained at its next in life. This was a charming event Tannhauser. "Bacarolle'' bv Offen Heath. Lt. Ashley, Lt Smith and patent.
Services were at the Burpee fu
Harriet Levensaler in Cambridge, meeting by Mrs. A. D. Morey.
of the early Fall.
Few think of Palestine as a spec neral home Monday, Rev. J. Charles
bach, “Ave Maria.” bv Schubert. Lt. <j g ) Williams who are all
Mass.
The T. H. E Club was entertained
officiating
Bearers
“Liebstraume” by Liszt. Harold brother officers.
ial center for richness in music, but MacDonald
Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blcdgett en Hansen. US.N.R., a distinguished
Immediately after the ceremony that is just what one finds there were Albert Daniello, John Dugan.
Monday night by Mrs. Sherman
Visit Lucien K. Green * Son’s Rokes of Shaw avenue, for cards tertained! the girls in the office of tenor from New lYork sang “Be a reception was held at the Parish and an extensive and varied choice Edwin MerrilT and Leroy Merrill
second floor, 18 School street. Odd and luncheon. Honors went to Mrs. the Central Maine Power Company cause” by d'Hardelot, Breathe On House during whi^h time the three delightful to all music lovers. Many Interrpent was in Sea View ceme
a lobster supper Friday night at Them Breath of God" by Peace, and tiered wedding cake was cut by the have heard of the Palestine Orches tery.
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur Albert R. Havener, Mrs. Daniel at
their cottage at Megunticook Lake "O Perfect Love" by Barnby. The couple with the groom's sword tra and its rare gifts in musical ap
Paulitz
and
Mrs.
Fred
T.
Veazie.
Coats and Cloth Coats at moderate
organist
played
Mendelssohn s Throughout the reception, appro preclation made perfect by Toscan
LINCOLNVILLE
Mrs. David Johnston of Quincy, “Wedding March'' for the reces priate Hawaiian music was ren ini. In fact by the orchestra in its
prices.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank W. Fuller
A
large
delegation from here at
are spending ten days with the Wy Masts., is visiting her sister, Mrs. sional.
dered.
‘
travels about the country, there has tended Windsor Fair last week.
Lt. and Mrs. Vannoy left to spend developed a musical world rich pro
man Fosters at Sebago Lake.motor Tbra Ripley.
The bridal gown was fashioned of
Mrs. Effie Dickey has returned
ing over with Mr. Foster Tuesday.
white slipper satin, basque waist, their honeymoon on the Island of gressive and helpful especially to from
a week's visit in Camden.
Mrs. Dorothy Wotton and daugh i sheer printed yoke lending a round Hawaii apd will 6oon be at home tc
Servicemen frcm this nation.
Schcols
in town began on Tues
ters
Ruth
and
Mary,
have
gone
to
Mrs. Harry H. Brown, on vaca
close neckline, buttoned down the their friends in Waikiki.
day with no change in teachers.
Mrs Vannov is the granddaughter
tion from Cutler's is visiting Mr Boston. Miss Mary Wo:ton will re back, leg-o-mutton sleeves and a
Many games are now being played
On “CERTAIN PAYS” Of Tte Meath?
and Mrs. Arthur Knapp in Reading, sume her studies at the Fisher luxurious skirt, fashioned along of Mrs. and the late R. N. Hussey of with the letter “V.” capitolizing the Mrs Alton Reed is conveying the
pupils from the Heal school to the
If functional periodic disturbance*
School.
Mass.
the hem line Iin a replica of the this city and the daughter of the popular symbol-slogan “V for Vic Miller district.
make you feel nervous, tired, restless,
pointed sheer yoke, and swept into former Doris Hussey.
"dragged out"—at such times—try fa
tory,” and there is much vaunting
Mrs. L. S Russ and Mrs. Effie
Mr. and Mrs John Farber, who
mous Lydia E. Plnkham's Vegetable
Miss Lucy V. Ball, cn vacation
nf vigor and virility void of resem Dickey entertained at a dinner in
have
been
spending
a
vacation
at
Compound to relieve such symptoms. It
from
the
Central
Maine
Power
helps nature! Plnkham's Compound ls
Members of Ruth Mayhew Tent Jones. EM3c, U. S. Navy, who is sta blance of verity.
honor of iRev. Guy Butera who left
Company, is visiting friends in the Wight cottage, Cooper's Beach, were
also a grand stomachic tonic. Follow
“Vitamins for Victory’’ scarcely for Boston this week to resume his
entertained at a luncheon tioned there.
have
returned
to
New
York.
Massachusets, Rhode Island and I
label directions. Worth trying!
waves the hand at valor, reducing duties as a student at Gordon Col
and social afternoon Wednesday,
Mrs. Wesley Comstock and the war-effort to the simplicity of lege. It was voteti to have him
LYDIA E. PINKHAM'S COMTOUNO Connecticut.
A surprise birthday party was honoring Mrs Eliza Plummer, a
past department president. Those mother. Mrs. Emma Torrey of Ten three meals per day—variously vit supply the pulpit as pastor next
Mrs. Irving W. Blackman is visit given Mcnday night for Lucille
Summer. A purse of $53 80 was
present were Ada Payson, Inez ant's Harbor, are visiting Mr. and alized with alphabet vitamins.
ing Miss Margaret Garven ln Wind Connon in the form of a progressive Packard
Stella McRae. Bessie Har Mrs Albert Smith in West Somer
The Preacher in the "V" chapter presented as a gift from his many
supper party. The first course was
sor, Conn.
of Ecclesiastes made fine use of the friends here It was a pleasant sur
served by Joyce Johnsen in her aden. Lizzie French, Mary Cooper, ville, Mass.
apartment, the second at the home Lizzie Murray, Allie Blackington,
letter “V" when he chase vanity, for prise and greatly appreciated Rev.
Miss Joan Baum, daughter of Mr. of Jane Packard, the third at Nat Carrie House, Hattie Davies, a
a valuable lesson on “Ways' That Harold' Nutter of Liberty will fill
GLEN
COVE
and Mrs. Joseph T Baum of South Jackson’s, and the final course guest; the hostess. Mrs. Blanche
the vacancy during the Fall and
Mr. and Mrs. Norman R. Donahue Are Vain.”
Thomaston, who graduated from was a birthday cake made and Shadie, and Mrs. Plummer. The
Winter.
Rockland High School this June, served by Kay Taylor. Others pres regular meeting of the Tent will be i of Woodville, Mass., was guests
Mr and Mrs. Frederick Gray are
Again statistics warn the world
Is enrolled for the secretarial course ent were: Virginia Connon. WAVE, Monday night at 7.30, with game several days of Mr. and Mrs. Donald the United States has even more passing a week at Taylor Inn at
for Zenith's New
at The Fisher School, Boston.
and Ruth Barrows. Each guest was party at 2 15 p. m.
than 335 varieties of rats and mice. Camden, guests of their sister Mrs.
Wood.
presented with a corsage. The
One
variety is more than is needed. Clifford Taylor.
1
Mrs. Barbara Waldron Loghry
Mrs. ATred Church is spending guest of honor received many love
Stanley Gray is driving a poultry
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Munro of
Some day Washington, as well as
her vacation in New York and may ly gifts.
Bay View Square. Rockland, an has gone to Huston. Texas, to spend heads of each State, will go seri truck for Linwood Cilley
*
go on to Washington, O. C., to visit
Fred Clarke has gone to Belfast
nounce the engagement of their the Fall weeks with her husband ously to work on this problem of era
her daughter who Is in a hospital
where
has employment at the
Mr and Mrs Herbert Flowers and daughter, Norma Jacqueline, to Ensign Forrest C Loghry.
dication. It can be done if time is sardine he
factory.
there.
son. Jerry, of South Portland, for Galen Bennett Joyce, son of Mr.
Miss Emma and Miss Nora Greg given to it. A chance for the re
Mrs. Annie Lermond, accom
merly of Virginia , were recent and Mrs. Eugene Joyce of Ocean
Miss Jean Calderwocd who is guests of Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. ville. Miss Munro is employed at ory have moved to Rockland and are turning soldiers to do their bit at so panied by the Misses Jennie and
much per head.
training at the Massachusetts Gen Higgins.
Marion Morse left Monday for a
the William E Graves store at living with their sister Mrs. Jerry
e e e e
eral Hospital, Boston, is coming to
two weeks' visit in Bostcn and
Maverick square. Mr. Joyce is Farnham.
The political ideology of Wendell vicinity.
day for an overnight visit with her
manager of tlie meat and produce
Effective today. Sept. 15. several department
Mrs. Eva Newtcn of Portland, Me., Willkie is not by any means dead.
ano C°B
mother. Mrs. Clara Calderwood of
The Wednesday night dances are
at
the
First
National
changes in dwelling and household store in Boothbay Harbor No date has been spending a Jew days with If the gentleman did talk a bit too proving very popular with a large
Grace street.
furniture forms of
insurance has been set for the wedding.
her father and mother, Mr an-d Mrs. much, we do well to remember this attendance. Music by Dean’s Or
are in force, giving additional cov
fact: our progressivism can be chestra of Camden.
Robert Studley.
Baked Beans (Black & Gay. Can erage without charge. For iniorgreatly strenghtened by Mr. Wilkie's
Mr and Mrs. Lucius E. Jones left
Rain is much needed in this sec
Lendall Merrill has been enjoying joining in hands, heart and mind tion.
ners, Saturdays at Perry's Markets mation. telephone Arthur L. kOrne yesterdaj- for Norfolk, Va.. where
^ ENITH brings new style, new smart
Wells and most cf the brooks
Inc. phone 1O42W.—adv
hereafter.—adv.
they will visit theii- son, Ed'win K. a weeks' vacation from his duties at with the Republican party.
ness to the hearing aid! The vis
are dry and it is a great handicap
the Knox Mill Camden.
to the poultrymen who are obliged
ible parts blend with any complexion
The tulip is not a native of Hol to haul W’ater for a long distance.
—are scarcely noticeable.
Miss Agnes Studley, who has re
land. The first bulbs were brought
Miss Marion Dickey who has been
Now you can wear the Zenith Radi
turned from a years work in Los from Persia In the Sixteenth cen
passing her vacation at home reonic Hearing Aid with new poise and
ATRE Angeles, and San Francisco has tury. i Dutch growers have devel
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT!
charm —as casually, as smartly as mil
AMOEN • • • PHONE 1SI9
been visiting the past week, with oped nearly 2.030 varieties. Export
lions wear eyeglasses!
v
I
her father and mother Mr. and Mrs. of bulbs has been a major item of
■The result of more than two years
trade wdth United States.
TODAY—FRIDAY, SEPT. 15
I Robert Studley.
of laboratory research, the NeutralColor Earphone and Cord are now
OPENING SAT., SEPT. 23
Mrs. Blanche S. Merrill mother of
Some of the British bombing
Cash Night $425.00
ROCKLAND
standard equipmentontheNew Zenith
Muriel Wade is visiting her daugh groups, as they cross the chanpel,
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
Radionic Hearing Aid —cost nothing
in width.
‘Three Men in White’ ter and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. extend over 15 •miles
• • •
extra! The new cord will not fray, is
SMILEY BURNETTE
Paul Wade.
There is plenty of work to be
perspiration-proof, water-proof, Linkand
Paul Wade is home for the week- done at the Red Cross surgical
SATURDAY, SEPT. 16
proof, and may be wiped clean with a
SONNY
’
CARSON
dressing
room
and
few
workers.
The
j end from U. S. Marine Hospital.
damp cloth.
double" FEATURE
—
In
—
cool
days
have
come,
the
work
is
j Portland. He has been there for
THE NEW ZENITH RADIONIC HEARING AID
greatly
needed.
k
Give
at
least
one
Ruth Terry
! treatment two months.
“Call of the Rockies”
afternoon to this patriotic need each
««A
»
A
»
Y
wtA
"
Robert
Livingston
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Babcock of week.
II
Complete with
■ ” Naw NawtrolMiss Madelyn Oliver, conducting
• • • •
Newark, N. J., are returning tb
In
Color Maflnatic Eorphena
SUNDAY-MONDAY
A
girl
called
on a farmer and of
their
home
after
a
week
at
their
and Cord —Cry»tol Micro“Goodnight
fered her services as shepardess.
phono - Radionic TubacTower Room, Community Building
cottage at Pine Hill Point.
BatCariac. Ona Modal—no
“No. no. lassie;’ said the farmer.
Continuous
Jchn Golden of Rockland is en I advertised for a shepard, not a
"dacoyc” . .. Ona quality
Rockland,
Maine
Sweetheart”
—Zanith c Basil . . . Ona
gaged in dismantling Car 24. the shepardess.”
Sunday
Prica-$40.
AND
I
former
R.
T.
&
C.
Street
Railway
I
know
that,
but
surely
there's
TMK NKW
reason why the work should
Children from the ages of 4 to 7, at 12 o’clock.
.4*
“Beneath Western car, which has served at Sea View no
not
be
undertaken by a women.”
Cabins
the
past
11
years.
Children from the ages of 7 to 12, at 12.45.
Well a woman tried it once
Lerrord Maddocks and helper are and made a mess of it."
accepted by Amertesn Itediecl Xesoctsttoa
Skies
”
Girls
and
Boys
over
12
years
of
age,
at
1.30.
Council on Physical Therapy
painting the Robert S. Gregory
"Who was she?”
♦'
house, occupie4 by the Mason Mer
“Bo-peep
Ballet,
Tap,
Acrobatic,
Modern
and
Ballroom
SUND'Y-MOND'Y, SEPT. 17-18
• • • •
YOU Ul INVira TO ATO® A OMtOWTItAflON
rill family.
Dancing Taught By Experts
Over $86 was made for the SedgeCharles Boyer
Due to bt- -:ss changes the Glen
wick and Sargentvflle libraries by a
Cove Post Cffice will be moved from recent flower show. And how the
Ingrid Bergman
GOODNOW’1
All those interested please register at
its present location on Commer libraries of the countryside will
in
“HE WAS ONLY FEUDIN”
Chamber of Commerce Office, Community Building,
cial Street tc Postmaster Herbert look up this Winter. The sum of
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
over
$300
made
toy
the
valiant
ef

COMMUNITY SING
fGasKght”
Waldrons residence, on Warrenton
on Sept. 14,15, and 16
TEL.IItSW MAIN t PARK STS.
forts
for
the
Elinor
Jackson
Library
CARTOON
SHORT
73-75
street. Carpenters from Everett S. fund is another example of real
64-F-tI
spear Oo. are making the altera- pluck in Tenant’s Harbor.

Miriam Rebekah Fair Tuesda
was a grand success, more than lh|
being in attendance.
During the afternoon there wal
a steady stream cf customers at th
several tao'.es and booths, which in
eluded: Miscellaneous articles i
charge of Mrs Lina Carroll: patch
work quilts. Mrs. Lizzie Smith; po
corn and candy. Mrs. Blanch
Fales: fortune ttll'ng. Mrs Victor:
Clement; aprons, Mrs. Jennie Fey)
ler: handkerchiefs, Mrs Eth'l
Richards; grab bags Mrs Rubv Al
len, and cooked foods, Mrs Eleanc
Achorn.
Awards made included: Patch
work quilts to John Andersen an;
Evelyn Willis; daffodil cake t
Blanche Fales and cake from th<
candy table to Joseph Hamlin. Thtwo beautiful quilts were made b
Mrs. Lizie Smith, Mrs. Mabel Brew
ster. Mrs. Grace Ludwick, Mr;
Rana Robinson, Mrs. Minnie Cros
Mrs. Ada Brewster. Mrs Lizzi
French, Mrs. Margaret Racklif
and Mrs May Gregory.
Mrs. %faftie Spaulding and he
corps of housekeepers and wait
resses were very busy with thserving of the supiier, the mail
dishes of which were chicken pie
lebster salad and baked beans.
Mrs. Madlene Jackson was ii
charge of an excellent entertain
ment presented during the evening
The numbers presented were: Se
lctions on electric Hawaiian gut
tar, Miss Edith Jackson; piano duet
Charlene Spaulding and Priscili
Barton of Thomaston; group o
songs. Miss Hazel Bolin, acccmpan
ied by Miss Lotte McLaughlin
reading, Mrs Grace Rcllins; pian<
solo, Charlene Spaulding; vocal se
lections, Mrs. Jenn e Pietroski, ac
companied! by Stafford M. Cong
don; piano solo, Miss Priscilli
Barton; electrical guitac, Mis
Edith Jackson, and readings, Mrs
Madlene Jackson. At the close o
Mbs Bolin's soles, she led the groui
in the singing oi The Star Spanglet
Banner.
Neetor S. Brown acted as aue
tioneer in disposing of a few un
sold cakes and other items of food
Mrs. Agnes Wilbur, vice grand, wa:
general chairman cf the highl;
successful fair
turned to Massachusetts last wei
One of our old and respected ci
zens Gecrge Atheam sus ained
fall recently The result was
broken hip. He is resting ccnifo
ably at this wr.'ting.
Mrs Florence MaeDonald w
has been ill is recovering.
Read The Courier-Gazette

TODAY AND SATURDAY

BflWI GOOUMAH
AND HIS BAND

LINDA DAKUUi

Nervous, Restless

LYNN BARI
JACK OAKIt

NO

EXTRA COST

2Oth
C«ntury-Fo»

I

Ficturo

,t

Midnitc Melodies

News

Shows: 2.00, 6.30, 8.30

SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY
Note Times of Shows
Sun.,
3.15, 6.00, 8.30
Mon., Tues., 2, 6, 8.30

CHARLOTTE S SCHOOL
OF DANCING

With

CLAUDE RAINS •

WALTER ABEL - R1CHAR0

3 15, 6.00, 8.30

Sunday:

Mon., Tues.:

2.00, 6.00, 8.30

LATEST NEWS

ROCKLAND. ME.

9

Tuesday-Friday
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From Road To Tokyo

A Genial Caller

STEAMBOAT DAYS

Capt Robert Stirling Keeper
of Portland Head Light
Comes Down to Swap
Yarns
The Courier-Gazette had a high
ly interesting visitor Wednesday
afternoon in the person of Capt.
Robert Sterling, keeper of Port
land Head Light, author of a well
known Coast Guard book, and con
versationalist de luxe.
After serving as assistant keeper
to Captain Prank O. Hilt for 15
years it was highly fitting that he
should .succeed the latter when
Capt. Hilt retired last Spring The
new keeper knows that section of
the coast from A to Z and is ex
tremely popular with the residents,
all who have business "with this
light station He has served 31
years in the Coast Guard service
and two years hence will reach the
age of retirement.
Nobody likes to wish away time,
but Capt. Sterling has one good
reason for welcoming his prospec
tive retirement—it will leave him
free to resume work on his second
book, “The CoaSterman.” His first
book was entitled ‘The Lighthouses
of the Maine Coast and the Men
Who Keep Them ” It Achieved in
stant popularity and 50.0"0 copies
have been printed “The Coasterman,’’ it is said will have an even
stronger appeal with those who
love the seacoast. 1
Capt Sterling’s assistant keeper
is a former resident of Vinalhaven.
William C Burns. In charge ef the
Cape E’izabeth district with which
Portland Head Light is connected
is Captain Freeman Beal of Pockland In Capt Sterling’s “dooryard,’’ as he calls it, is a Battery of
soldiers in which are many men
from Rockland, Thomaston and
vicinity and thev have come to
share in the liking which the en
tire community has for the genial

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot waters.
By John M. Ri chardson

t

t

•

Buy War Bonds and Stamm

on a shingle under my belt, and 36
minutes to spare before I punch the

tune clock, and with the desire to
scribble some scrawl with a Pacific

drawl, I reckon now Is the time to

bore you with some more of the de

tails of my drab existence
Out here, on the road to Tokyo,
the approved material for conver
sation is not the age-old* patter

about weather. (There is no weather

here—just

• It is simple to
find just where to ask
for what you need
because supplies and
services are indexed
in alphabetical order.
Turn to the Yellow
Pages of your Tele
phone Book and
there you are!
TO FIND IN

TELEI NONE OIRECTOIY
7-

the

usual .procedure is—“What part of

heart of Texas, you have a chance

Herewith sails into “Steamboat Lore’’ the long sought twin screw steamer Blue HUI. 1887. She was a
delight to the eye, but a pain in the neck to her owners who cheerfully sold her to Canadian interests, where of getting the desired results that
will lead to further palaver. But,
she reformed ©ve/night and behaved admirably ever after.

silver in cur hair, but the memories

of *he old folks ancf our childhood
at Mak?'tcwn will I've cn and will
ever be a bright spot in our lives,
that time cannot erase.
Marga:et Elwell, Spruce Head.
Sept. 12.

New Haven, Conn., Sept. 9.

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
. Following is

the

second

of the

series of Civil War letters by Joseph
Munson:

Ship Island. Wednesday night 7
o’clock, March 16, 1862.
Dear Father, Mother and Sisters.

Cpl. and Mrs. Clyde Ennis of Hal
I now am in the land of Dixey,
ifax. have returned home after setting in my tent, writing home.
spending a few days with his cous I have been busy since we landed
today. I have been digging a well
in. Daisy Simmons.
and they named it Munson’s Well.
Mr. and Mrs. W’oodrow Verge and It is two feet to water and four
sen Dana, and William Hisler spent I feet of water. I was setting on the
were week-end guests of Mr and sand with my spade in my hand,
resting this noon when I heard
Mrs. Stanley Hysom in Augusta.
i
somebody
call “Joseph Munson,” I
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Simmons and
went to the officer that called me,
Mrs. Mary Simmons of Waldoboro wondering what I had been doing,
were week-end guests of Miss Daisy and to my surprise there was a let
ter tr me from my father. That
Simmons.
letter
, was worth five dollars to me,
A birthday party was held at the
although there was bad news.
home of Miss Daisy Simmons, Sat was glad to hear from home butI
urday night, in honor of the birth sorry to hear that you all was sick.
day of Cpl. Clyde Ennis ef Halifax, If you was in as good health as I
Nova S?otia. Guests were; Mr. and am you would be well enough. I
Mrs. Lester A Simmons, Mrs. Mary j never had better health nor felt
better than I have since we landed.
Simmons, and Hollis Buzwell of
You speak of snow and ice. There
Waldoboro; Mr. and tMrs. William is no such article here. The trees
Simmons. M. and Mrs. John Thomp and grass where we can find enny
son, Jr.. Miss Daisy Simmons, Mrs. is green You speak of the old tea
Clyde Ennis and the guest of honor pot standing on the stove, waiting
for me To tell you the plain truth
Cpl Clyde Ennis. Refreshments father. I have so much to do that I
were served and everybody reported cannot get time to come up there
a good time.
to breakfast, but I should like some

CARS WANTED
Any make. Any model. Any year. We pay the top ceiling price
and every purchase is handled promptly and pleasantly.

If you have a car you can spare, now is the best time
to sell it.

HAROLD B. KALER
WASHINGTON, ME.

Instead

climate.)

the States you from, bud?’ If you
come from New York or deep in the

FRIENDSHIP

At

28.

With a good meal of creamed beef

THE JULY FISH RECEIPTS

in Massachusetts the past several
months for treatment returned
home Saturday, much improved in
health.

AUg.

■

-

TEL. 5-85
68-tf

SERMONETTE

for Fort Jackson and then New Or
leans. They will have a battle there
in a short time. This regiment is
to stay here to guard the west end
of the Island and the vessel there.
There is a regiment just landed. I
can hear there band where they are
now.
There is regiments coming
and going every day.
We have to go eight miles for
wood. I have never been yet.
I
have kept a diary’ from the start.
You must write often. The mails
are so irregularly. They say that
sometimes they get two In a week
and then they mav not get one in
two months. I shall write as often

as I can.

Your son,
Joseph Munson.
Submitted by Mrs. O. G Cuddy.

SOUTH HOPE
The South Hope Sunday School

tsk, tsk. if you are a “Maine-lac,”

you're 99 times out of a hundred

groping for some other conversa

tional

lead—Luckily, I've hit

the

jackpot twice lately.

Once in the form of Captain Arn

old H. Clark of Liberty and once
in the person of Private Carroll
French from that noble metropolis
of Waldoboro.

As Iree Member, the hitch hiking

to Liberty wasn’t too good when I

was home, so it turned out that
Capt. Clark and <1 had to get ac
quainted in a bomb-proofed office

on a Pacific Isle.

feat to get him to his feet.
dood

He

itl

But, I

the answer to

had

“what's cookin’” when I gave him
a hoto foot.

Pollard is

a

lot easier

pro

to

observe

his

fourth

birthday.

Four tables were decorated and ice
cream and cake was served

He re

ceived many gifts and cards Those

invited

were

Jacklie

and

they

aren’t

But, the way things appear from

this angle

it cant be

too

Captain Charles Rollins is at hi^
home here from

• • • •

• • • •

scribe to have numerous and sun

and his Black Oat, and have them

dry duties

lead me to an emporium that caters

One of his most pleas

ant duties, though is the daily as

to

signment of posting the war news

crustaeeous fish, the Lobster
And, so,, with that happy thought,

on the maps.

Lately he has had a

workout in the European Theatre.

It is an awiful temptation to let the
crayon line ensnare the city of Ber
Too bad wars can’t be fought

lin.

on maps —alone.

,

Maine may be having shortages
of some Items, but as I scan the
“birth

columns”

In

various

the

those

desirous

of

noble

that

I say,,
God Bless You,
Stewart M. L. Pollard
[And Corporal Pollard may rest

secure in the thought that the Lob
ster (plural) is as good as ordered,
and! that it will be seasoned with a

duties,

news that Sargent Harry Odom, U.
S. Navy, has been reported missing.
He is with General Patton’s forces,

across for over a year. He has twice
action, once in

in

been wounded

Italy andi again in the Invasion of

France,

later

returning

Square services Sunday will be:
Church School at 1.30 p. m. followed by
the afternoon . worship service at 3
o'clock. The pastor. Rev. Curtis Stanley will speak on "The Man Who
Came Back From Hell.” The evening
evangelistic service begins at 7.30 and
the pastor win have for hts sermon. "A
Three-Story House.” There will be
special music at both services.

ordered to sea, and hfs wife went

-

Mrs. Andrew Odom returned

Quincy,

Thursday

Mass,

spending six weeks, at the Odom

has been

with him as far as Rockland Thurs
day.

He has been stationed here

for over a year, until July of this
year, when he was ordered back to

• • • •

Burns Island Coast Guard Station.

Mrs,

(Char-

Konliok

Charlotta

i
'
1

• • • •

Thomaston, after spending the holi

Sunday al The Littlefield Memorial
Baptist CTiurch, the pastor. Rev.
Charles A. Marstaller will speak at 10 30
on "Labor that pays good dividends."
Special music will be provided by the
choir. Sunday School follows at 11 45
with classes for all ages Young peopie’s meeting at 6 o'clock. At 7.15 the
service will be In charge of the young
people who are returning to college.
Prayer meeting Tuesday night at 7.30.

day with her parents, Mr. and Mra

• • • •

Reads The ‘Goings-On’
Southwest Pacific, Aug. 21
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

William Stanley.

The seiners

are

catching

Natalie B. and Phyllis L both hav

ing good trips this past week

Mrs. Jane Whitley is spending a
week at her home in Portland.
Mr. and Mra

Christy who have

spent the Summer at the Earl Field

cottage, Lobster Cove, returned to
their home in New York City last

week.
Lloyd
Trailing

Reeves

to

returned

his brother to Hnox Hospital, with

an infected arm

Ernest Newman has returned to
New York City, after several weeks
spent at the New Monhegan House.
Mrs. Harriett Rankin and Flor

ence Scully returned to their apart
ment, Park Ave., New York
spending the season

in

Brackett apartment over the Postoffice.

Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Stanley are

Tt sure brings me a lot of comfort in Friendship and Boston for a few
and joy to be able to read in The weeks. Mr. Stanley will undergo a
Courier-Gazette aM about what is throat operation in a Boston Hos
going on 'back heme It makes me
want to close my eyes and dream I pital this week
am there.
Don Smith, UlSOG returned to the
When the last issue arrived, I sat Light Friday after sipendmg his
on a cocoanut stump and read every
little article, even the want ad,s. liberty ashore. ~
The old town sure has changed I’m
Mrs. Raymond Barker has closed
counting the moments till I can her two cottages at Dead Man's
walk those streets.
I enjoyed reading the article on Cove, and returned to Northampton,
the “Rockland Victory.” Let’s hepe Mass., for the Winter. Mrs. Barker
that ship lives up to the tradition formerly made her home in Bay
of her namesake. Let’s keep them Village, Ohio.
,
coming this Way till we deliver the
knock-out punch
Sgt D. L. Sanborn

delicious talkfest—Ed. and B. C.J

Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

Jack Benny and his troupe and
Bob Hope and his “menagerie” have
Both were very

We’ve also (been hav

as

were known

Although they

the

Hope

“Bob

Show" and the “Jack Benny Show”

I can assure you that those comedi
ans played second fiddle (and Jack
Benny also fiddled) to the luscious

bundles of

femininity

that

came

with them (Huh! I’d be willing to

play

second

Langford and

day!)

fiddle

to

Frances

Carole Landis any

They were the first women

many of us had seen in some nine
months.
We hadn’t even had a

visit from Mrs. F. D.

For the umpteenth time, yours
truly has attained the rank of Cor
My Service

poral.

Record

Before

you

buy

that

important

is so

It’s no accident that our papers

reduc

new dress, the one pair of shoes your

carry so much excellent advertising.

tions, transfers, et al, that I doubt

ration coupon allows you, or the hat

Smart merchandisers know that the

that will bewitch him, you want to be

quality of a paper determines the

sure that you’re up on your fa hion

quality of its readers and the thor

news. You can be if you do your

oughness with which they study each

"window shopping*’ the easy way—by

page. Our editorial policy of con

sitting comfortably at home and look

sistently publishing the most com

ing over the advertising columns ofour

plete, unbiased and significant news

papers. There you’ll find the high

makes us deservedly popular with

lights of today’s fashions, selected for

discriminating

you by Portland's leading merchants.

tisers alike.

SNAFU

with

promotions,

if they’ll let it go back to the States
until the Intelligence Section can
figure out If it is a cryptographic
document.
Great balls of fixe!
What a mess!

God and the War Department
only know when I am going to the

TIRES
We carry one of the most
complete tire stocks in
the State

readers

and

adver-

And, of course, these regular features :

Cheryl

Reynolds, Barbara Bennett, David

and Peter Hart, Annette .and Re
becca Gould, Brenda and Ann

of that tea about now. If you have Marie Hart, Faith Ann and Peggy
a chance, send me a cup, not very Lee Bailey.
sweet and no milk In lt. We do
Mr. and Mrs. Collins are receiving
not live as well here as I have been
congratulations on the birth of a
in the habit of living, but I fare
Mrs. Collins is being
better than most of the men.
I daughter.
have enuff of something to eat. cared) for at the Gould maternity
The cock and me are good friends, home.
and I do not lose annything by it.
You speak of fanning. You could
do better there than here. The soil
is about two feet deep apd then you
come to water. It is not loam, but
white sand such as we used to sell
In the store to clean tinware.
I
wash my plate and cup in the sand
and they shine like a silver dollar.
The Island is very healthy, but

MFmmM!
BUY MORE WAR BONDS

AU Sizes In
Grade 1 Tires
And Most Sizes In
Grade 8 Tires

News Services: United Press, Associated Press, Associated Press Wirephotos,

NEA-Acme Newspictures, Press Herald Washington News Bureau; Six Famous
Columnists; Complete Coverage of Local News; Popular Comics and Cartoons;

Authoritative Editorials; Sports Pages; Society News; Theatre News; Home

Prompt Recapping Service

making Suggestions; Financial News.

See Us for for Tour
Tire Problems

Portland press peralb

We Garry Bike Tires

after

the ETva

Possibly they figure

ing com on the cob.

the

Yew Friday after taking

the ODB needs more business.

been here on tour.

large

trips of herring right in the Harbor.

WP.B has not rationed the bundles

good shows.

to

after

At the Congregational Church Sun
day. Rev. Roy A. Welker will preach lotta Stanley) has returned to her
' at the morning service of worship at work in Brackett’s Drug Store in
1046

i

z

word containing better news

cottage.
Johnny Walsh, USCG,
At the Nazarene Church, Maverick

I
,

duty,

hoped they may receive some later

• • • •

j

to

since then his family has received
word that he is now missing
It is

Maine periodicals, I note that the
of offsprings.

with

Morning worship at the Universa
list Church 10 40. Dr Lowe's sermon Is
to be a “follow up" of the one last
Sunday, when hl9 theme was "Penslone. 's On the Whole of Life."
His
subject this Sunday will be: ''Pulling
Our-elves Together.”
Organist, Miss
Dorethy Lawry. Soloist, Miss Lotte
McLaughlin.

When the happy day

Maine, can assure you that I am
going to look up a certain editor,

his

The Island was saddened by the

At the First Baptist Church the
prayer meetings will precede the
Sunday services at 10.15. In the morn
ing service at 10 30 the pastor. Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald, will preach on the
subject. "Our Church." and the choir
will sing. The Church School will meet
for Its last session before Rally Day at
noon. The young people's Christian
Endeavor meeting at 6 will be led by
Mrs. MacDonald The evening praise
service will open at 7 15. and Mr Mac
Donald will bring a message on “Re
jected!”

many

does come through, that I do get to

and Mrs. May

Bill is in the Marines.

••Somewhere in the Pacific."

telling!

nounce
than
Wichepontokowski
and as a result, causes this humble

a fine service was enjoyed.

to

States—And

more weeks.

A large number were present and

ered at the home of Sherwood Hart

nard Ome.

In the Episcopal Parish St. Peter, 8t.
John and St. George. Rev. Fr. Kenyon,
, rector, the services for the 15th Sunday
was another matter.
We’ve been
after Trinity will 'be Holy Eucharist at
getting together frequently and
i St. John's, Thomaston at 8 a. m.;
Parish Mass and sermon at St. Peter's
have talked over familiar places,
at 9 30; Vespers at St. George’s, Long
women, old times, women, home
/‘Matter” Is the subject of the Les Cove at 4 p. m.
• • • •
son-Sermon that will be read In all
town scandals, women, the war, Churches of Christ Scientist, on Sept.
"No Escape’ will be the subject of
women, our Alma Mater, women, 17. The Golden Text is: "Wilt thou Rev. Alfred G. Hempstead's sermon
set Chine eyes upon that which Is not? at Pratt Memorial Methodist Church
post war plans, and women. Don’t For riches certainly make themselves at 10.45 a. m. The Nursery Claes will
The
get the idea that we’re “Wolves.” wings; they fly away as an eagle toward meet at the hour ol worship.
heaven" (Proverbs 23:5). The citations Church School wl!l meet at noon. The
That would be unfair to Carroli, from the Bible 'Include the following Youth Fellowship meeting w'll be at 6
passages; I gathered me also sliver o'clock. At 7 o'clock will be the eve
He’s married
and gold and the peculiar treasure of ning hour of worship. The Prayer
kings and of the provinces: So I was meeting will be held at 7.30 on Tues
And) once, after a lot of persua
great, and Increased more than all that day. The women of the church will
sion. I managed to get him off of were before me In Jerusalem: Then I meet for Red Cross sewing at the
his bunk long enough to go to the looked on all the works that my hands church on Tuesday The Augusta Dlstrlst Conference will meet Sept. 20 and
show.
It was major engineering
21 In Oakland.
With Carroll French, though, it

was held at the Universalis: Church

A group of small children gath

After Twenty-One Years

Approximately twenty-one years
ago the writer found, that our
church had called a new pastor,
during our vacation at Falmouth
Fo reside.
There had Just been completed a
merger of the First Free Baptist
Church on Congress street and the
Free Street Baptist Church Just
around the corner on Middle street.
Hon Lindley Webb was moderator
of the first named., and the writer
was moderator 'of the latter. The
terms of the merger called for u
new lot. new church edifice, new
officers and a new pastor.
How the committee found him I
never knew, but here he was. a
young man In the early forties, a
gracious, lciable man, called to the
exceedingly difficult task of knit
ting together two congregations
that had for many years had an
honorable but Independent re.'ord
oi service In the work of Gods
kingdom. In Maine’s largest city.
He n-adc the marriage * successful
and happy one. The newly formed
society had not yet chosen -ts name
nor finally settled upon Its location
No better choice of a pastor could
have oeei: made. He had built in
Chicago th< new Noi.h Shore Bap
tist Church. From our first meet
ing we
destined to have very
close relations, not alwi/s lit *c.l
agreement, always «c m‘.m» in our
love and our devotion to Immanuel
Baptist, which has never wavered
over the score and more of years.
To this church and Its Interests I
have given of my time, money and
love, all tliat was within me. and
Rev. William H. Jones, D. D, has
been to me a 'faithful minister
In many ways. In his pulpit I
have never seen his equal. .He has
given, to this Church a wonderful
ministry, to the city his best ef
forts, a.nd to the State of Maine a
complete example of Che power of
a great Christian minister. A gen
tleman In the highest sense of
that term. Last Sunday Dr. Jones
resigned Ills long pastorate. Ties,
such as these, are not easily sev
ered. The beautiful granite church
“Immanuel" will stand through
generations, a monument to the
faithful Constant leadership of this
great Baptist preacher.
William A. Holman

Orne’s parents, Mr

had wrought, and on the labour that the Air Transport Command, for a
I had laboured to do; and behold, all
was vanity and vexation of spirit, and few days, before moving his family
there was 'no pioflt under the sun.” to Annisquam, Mass.
(Ecol 2;8, 8. 11).

Editor of The Courier-Gazette

The sun shone brighter and the ambitious for the type of service ences.” The writer then chose to
bay was more deeply blue last she entered, 18 foot wide and 7-foot take a literary slap at her venerable
deep, built in East Bcston by the side-wheel
predecessor.
“These
Thursday, after Philip Howard celebrated1 Burnham yard.
improvements will be much appre
brought to the Steamboat Editor’s
Blue Hill started off on the ciate by those who have patronized
desk the long sought and often de wrong foot anyhow Advertisements the old Henry Morrison.’’ To give
spaired of photograph presented by the line confidently promised point to this criticism the Morri
above. It is Captain Crockett's her in service Aug. 1, -and' later as son rolled her tall stack overboard
temperamental
but
beautiful happily made it Sept. 1. Her first Sept 18 and was towed ignominiSteamer Blue Hill, sought so long run actually was made Sept. 22, ously into port.
Blue Hill tcok her virtues out In
by the writer that he had begun to 1887 Her debut was still further
doubt if a picture of her could be shadlowed by a bitter fight between good looks and soon developed all
Ellsworth and Blue Hill as to which the vices on a good steamboatin existence.
Will Ms Blue HiU Steamboat name she should! bear. She made man’s black list. (She had two
Line business going great guns and her triumphant If belated appear- compound engines with 24”xl2” cylpromising an even rosier future, ance Sept. 21 and on the following j inders and they never performed
canny Capta n Oscar had the vision day took company officials and in- , to expectations nor was the steamto build a big boat for that future— vited guests the length of the line, er economical or suited to the run,
The Courier-Gazette had this to so before many moons passed she
one that was the last word in 1887
steamboat design, even a bit ahead say of the craft: “She (Blue Hill, , was sold to Canadian ( interests
of It. The result was the hand though the article called her City of 1 where, strange to relate, she resome craft depicted above, named Elhwcrth) is altogether one of the formed with a vengeance,, shed all
skipper.
Blue Hill in honor of the port handsomest and most substantial her bad habits, and as late as 1937
which brought great passenger and boats of her size to be built in East was still acting the perfect lady, a
freight revenue to his steamers and Boston in many a day. She can ac- delight to patrons and owners in
‘ ORFF’S CORNER
Joseph Gilbert returned to New gave the line its name She was commodate 400 passengers and has her old age under the euphonious
castle Saturday after a few days’ 135 feet long, which was decidedly staterooms and all modern conveni- I name of Bras d’or Lakes.
visit at Elbert Elwell’s.
Mrs Elmer Smith has returned
Old Time Memories
to her home in Lynnfield, Mass,
after several weeks with Mrs. Cecil
Ludwig and Mrs. Henry Meyer.
The value of fish landings in Maine for the month of July was $939,Maurice Benner, US N is spend Margaret Elwell Visits the
374. The official take for Knox and Lincoln Counties, according to the
ing a few days with his parents Mr.
“Makertown” Schoolhouse statistical report kept by Louis Cates, follows:
and Mrs. Howard Benner.
Species
Lincoln
Knox
This place was well represented
and Sheds Tears
Codr-large ............ .......... . ...... .......... . .......
7,109
41,495
at Windsor Pair.
Mr and Mrs Arnold P Johnson
market .... ................ ...................... -.............. ..
2,045
34,589
I was much interested in Mrs.
and children Gordon and Evelyn of
scrod
...
.
........
...........................................
7,617
Cambridge, Mass . have been guests Jennie Howard's letter recently con Haddock—large .............................. ...... ........
2.987
43,487
for a few days of Mr. and Mrs Al cerning the "Makertown'’ school
scrod ......... .......... ...... ...... -.......... ........ —..............
6,076
house. For it was there I started Hake—large ...............................................
bert Elwell.
22,075
482,029
A business meeting of the church to learn my A.B.C’s. I can plainly
small ............ . .......... ....... _.............. ...........
4,958
26,362
was hesld recently at Community remember some of the pupils—Lida Pollock ..................
4.262
41,002
House, followed by movies which and Ethel Elwell, Helen Kellar the Cusk .....
1.060
24,480
well attended and greatly enjoyed. Rackliff boys and many others.
Rose or Redfish ......................
344,904
1,623,415
Many thanks to Mr. and Mrs Leon
I can remember that Rufus Ken Flounders—greysole ....................................
5,059
30,952
Achorn for an enjoyable evening's ney would bring down the Wheeler
blacfcbacks ............. ............ .................................
5475
' 1,848
entertainment.
da** ......... -........... —-........... -........................ 15,841
Bay pupils in an old farm wagon;
James Carroll who has been the also I can so plainly remember one Halibut ................. . .......................................
58
17
guest of Raymond and Vernon
Sharks ..................................................... .................
260
teacher
we
had.
Her
name
was
Hutchins has returned tc* Lynn,
604,411
Louise Kellar I can see/her now with Whiting—round1 ...........
Mass.
dressed) ......................................................................
3,170
the
-aftc-Vnoon
sun
streaming
in
on
Miss Emily Perry and niece of
Herring
..................
2,001,300
1,946,700
Appleton have been guests of Mrs. her hair and dress. I thought in Wolf or Catfish ..................
745
5,489
my
child
mind
she
was
the
most
Lizzie Hoch.
Mackerel
—
large
.........................
1.71-1
2,861
Rev. Elizabeth Mank (and Mr. beautiful creature on earth. Also
medium
.......
.
........
.-.
...................................
142,906
251,700
Mank of Athens attended the Home I can remember the Church services
small .........
11,310
Coming Service at the Church on held there. It isn't pleasant to know
Shad
............................................... .........................
361
Aug. 20, Mrs. Mank taking part in that those good old folk are all or Salmon ........................................................
116
the service and renewing acquaint nearly all gone. iMy sister (Graoe
2,836
400
ances and friendships of her many Maker Allen* is all that’s left of my Tuna ..........................
Crabs
..................... ...................................................
41,571
friends made while pastor here a family, beside myself. A year or
Clams
.........
195,390
7,345
few years ago.
two ago I went back like Tom of Lobsters—Maine .....................
175,363
463.261
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Powers and old and visited this old schoolhouse
3,820
son Jef ery and Mrs. Gladys Adams Hunting around I found bits of the Periwinkles. .......
374,573
512,177
of Portland were week-end guests old wall paper stained and worn Total Shellfish ..................
Blood and) Sand) Worms..................
211,360
at Clyde Dearborn’s.
623
16,261
Mr. Clifford who has been visit with the years and there like “Tom” Livers ......................... „..................................
211.973
16.261
ing relatives in East Gardner, Mass, I had to stop and brush away the Total miscellaneous ...........
has returned home. His mother tears.
The building has been used for a
Mrs. Effie Rowell accompanied him
we have lost of Flf Major. The 9th
Civil War Letters
and is visiting her son Harland ccoper shop, henpen and garage,
regiment
has lost
but two men
but th? memories of the good old
Rowell and family at East Union
sence
they
have
come
here and
'Mr and Mrs. Isaac Carkin of days still live on. I have fondest
,
»
Lynn, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. David memories of Capt and Mrs. John Written By Joseph Munson one of them was shot. The 9th
Esancy and Mrs. Carrie Cumming Andrews and the many happy times
regiment Conn, left here day be
To His Father Back
of Appleton were visitors recently spent with them and their family.
fore yesterday and the 12th yester
at Mr. and Mrs W C. Perry’s.
day
Ten regiments left yesterday
We are all “children' ’now with
In 1862
Mrs. Etta Grinnell, who has been

(H U R(H E$ H

Corp. Pollard, With Pacific
Pacific Drawl, Writes Zest
ful Letter To His Home
Paper

monhegan
Mra. William Ome is visiting Mr.

B
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